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“Technology is a gift of God. After the gift of life it is perhaps the greatest of God’s
gifts. It is the mother of civilizations, of arts and of sciences.”
—Freeman Dyson

WHAT HAVE BEEN THE most important developments in human history?
As anyone investigating this question soon learns, it’s difficult to answer.
For one thing, when does ‘human history’ even begin? Anatomically and
behaviorally modern Homo sapiens, equipped with language, fanned out
from their African homeland some sixty thousand years ago.1 By 25,000
BCE2 they had wiped out the Neanderthals and other hominids, and thereafter
faced no competition from other big-brained, upright-walking species.
We might consider 25,000 BCE a reasonable time to start tracking the big
stories of humankind, were it not for the development-retarding ice age earth
was experiencing at the time.3 In his book Why the West Rules—For Now,
anthropologist Ian Morris starts tracking human societal progress in 14,000
BCE, when the world clearly started getting warmer.
Another reason it’s a hard question to answer is that it’s not clear what
criteria we should use: what constitutes a truly important development? Most
of us share a sense that it would be an event or advance that significantly
changes the course of things—one that ‘bends the curve’ of human history.
Many have argued that the domestication of animals did just this, and is one
of our earliest important achievements.
The dog might well have been domesticated before 14,000 BCE, but the
horse was not; eight thousand more years would pass before we started
breeding them and keeping them in corrals. The ox, too, had been tamed by
that time (ca. 6,000 BCE) and hitched to a plow. Domestication of work
animals hastened the transition from foraging to farming, an important
development already underway by 8,000 BCE.4
Agriculture ensures plentiful and reliable food sources, which in turn
enable larger human settlements and, eventually, cities. Cities in turn make
tempting targets for plunder and conquest. A list of important human
developments should therefore include great wars and the empires they
yielded. The Mongol, Roman, Arab, and Ottoman empires—to name just
four—were transformative; they affected kingdoms, commerce, and customs
over immense areas.
Of course, some important developments have nothing to do with animals,

plants, or fighting men; some are simply ideas. Philosopher Karl Jaspers
notes that Buddha (563–483 BCE), Confucius (551–479 BCE), and Socrates
(469–399 BCE) all lived quite close to one another in time (but not in place).
In his analysis these men are the central thinkers of an ‘Axial Age’ spanning
800–200 BCE. Jaspers calls this age “a deep breath bringing the most lucid
consciousness” and holds that its philosophers brought transformative
schools of thought to three major civilizations: Indian, Chinese, and
European.5
The Buddha also founded one of the world’s major religions, and common
sense demands that any list of major human developments include the
establishment of other major faiths like Hinduism, Judaism, Christianity, and
Islam. Each has influenced the lives and ideals of hundreds of millions of
people.6
Many of these religions’ ideas and revelations were spread by the written
word, itself a fundamental innovation in human history. Debate rages about
precisely when, where, and how writing was invented, but a safe estimate
puts it in Mesopotamia around 3,200 BCE. Written symbols to facilitate
counting also existed then, but they did not include the concept of zero, as
basic as that seems to us now. The modern numbering system, which we call
Arabic, arrived around 830 CE.7
The list of important developments goes on and on. The Athenians began
to practice democracy around 500 BCE. The Black Death reduced Europe’s
population by at least 30 percent during the latter half of the 1300s.
Columbus sailed the ocean blue in 1492, beginning interactions between the
New World and the Old that would transform both.

The History of Humanity in One Graph
How can we ever get clarity about which of these developments is the most
important? All of the candidates listed above have passionate advocates—
people who argue forcefully and persuasively for one development’s
sovereignty over all the others. And in Why the West Rules—For Now Morris
confronts a more fundamental debate: whether any attempt to rank or
compare human events and developments is meaningful or legitimate. Many
anthropologists and other social scientists say it is not. Morris disagrees, and

his book boldly attempts to quantify human development. As he writes,
“reducing the ocean of facts to simple numerical scores has drawbacks but it
also has the one great merit of forcing everyone to confront the same
evidence—with surprising results.”8 In other words, if we want to know
which developments bent the curve of human history, it makes sense to try to
draw that curve.
Morris has done thoughtful and careful work to quantify what he terms
social development (“a group’s ability to master its physical and intellectual
environment to get things done”) over time.* As Morris suggests, the results
are surprising. In fact, they’re astonishing. They show that none of the
developments discussed so far has mattered very much, at least in
comparison to something else—something that bent the curve of human
history like nothing before or since. Here’s the graph, with total worldwide
human population graphed over time along with social development; as you
can see, the two lines are nearly identical:
FIGURE 1.1 Numerically Speaking, Most of Human History Is Boring.

For many thousands of years, humanity was a very gradual upward

trajectory. Progress was achingly slow, almost invisible. Animals and farms,
wars and empires, philosophies and religions all failed to exert much
influence. But just over two hundred years ago, something sudden and
profound arrived and bent the curve of human history—of population and
social development—almost ninety degrees.

Engines of Progress
By now you’ve probably guessed what it was. This is a book about the
impact of technology, after all, so it’s a safe bet that we’re opening it this way
in order to demonstrate how important technology has been. And the sudden
change in the graph in the late eighteenth century corresponds to a
development we’ve heard a lot about: the Industrial Revolution, which was
the sum of several nearly simultaneous developments in mechanical
engineering, chemistry, metallurgy, and other disciplines. So you’ve most
likely figured out that these technological developments underlie the sudden,
sharp, and sustained jump in human progress.
If so, your guess is exactly right. And we can be even more precise about
which technology was most important. It was the steam engine or, to be more
precise, one developed and improved by James Watt and his colleagues in the
second half of the eighteenth century.
Prior to Watt, steam engines were highly inefficient, harnessing only about
one percent of the energy released by burning coal. Watt’s brilliant tinkering
between 1765 and 1776 increased this more than threefold.9 As Morris
writes, this made all the difference: “Even though [the steam] revolution took
several decades to unfold . . . it was nonetheless the biggest and fastest
transformation in the entire history of the world.”10
The Industrial Revolution, of course, is not only the story of steam power,
but steam started it all. More than anything else, it allowed us to overcome
the limitations of muscle power, human and animal, and generate massive
amounts of useful energy at will. This led to factories and mass production, to
railways and mass transportation. It led, in other words, to modern life. The
Industrial Revolution ushered in humanity’s first machine age—the first time
our progress was driven primarily by technological innovation—and it was
the most profound time of transformation our world has ever seen.* The

ability to generate massive amounts of mechanical power was so important
that, in Morris’s words, it “made mockery of all the drama of the world’s
earlier history.”11
FIGURE 1.2 What Bent the Curve of Human History? The Industrial Revolution.

Now comes the second machine age. Computers and other digital
advances are doing for mental power—the ability to use our brains to
understand and shape our environments—what the steam engine and its
descendants did for muscle power. They’re allowing us to blow past previous
limitations and taking us into new territory. How exactly this transition will
play out remains unknown, but whether or not the new machine age bends
the curve as dramatically as Watt’s steam engine, it is a very big deal indeed.
This book explains how and why.
For now, a very short and simple answer: mental power is at least as
important for progress and development—for mastering our physical and
intellectual environment to get things done—as physical power. So a vast and
unprecedented boost to mental power should be a great boost to humanity,
just as the ealier boost to physical power so clearly was.

Playing Catch-Up
We wrote this book because we got confused. For years we have studied the
impact of digital technologies like computers, software, and communications
networks, and we thought we had a decent understanding of their capabilities
and limitations. But over the past few years, they started surprising us.
Computers started diagnosing diseases, listening and speaking to us, and
writing high-quality prose, while robots started scurrying around warehouses
and driving cars with minimal or no guidance. Digital technologies had been
laughably bad at a lot of these things for a long time—then they suddenly got
very good. How did this happen? And what were the implications of this
progress, which was astonishing and yet came to be considered a matter of
course?
We decided to team up and see if we could answer these questions. We
did the normal things business academics do: read lots of papers and books,
looked at many different kinds of data, and batted around ideas and
hypotheses with each other. This was necessary and valuable, but the real
learning, and the real fun, started when we went out into the world. We spoke
with inventors, investors, entrepreneurs, engineers, scientists, and many
others who make technology and put it to work.
Thanks to their openness and generosity, we had some futuristic
experiences in today’s incredible environment of digital innovation. We’ve
ridden in a driverless car, watched a computer beat teams of Harvard and
MIT students in a game of Jeopardy!, trained an industrial robot by grabbing
its wrist and guiding it through a series of steps, handled a beautiful metal
bowl that was made in a 3D printer, and had countless other mind-melting
encounters with technology.

Where We Are
This work led us to three broad conclusions.
The first is that we’re living in a time of astonishing progress with digital
technologies—those that have computer hardware, software, and networks at
their core. These technologies are not brand-new; businesses have been
buying computers for more than half a century, and Time magazine declared
the personal computer its “Machine of the Year” in 1982. But just as it took

generations to improve the steam engine to the point that it could power the
Industrial Revolution, it’s also taken time to refine our digital engines.
We’ll show why and how the full force of these technologies has recently
been achieved and give examples of its power. “Full,” though, doesn’t mean
“mature.” Computers are going to continue to improve and to do new and
unprecedented things. By “full force,” we mean simply that the key building
blocks are already in place for digital technologies to be as important and
transformational to society and the economy as the steam engine. In short,
we’re at an inflection point—a point where the curve starts to bend a lot—
because of computers. We are entering a second machine age.
Our second conclusion is that the transformations brought about by digital
technology will be profoundly beneficial ones. We’re heading into an era that
won’t just be different; it will be better, because we’ll be able to increase both
the variety and the volume of our consumption. When we phrase it that way
—in the dry vocabulary of economics—it almost sounds unappealing. Who
wants to consume more and more all the time? But we don’t just consume
calories and gasoline. We also consume information from books and friends,
entertainment from superstars and amateurs, expertise from teachers and
doctors, and countless other things that are not made of atoms. Technology
can bring us more choice and even freedom.
When these things are digitized—when they’re converted into bits that can
be stored on a computer and sent over a network—they acquire some weird
and wonderful properties. They’re subject to different economics, where
abundance is the norm rather than scarcity. As we’ll show, digital goods are
not like physical ones, and these differences matter.
Of course, physical goods are still essential, and most of us would like
them to have greater volume, variety, and quality. Whether or not we want to
eat more, we’d like to eat better or different meals. Whether or not we want
to burn more fossil fuels, we’d like to visit more places with less hassle.
Computers are helping accomplish these goals, and many others. Digitization
is improving the physical world, and these improvements are only going to
become more important. Among economic historians there’s wide agreement
that, as Martin Weitzman puts it, “the long-term growth of an advanced
economy is dominated by the behavior of technical progress.”12 As we’ll
show, technical progress is improving exponentially.

Our third conclusion is less optimistic: digitization is going to bring with it
some thorny challenges. This in itself should not be too surprising or
alarming; even the most beneficial developments have unpleasant
consequences that must be managed. The Industrial Revolution was
accompanied by soot-filled London skies and horrific exploitation of child
labor. What will be their modern equivalents? Rapid and accelerating
digitization is likely to bring economic rather than environmental disruption,
stemming from the fact that as computers get more powerful, companies have
less need for some kinds of workers. Technological progress is going to leave
behind some people, perhaps even a lot of people, as it races ahead. As we’ll
demonstrate, there’s never been a better time to be a worker with special
skills or the right education, because these people can use technology to
create and capture value. However, there’s never been a worse time to be a
worker with only ‘ordinary’ skills and abilities to offer, because computers,
robots, and other digital technologies are acquiring these skills and abilities at
an extraordinary rate.
Over time, the people of England and other countries concluded that some
aspects of the Industrial Revolution were unacceptable and took steps to end
them (democratic government and technological progress both helped with
this). Child labor no longer exists in the UK, and London air contains less
smoke and sulfur dioxide now than at any time since at least the late 1500s.13
The challenges of the digital revolution can also be met, but first we have to
be clear on what they are. It’s important to discuss the likely negative
consequences of the second machine age and start a dialogue about how to
mitigate them—we are confident that they’re not insurmountable. But they
won’t fix themselves, either. We’ll offer our thoughts on this important topic
in the chapters to come.
So this is a book about the second machine age unfolding right now—an
inflection point in the history of our economies and societies because of
digitization. It’s an inflection point in the right direction—bounty instead of
scarcity, freedom instead of constraint—but one that will bring with it some
difficult challenges and choices.
This book is divided into three sections. The first, composed of chapters 1
through 6, describes the fundamental characteristics of the second machine
age. These chapters give many examples of recent technological progress that

seem like the stuff of science fiction, explain why they’re happening now
(after all, we’ve had computers for decades), and reveal why we should be
confident that the scale and pace of innovation in computers, robots, and
other digital gear is only going to accelerate in the future.
The second part, consisting of chapters 7 through 11, explores bounty and
spread, the two economic consequences of this progress. Bounty is the
increase in volume, variety, and quality and the decrease in cost of the many
offerings brought on by modern technological progress. It’s the best
economic news in the world today. Spread, however, is not so great; it’s everbigger differences among people in economic success—in wealth, income,
mobility, and other important measures. Spread has been increasing in recent
years. This is a troubling development for many reasons, and one that will
accelerate in the second machine age unless we intervene.
The final section—chapters 12 through 15—discusses what interventions
will be appropriate and effective for this age. Our economic goals should be
to maximize the bounty while mitigating the negative effects of the spread.
We’ll offer our ideas about how to best accomplish these aims, both in the
short term and in the more distant future, when progress really has brought us
into a world so technologically advanced that it seems to be the stuff of
science fiction. As we stress in our concluding chapter, the choices we make
from now on will determine what kind of world that is.

* Morris defines human social development as consisting of four attributes: energy capture
(per-person calories obtained from the environment for food, home and commerce, industry
and agriculture, and transportation), organization (the size of the largest city), war-making
capacity (number of troops, power and speed of weapons, logistical capabilities, and other
similar factors), and information technology (the sophistication of available tools for sharing
and processing information, and the extent of their use). Each of these is converted into a
number that varies over time from zero to 250. Overall social development is simply the sum
of these four numbers. Because he was interested in comparisons between the West
(Europe, Mesopotamia, and North America at various times, depending on which was most
advanced) and the East (China and Japan), he calculated social development separately for
each area from 14,000 BCE to 2000 CE. In 2000, the East was higher only in organization
(since Tokyo was the world’s largest city) and had a social development score of 564.83. The
West’s score in 2000 was 906.37. We average the two scores.
* We refer to the Industrial Revolution as the first machine age. However, “the machine age” is
also a label used by some economic historians to refer to a period of rapid technological

progress spanning the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. This same period is
called by others the Second Industrial Revolution, which is how we’ll refer to it in later
chapters.

“Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic.”
—Arthur C. Clarke

IN THE SUMMER OF 2012, we went for a drive in a car that had no driver.
During a research visit to Google’s Silicon Valley headquarters, we got to
ride in one of the company’s autonomous vehicles, developed as part of its
Chauffeur project. Initially we had visions of cruising in the back seat of a car
that had no one in the front seat, but Google is understandably skittish about
putting obviously autonomous autos on the road. Doing so might freak out
pedestrians and other drivers, or attract the attention of the police. So we sat
in the back while two members of the Chauffeur team rode up front.
When one of the Googlers hit the button that switched the car into fully
automatic driving mode while we were headed down Highway 101, our
curiosities—and self-preservation instincts—engaged. The 101 is not always
a predictable or calm environment. It’s nice and straight, but it’s also
crowded most of the time, and its traffic flows have little obvious rhyme or
reason. At highway speeds the consequences of driving mistakes can be
serious ones. Since we were now part of the ongoing Chauffeur experiment,
these consequences were suddenly of more than just intellectual interest to
us.
The car performed flawlessly. In fact, it actually provided a boring ride. It
didn’t speed or slalom among the other cars; it drove exactly the way we’re
all taught to in driver’s ed. A laptop in the car provided a real-time visual
representation of what the Google car ‘saw’ as it proceeded along the
highway—all the nearby objects of which its sensors were aware. The car
recognized all the surrounding vehicles, not just the nearest ones, and it
remained aware of them no matter where they moved. It was a car without
blind spots. But the software doing the driving was aware that cars and trucks
driven by humans do have blind spots. The laptop screen displayed the
software’s best guess about where all these blind spots were and worked to
stay out of them.
We were staring at the screen, paying no attention to the actual road, when
traffic ahead of us came to a complete stop. The autonomous car braked
smoothly in response, coming to a stop a safe distance behind the car in front,
and started moving again once the rest of the traffic did. All the while the

Googlers in the front seat never stopped their conversation or showed any
nervousness, or indeed much interest at all in current highway conditions.
Their hundreds of hours in the car had convinced them that it could handle a
little stop-and-go traffic. By the time we pulled back into the parking lot, we
shared their confidence.

The New New Division of Labor
Our ride that day on the 101 was especially weird for us because, only a few
years earlier, we were sure that computers would not be able to drive cars.
Excellent research and analysis, conducted by colleagues who we respect a
great deal, concluded that driving would remain a human task for the
foreseeable future. How they reached this conclusion, and how technologies
like Chauffeur started to overturn it in just a few years, offers important
lessons about digital progress.
In 2004 Frank Levy and Richard Murnane published their book The New
Division of Labor.1 The division they focused on was between human and
digital labor—in other words, between people and computers. In any sensible
economic system, people should focus on the tasks and jobs where they have
a comparative advantage over computers, leaving computers the work for
which they are better suited. In their book Levy and Murnane offered a way
to think about which tasks fell into each category.
One hundred years ago the previous paragraph wouldn’t have made any
sense. Back then, computers were humans. The word was originally a job
title, not a label for a type of machine. Computers in the early twentieth
century were people, usually women, who spent all day doing arithmetic and
tabulating the results. Over the course of decades, innovators designed
machines that could take over more and more of this work; they were first
mechanical, then electro-mechanical, and eventually digital. Today, few
people if any are employed simply to do arithmetic and record the results.
Even in the lowest-wage countries there are no human computers, because
the nonhuman ones are far cheaper, faster, and more accurate.
If you examine their inner workings, you realize that computers aren’t just
number crunchers, they’re symbols processors. Their circuitry can be
interpreted in the language of ones and zeroes, but equally validly as true or

false, yes or no, or any other symbolic system. In principle, they can do all
manner of symbolic work, from math to logic to language. But digital
novelists are not yet available, so people still write all the books that appear
on fiction bestseller lists. We also haven’t yet computerized the work of
entrepreneurs, CEOs, scientists, nurses, restaurant busboys, or many other
types of workers. Why not? What is it about their work that makes it harder
to digitize than what human computers used to do?

Computers Are Good at Following Rules . . .
These are the questions Levy and Murnane tackled in The New Division of
Labor, and the answers they came up with made a great deal of sense. The
authors put information processing tasks—the foundation of all knowledge
work—on a spectrum. At one end are tasks like arithmetic that require only
the application of well-understood rules. Since computers are really good at
following rules, it follows that they should do arithmetic and similar tasks.
Levy and Murnane go on to highlight other types of knowledge work that
can also be expressed as rules. For example, a person’s credit score is a good
general predictor of whether they’ll pay back their mortgage as promised, as
is the amount of the mortgage relative to the person’s wealth, income, and
other debts. So the decision about whether or not to give someone a mortgage
can be effectively boiled down to a rule.
Expressed in words, a mortgage rule might say, “If a person is requesting
a mortgage of amount M and they have a credit score of V or higher, annual
income greater than I or total wealth greater than W, and total debt no greater
than D, then approve the request.” When expressed in computer code, we call
a mortgage rule like this an algorithm. Algorithms are simplifications; they
can’t and don’t take everything into account (like a billionaire uncle who has
included the applicant in his will and likes to rock-climb without ropes).
Algorithms do, however, include the most common and important things, and
they generally work quite well at tasks like predicting payback rates.
Computers, therefore, can and should be used for mortgage approval.*

. . . But Lousy at Pattern Recognition

At the other end of Levy and Murnane’s spectrum, however, lie information
processing tasks that cannot be boiled down to rules or algorithms. According
to the authors, these are tasks that draw on the human capacity for pattern
recognition. Our brains are extraordinarily good at taking in information via
our senses and examining it for patterns, but we’re quite bad at describing or
figuring out how we’re doing it, especially when a large volume of fastchanging information arrives at a rapid pace. As the philosopher Michael
Polanyi famously observed, “We know more than we can tell.”2 When this is
the case, according to Levy and Murnane, tasks can’t be computerized and
will remain in the domain of human workers. The authors cite driving a
vehicle in traffic as an example of such as task. As they write,
As the driver makes his left turn against traffic, he confronts a wall of images and sounds
generated by oncoming cars, traffic lights, storefronts, billboards, trees, and a traffic
policeman. Using his knowledge, he must estimate the size and position of each of these
objects and the likelihood that they pose a hazard. . . . The truck driver [has] the schema
to recognize what [he is] confronting. But articulating this knowledge and embedding it in
software for all but highly structured situations are at present enormously difficult tasks. .
. . Computers cannot easily substitute for humans in [jobs like driving].

So Much for That Distinction
We were convinced by Levy and Murnane’s arguments when we read The
New Division of Labor in 2004. We were further convinced that year by the
initial results of the DARPA Grand Challenge for driverless cars.
DARPA, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, was founded
in 1958 (in response to the Soviet Union’s launch of the Sputnik satellite) and
tasked with spurring technological progress that might have military
applications. In 2002 the agency announced its first Grand Challenge, which
was to build a completely autonomous vehicle that could complete a 150mile course through California’s Mojave Desert. Fifteen entrants performed
well enough in a qualifying run to compete in the main event, which was held
on March 13, 2004.
The results were less than encouraging. Two vehicles didn’t make it to the
starting area, one flipped over in the starting area, and three hours into the
race only four cars were still operational. The “winning” Sandstorm car from
Carnegie Mellon University covered 7.4 miles (less than 5 percent of the

total) before veering off the course during a hairpin turn and getting stuck on
an embankment. The contest’s $1 million prize went unclaimed, and Popular
Science called the event “DARPA’s Debacle in the Desert.”3
Within a few years, however, the debacle in the desert became the ‘fun on
the 101’ that we experienced. Google announced in an October 2010 blog
post that its completely autonomous cars had for some time been driving
successfully, in traffic, on American roads and highways. By the time we
took our ride in the summer of 2012 the Chauffeur project had grown into a
small fleet of vehicles that had collectively logged hundreds of thousands of
miles with no human involvement and with only two accidents. One occurred
when a person was driving the Chauffeur car; the other happened when a
Google car was rear-ended (by a human driver) while stopped at a red light.4
To be sure, there are still many situations that Google’s cars can’t handle,
particularly complicated city traffic or off-road driving or, for that matter, any
location that has not already been meticulously mapped in advance by
Google. But our experience on the highway convinced us that it’s a viable
approach for the large and growing set of everyday driving situations.
Self-driving cars went from being the stuff of science fiction to on-theroad reality in a few short years. Cutting-edge research explaining why they
were not coming anytime soon was outpaced by cutting-edge science and
engineering that brought them into existence, again in the space of a few
short years. This science and engineering accelerated rapidly, going from a
debacle to a triumph in a little more than half a decade.
Improvement in autonomous vehicles reminds us of Hemingway’s quote
about how a man goes broke: “Gradually and then suddenly.”5 And selfdriving cars are not an anomaly; they’re part of a broad, fascinating pattern.
Progress on some of the oldest and toughest challenges associated with
computers, robots, and other digital gear was gradual for a long time. Then in
the past few years it became sudden; digital gear started racing ahead,
accomplishing tasks it had always been lousy at and displaying skills it was
not supposed to acquire anytime soon. Let’s look at a few more examples of
surprising recent technological progress.

Good Listeners and Smooth Talkers

In addition to pattern recognition, Levy and Murnane highlight complex
communication as a domain that would stay on the human side in the new
division of labor. They write that, “Conversations critical to effective
teaching, managing, selling, and many other occupations require the transfer
and interpretation of a broad range of information. In these cases, the
possibility of exchanging information with a computer, rather than another
human, is a long way off.”6
In the fall of 2011, Apple introduced the iPhone 4S featuring “Siri,” an
intelligent personal assistant that worked via a natural-language user
interface. In other words, people talked to it just as they would talk to another
human being. The software underlying Siri, which originated at the
California research institute SRI International and was purchased by Apple in
2010, listened to what iPhone users were saying to it, tried to identify what
they wanted, then took action and reported back to them in a synthetic voice.
After Siri had been out for about eight months, Kyle Wagner of
technology blog Gizmodo listed some of its most useful capabilities: “You
can ask about the scores of live games—‘What’s the score of the Giants
game?’—or about individual player stats. You can also make OpenTable
reservations, get Yelp scores, ask about what movies are playing at a local
theater and then see a trailer. If you’re busy and can’t take a call, you can ask
Siri to remind you to call the person back later. This is the kind of everyday
task for which voice commands can actually be incredibly useful.”7
The Gizmodo post ended with caution: “That actually sounds pretty cool.
Just with the obvious Siri criterion: If it actually works.”8 Upon its release, a
lot of people found that Apple’s intelligent personal assistant didn’t work
well. It didn’t understand what they were saying, asked for repeated
clarifications, gave strange or inaccurate answers, and put them off with
responses like “I’m really sorry about this, but I can’t take any requests right
now. Please try again in a little while.” Analyst Gene Munster catalogued
questions with which Siri had trouble:
• Where is Elvis buried? Responded, “I can’t answer that for
you.” It thought the person’s name was Elvis Buried.
• When did the movie Cinderella come out? Responded with a
movie theater search on Yelp.

• When is the next Halley’s Comet? Responded, “You have no
meetings matching Halley’s.”
• I want to go to Lake Superior. Responded with directions to
the company Lake Superior X-Ray.9
Siri’s sometimes bizarre and frustrating responses became well known, but
the power of the technology is undeniable. It can come to your aid exactly
when you need it. On the same trip that afforded us some time in an
autonomous car, we saw this firsthand. After a meeting in San Francisco, we
hopped in our rental car to drive down to Google’s headquarters in Mountain
View. We had a portable GPS device with us, but didn’t plug it in and turn it
on because we thought we knew how to get to our next destination.
We didn’t, of course. Confronted with an Escherian maze of elevated
highways, off-ramps, and surface streets, we drove around looking for an onramp while tensions mounted. Just when our meeting at Google, this book
project, and our professional relationship seemed in serious jeopardy, Erik
pulled out his phone and asked Siri for “directions to U.S. 101 South.” The
phone responded instantly and flawlessly: the screen turned into a map
showing where we were and how to find the elusive on-ramp.
We could have pulled over, found the portable GPS and turned it on, typed
in our destination, and waited for our routing, but we didn’t want to exchange
information that way. We wanted to speak a question and hear and see
(because a map was involved) a reply. Siri provided exactly the natural
language interaction we were looking for. A 2004 review of the previous
half-century’s research in automatic speech recognition (a critical part of
natural language processing) opened with the admission that “Human-level
speech recognition has proved to be an elusive goal,” but less than a decade
later major elements of that goal have been reached. Apple and other
companies have made robust natural language processing technology
available to hundreds of millions of people via their mobile phones.10 As
noted by Tom Mitchell, who heads the machine-learning department at
Carnegie Mellon University: “We’re at the beginning of a ten-year period
where we’re going to transition from computers that can’t understand
language to a point where computers can understand quite a bit about
language.”11

Digital Fluency: The Babel Fish Goes to Work
Natural language processing software is still far from perfect, and computers
are not yet as good as people at complex communication, but they’re getting
better all the time. And in tasks like translation from one language to another,
surprising developments are underway: while computers’ communication
abilities are not as deep as those of the average human being, they’re much
broader.
A person who speaks more than one language can usually translate
between them with reasonable accuracy. Automatic translation services, on
the other hand, are impressive but rarely error-free. Even if your French is
rusty, you can probably do better than Google Translate with the sentence
“Monty Python’s ‘Dirty Hungarian Phrasebook’ sketch is one of their
funniest ones.” Google offered, “Sketch des Monty Python ‘Phrasebook sale
hongrois’ est l’un des plus drôles les leurs.” This conveys the main gist, but
has serious grammatical problems.
There is less chance you could have made progress translating this
sentence (or any other) into Hungarian, Arabic, Chinese, Russian,
Norwegian, Malay, Yiddish, Swahili, Esperanto, or any of the other sixtythree languages besides French that are part of the Google Translate service.
But Google will attempt a translation of text from any of these languages into
any other, instantaneously and at no cost for anyone with Web access.12 The
Translate service’s smartphone app lets users speak more than fifteen of these
languages into the phone and, in response, will produce synthesized,
translated speech in more than half of the fifteen. It’s a safe bet that even the
world’s most multilingual person can’t match this breadth.
For years instantaneous translation utilities have been the stuff of science
fiction (most notably The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy’s Babel Fish, a
strange creature that once inserted in the ear allows a person to understand
speech in any language).13 Google Translate and similar services are making
it a reality today. In fact, at least one such service is being used right now to
facilitate international customer service interactions. The translation services
company Lionbridge has partnered with IBM to offer GeoFluent, an online
application that instantly translates chats between customers and
troubleshooters who do not share a language. In an initial trial, approximately
90 percent of GeoFluent users reported that it was good enough for business

purposes.14

Human Superiority in Jeopardy!
Computers are now combining pattern matching with complex
communication to quite literally beat people at their own games. In 2011, the
February 14 and 15 episodes of the TV game show Jeopardy! included a
contestant that was not a human being. It was a supercomputer called
Watson, developed by IBM specifically to play the game (and named in
honor of legendary IBM CEO Thomas Watson, Sr.). Jeopardy! debuted in
1964 and in 2012 was the fifth most popular syndicated TV program in
America.15 On a typical day almost 7 million people watch host Alex Trebek
ask trivia questions on various topics as contestants vie to be the first to
answer them correctly.*
The show’s longevity and popularity stem from its being easy to
understand yet extremely hard to play well. Almost everyone knows the
answers to some of the questions in a given episode, but very few people
know the answers to almost all of them. Questions cover a wide range of
topics, and contestants are not told in advance what those topics will be.
Players also have to be simultaneously fast, bold, and accurate—fast because
they compete against one another for the chance to answer each question;
bold because they have to try to answer a lot of questions, especially harder
ones, in order to accumulate enough money to win; and accurate because
money is subtracted for each incorrect answer.
Jeopardy!’s producers further challenge contestants with puns, rhymes,
and other kinds of wordplay. A clue might ask, for example, for “A rhyming
reminder of the past in the city of the NBA’s Kings.”16 To answer correctly, a
player would have to know what the acronym NBA stood for (in this case,
it’s the National Basketball Association, not the National Bank Act or
chemical compound n-Butylamine), which city the NBA’s Kings play in
(Sacramento), and that the clue’s demand for a rhyming reminder of the past
meant that the right answer is “What is a Sacramento memento?” instead of a
“Sacramento souvenir” or any other factually correct response. Responding
correctly to clues like these requires mastery of pattern matching and
complex communication. And winning at Jeopardy! requires doing both

things repeatedly, accurately, and almost instantaneously.
During the 2011 shows, Watson competed against Ken Jennings and Brad
Rutter, two of the best knowledge workers in this esoteric industry. Jennings
won Jeopardy! a record seventy-four times in a row in 2004, taking home
more than $3,170,000 in prize money and becoming something of a folk hero
along the way.17 In fact, Jennings is sometimes given credit for the existence
of Watson.18 According to one story circulating within IBM, Charles Lickel,
a research manager at the company interested in pushing the frontiers of
artificial intelligence, was having dinner in a steakhouse in Fishkill, New
York, one night in the fall of 2004. At 7 p.m., he noticed that many of his
fellow diners got up and went into the adjacent bar. When he followed them
to find out what was going on, he saw that they were clustered in front of the
bar’s TV watching Jennings extend his winning streak beyond fifty matches.
Lickel saw that a match between Jennings and a Jeopardy!-playing
supercomputer would be extremely popular, in addition to being a stern test
of a computer’s pattern matching and complex communication abilities.
Since Jeopardy! is a three-way contest, the ideal third contestant would be
Brad Rutter, who beat Jennings in the show’s 2005 Ultimate Tournament of
Champions and won more than $3,400,000.19 Both men had packed their
brains with information of all kinds, were deeply familiar with the game and
all of its idiosyncrasies, and knew how to handle pressure.
These two humans would be tough for any machine to beat, and the first
versions of Watson weren’t even close. Watson could be ‘tuned’ by its
programmers to be either more aggressive in answering questions (and hence
more likely to be wrong) or more conservative and accurate. In December
2006, shortly after the project started, when Watson was tuned to try to
answer 70 percent of the time (a relatively aggressive approach) it was only
able to come up with the right response approximately 15 percent of the time.
Jennings, in sharp contrast, answered about 90 percent of questions correctly
in games when he buzzed in first (in other words, won the right to respond)
70 percent of the time.20
But Watson turned out to be a very quick learner. The supercomputer’s
performance on the aggression vs. accuracy tradeoff improved quickly, and
by November 2010, when it was aggressive enough to win the right to answer
70 percent of a simulated match’s total questions, it answered about 85

percent of them correctly. This was impressive improvement, but it still
didn’t put the computer in the same league as the best human players. The
Watson team kept working until mid-January of 2011, when the matches
were recorded for broadcast in February, but no one knew how well their
creation would do against Jennings and Rutter.
Watson trounced them both. It correctly answered questions on topics
ranging from “Olympic Oddities” (responding “pentathlon” to “A 1976 entry
in the ‘modern’ this was kicked out for wiring his epee to score points
without touching his foe”) to “Church and State” (realizing that the answers
all contained one or the other of these words, the computer answered
“gestate” when told “It can mean to develop gradually in the mind or to carry
during pregnancy”). While the supercomputer was not perfect (for example, it
answered “chic” instead of “class” when asked about “stylish elegance, or
students who all graduated in the same year” as part of the category
“Alternate Meanings”), it was very good.
Watson was also extremely fast, repeatedly buzzing in before Jennings
and Rutter to win the right to answer questions. In the first of the two games
played, for example, Watson buzzed in first 43 times, then answered
correctly 38 times. Jennings and Rutter combined to buzz in only 33 times
over the course of the same game.21
At the end of the two-day tournament, Watson had amassed $77,147, more
than three times as much as either of its human opponents. Jennings, who
came in second, added a personal note on his answer to the tournament’s
final question: “I for one welcome our new computer overlords.” He later
elaborated, “Just as factory jobs were eliminated in the twentieth century by
new assembly-line robots, Brad and I were the first knowledge-industry
workers put out of work by the new generation of ‘thinking’ machines. ‘Quiz
show contestant’ may be the first job made redundant by Watson, but I’m
sure it won’t be the last.”22

The Paradox of Robotic ‘Progress’
A final important area where we see a rapid recent acceleration in digital
improvement is robotics—building machines that can navigate through and
interact with the physical world of factories, warehouses, battlefields, and

offices. Here again we see progress that was very gradual, then sudden.
The word robot entered the English language via the 1921 Czech play,
R.U.R. (Rossum’s “Universal” Robots) by Karel Capek, and automatons have
been an object of human fascination ever since.23 During the Great
Depression, magazine and newspaper stories speculated that robots would
wage war, commit crimes, displace workers, and even beat boxer Jack
Dempsey.24 Isaac Asimov coined the term robotics in 1941 and provided
ground rules for the young discipline the following year with his famous
Three Laws of Robotics:
1. A robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction,
allow a human being to come to harm.
2. A robot must obey the orders given to it by human beings,
except where such orders would conflict with the First Law.
3. A robot must protect its own existence as long as such
protection does not conflict with the First or Second Laws.25
Asimov’s enormous influence on both science fiction and real-world
robot-making has persisted for seventy years. But one of those two
communities has raced far ahead of the other. Science fiction has given us the
chatty and loyal R2-D2 and C-3PO, Battlestar Galactica’s ominous Cylons,
the terrible Terminator, and endless varieties of androids, cyborgs, and
replicants. Decades of robotics research, in contrast, gave us Honda’s
ASIMO, a humanoid robot best known for a spectacularly failed demo that
showcased its inability to follow Asimov’s third law. At a 2006 presentation
to a live audience in Tokyo, ASIMO attempted to walk up a shallow flight of
stairs that had been placed on the stage. On the third step, the robot’s knees
buckled and it fell over backward, smashing its faceplate on the floor.26
ASIMO has since recovered and demonstrated skills like walking up and
down stairs, kicking a soccer ball, and dancing, but its shortcomings highlight
a broad truth: a lot of the things humans find easy and natural to do in the
physical world have been remarkably difficult for robots to master. As the
roboticist Hans Moravec has observed, “It is comparatively easy to make
computers exhibit adult-level performance on intelligence tests or playing
checkers, and difficult or impossible to give them the skills of a one-year-old

when it comes to perception and mobility.”27
This situation has come to be known as Moravec’s paradox, nicely
summarized by Wikipedia as “the discovery by artificial intelligence and
robotics researchers that, contrary to traditional assumptions, high-level
reasoning requires very little computation, but low-level sensorimotor skills
require enormous computational resources.”28* Moravec’s insight is broadly
accurate, and important. As the cognitive scientist Steven Pinker puts it, “The
main lesson of thirty-five years of AI research is that the hard problems are
easy and the easy problems are hard. . . . As the new generation of intelligent
devices appears, it will be the stock analysts and petrochemical engineers and
parole board members who are in danger of being replaced by machines. The
gardeners, receptionists, and cooks are secure in their jobs for decades to
come.”29
Pinker’s point is that robotics experts have found it fiendishly difficult to
build machines that match the skills of even the least-trained manual worker.
iRobot’s Roomba, for example, can’t do everything a maid does; it just
vacuums the floor. More than ten million Roombas have been sold, but none
of them is going to straighten the magazines on a coffee table.
When it comes to work in the physical world, humans also have a huge
flexibility advantage over machines. Automating a single activity, like
soldering a wire onto a circuit board or fastening two parts together with
screws, is pretty easy, but that task must remain constant over time and take
place in a ‘regular’ environment. For example, the circuit board must show
up in exactly the same orientation every time. Companies buy specialized
machines for tasks like these, have their engineers program and test them,
then add them to their assembly lines. Each time the task changes—each time
the location of the screw holes move, for example—production must stop
until the machinery is reprogrammed. Today’s factories, especially large ones
in high-wage countries, are highly automated, but they’re not full of generalpurpose robots. They’re full of dedicated, specialized machinery that’s
expensive to buy, configure, and reconfigure.

Rethinking Factory Automation
Rodney Brooks, who co-founded iRobot, noticed something else about

modern, highly automated factory floors: people are scarce, but they’re not
absent. And a lot of the work they do is repetitive and mindless. On a line
that fills up jelly jars, for example, machines squirt a precise amount of jelly
into each jar, screw on the top, and stick on the label, but a person places the
empty jars on the conveyor belt to start the process. Why hasn’t this step been
automated? Because in this case the jars are delivered to the line twelve at a
time in cardboard boxes that don’t hold them firmly in place. This
imprecision presents no problem to a person (who simply sees the jars in the
box, grabs them, and puts them on the conveyor belt), but traditional
industrial automation has great difficulty with jelly jars that don’t show up in
exactly the same place every time.
In 2008 Brooks founded a new company, Rethink Robotics, to pursue and
build untraditional industrial automation: robots that can pick and place jelly
jars and handle the countless other imprecise tasks currently done by people
in today’s factories. His ambition is to make some progress against
Moravec’s paradox. What’s more, Brooks envisions creating robots that
won’t need to be programmed by high-paid engineers; instead, the machines
can be taught to do a task (or retaught to do a new one) by shop floor
workers, each of whom need less than an hour of training to learn how to
instruct their new mechanical colleagues. Brooks’s machines are cheap, too.
At about $20,000, they’re a small fraction of the cost of current industrial
robots. We got a sneak peek at these potential paradox-busters shortly before
Rethink’s public unveiling of their first line of robots, named Baxter. Brooks
invited us to the company’s headquarters in Boston to see these automatons,
and to see what they could do.
Baxter is instantly recognizable as a humanoid robot. It has two burly,
jointed arms with claw-like grips for hands; a torso; and a head with an LCD
face that swivels to ‘look at’ the nearest person. It doesn’t have legs, though;
Rethink sidestepped the enormous challenges of automatic locomotion by
putting Baxter on wheels and having it rely on people to get from place to
place. The company’s analyses suggest that it can still do lots of useful work
without the ability to move under his own power.
To train Baxter, you grab it by the wrist and guide the arm through the
motions you want it to carry out. As you do this, the arm seems weightless;
its motors are working so you don’t have to. The robot also maintains safety;

the two arms can’t collide (the motors resist you if you try to make this
happen) and they automatically slow down if Baxter senses a person within
their range. These and many other design features make working with this
automaton a natural, intuitive, and nonthreatening experience. When we first
approached it, we were nervous about catching a robot arm to the face, but
this apprehension faded quickly, replaced by curiosity.
Brooks showed us several Baxters at work in the company’s demo area.
They were blowing past Moravec’s paradox—sensing and manipulating lots
of different objects with ‘hands’ ranging from grips to suction cups. The
robots aren’t as fast or fluid as a well-trained human worker at full speed, but
they might not need to be. Most conveyor belts and assembly lines do not
operate at full human speed; they would tire people out if they did.
Baxter has a few obvious advantages over human workers. It can work all
day every day without needing sleep, lunch, or coffee breaks. It also won’t
demand healthcare from its employer or add to the payroll tax burden. And it
can do two completely unrelated things at once; its two arms are capable of
operating independently.

Coming Soon to Assembly Lines, Warehouses, and
Hallways Near You
After visiting Rethink and seeing Baxter in action, we understood why Texas
Instruments Vice President Remi El-Ouazzane said in early 2012, “We have a
firm belief that the robotics market is on the cusp of exploding.” There’s a lot
of evidence to support his view. The volume and variety of robots in use at
companies is expanding rapidly, and innovators and entrepreneurs have
recently made deep inroads against Moravec’s paradox.30
Kiva, another young Boston-area company, has taught its automatons to
move around warehouses safely, quickly, and effectively. Kiva robots look
like metal ottomans or squashed R2-D2s. They scuttle around buildings at
about knee-height, staying out of the way of humans and one another.
They’re low to the ground so they can scoot underneath shelving units, lift
them up, and bring them to human workers. After these workers grab the
products they need, the robot whisks the shelf away and another shelf-bearing
robot takes its place. Software tracks where all the products, shelves, robots,

and people are in the warehouse, and orchestrates the continuous dance of the
Kiva automatons. In March of 2012, Kiva was acquired by Amazon—a
leader in advanced warehouse logistics—for more than $750 million in
cash.31
Boston Dynamics, yet another New England startup, has tackled
Moravec’s paradox head-on. The company builds robots aimed at supporting
American troops in the field by, among other things, carrying heavy loads
over rough terrain. Its BigDog, which looks like a giant metal mastiff with
long skinny legs, can go up steep hills, recover from slips on ice, and do other
very dog-like things. Balancing a heavy load on four points while moving
over an uneven landscape is a truly nasty engineering problem, but Boston
Dynamics has been making good progress.
As a final example of recent robotic progress, consider the Double, which
is about as different from the BigDog as possible. Instead of trotting through
rough enemy terrain, the Double rolls over cubicle carpets and hospital
hallways carrying an iPad. It’s essentially an upside-down pendulum with
motorized wheels at the bottom and a tablet at the top of a four- to five-foot
stick. The Double provides telepresence—it lets the operator ‘walk around’ a
distant building and see and hear what’s going on. The camera, microphone,
and screen of the iPad serve as the eyes, ears, and face of the operator, who
sees and hears what the iPad sees and hears. The Double itself acts as the
legs, transporting the whole assembly around in response to commands from
the operator. Double Robotics calls it “the simplest, most elegant way to be
somewhere else in the world without flying there.” The first batch of
Doubles, priced at $2,499, sold out soon after the technology was announced
in the fall of 2012.32
The next round of robotic innovation might put the biggest dent in
Moravec’s paradox ever. In 2012 DARPA announced another Grand
Challenge; instead of autonomous cars, this one was about automatons. The
DARPA Robotics Challenge (DRC) combined tool use, mobility, sensing,
telepresence, and many other long-standing challenges in the field. According
to the website of the agency’s Tactical Technology Office,
The primary technical goal of the DRC is to develop ground robots capable of executing
complex tasks in dangerous, degraded, human-engineered environments. Competitors
in the DRC are expected to focus on robots that can use standard tools and equipment
commonly available in human environments, ranging from hand tools to vehicles, with an

emphasis on adaptability to tools with diverse specifications.33

With the DRC, DARPA is asking the robotics community to build and
demonstrate high-functioning humanoid robots by the end of 2014.
According to an initial specification supplied by the agency, they will have to
be able to drive a utility vehicle, remove debris blocking an entryway, climb
a ladder, close a valve, and replace a pump.34 These seem like impossible
requirements, but we’ve been assured by highly knowledgeable colleagues—
ones competing in the DRC, in fact—that they’ll be met. Many saw the 2004
Grand Challenge as instrumental in accelerating progress with autonomous
vehicles. There’s an excellent chance that the DRC will be similarly
important at getting us past Moravec’s paradox.

More Evidence That We’re at an Inflection Point
Self-driving cars, Jeopardy! champion supercomputers, and a variety of
useful robots have all appeared just in the past few years. And these
innovations are not just lab demos; they’re showing off their skills and
abilities in the messy real world. They contribute to the impression that we’re
at an inflection point—a bend in the curve where many technologies that
used to be found only in science fiction are becoming everyday reality. As
many other examples show, this is an accurate impression.
On the Star Trek television series, devices called tricorders were used to
scan and record three kinds of data: geological, meteorological, and medical.
Today’s consumer smartphones serve all these purposes; they can be put to
work as seismographs, real-time weather radar maps, and heart- and
breathing-rate monitors.35 And, of course, they’re not limited to these
domains. They also work as media players, game platforms, reference works,
cameras, and GPS devices. On Star Trek, tricorders and person-to-person
communicators were separate devices, but in the real world the two have
merged in the smartphone. They enable their users to simultaneously access
and generate huge amounts of information as they move around. This opens
up the opportunity for innovations that venture capitalist John Doerr calls
“SoLoMo”—social, local, and mobile.36
Computers historically have been very bad at writing real prose. In recent
times they have been able to generate grammatically correct but meaningless

sentences, a state of affairs that’s been mercilessly exploited by pranksters. In
2008, for example, the International Conference on Computer Science and
Software Engineering accepted the paper “Towards the Simulation of Ecommerce” and invited its author to chair a session. This paper was ‘written’
by SCIgen, a program from the MIT Computer Science and Artificial
Intelligence Lab that “generates random Computer Science research papers.”
SCIgen’s authors wrote that, “Our aim here is to maximize amusement, rather
than coherence,” and after reading the abstract of “Towards the Simulation of
E-commerce” it’s hard to argue with them:37
Recent advances in cooperative technology and classical communication are based
entirely on the assumption that the Internet and active networks are not in conflict with
object-oriented languages. In fact, few information theorists would disagree with the
visualization of DHTs that made refining and possibly simulating 8 bitarchitectures a
reality, which embodies the compelling principles of electrical engineering.38

Recent developments make clear, though, that not all computer-generated
prose is nonsensical. Forbes.com has contracted with the company Narrative
Science to write the corporate earnings previews that appear on the website.
These stories are all generated by algorithms without human involvement.
And they’re indistinguishable from what a human would write:
Forbes Earning Preview: H.J. Heinz
A quality first quarter earnings announcement could push shares of H.J. Heinz (HNZ)
to a new 52-week high as the price is just 49 cents off the milestone heading into the
company’s earnings release on Wednesday, August 29, 2012.
The Wall Street consensus is 80 cents per share, up 2.6 percent from a year ago
when H.J reported earnings of 78 cents per share.
The consensus estimate remains unchanged over the past month, but it has
decreased from three months ago when it was 82 cents. Analysts are expecting
earnings of $3.52 per share for the fiscal year. Analysts project revenue to fall 0.3
percent year-over-year to $2.84 billion for the quarter, after being $2.85 billion a year
ago. For the year, revenue is projected to roll in at $11.82 billion.39

Even computer peripherals like printers are getting in on the act,
demonstrating useful capabilities that seem straight out of science fiction.
Instead of just putting ink on paper, they are making complicated threedimensional parts out of plastic, metal, and other materials. 3D printing, also
sometimes called “additive manufacturing,” takes advantage of the way
computer printers work: they deposit a very thin layer of material (ink,

traditionally) on a base (paper) in a pattern determined by the computer.
Innovators reasoned that there is nothing stopping printers from depositing
layers one on top of the other. And instead of ink, printers can also deposit
materials like liquid plastic that gets cured into a solid by ultraviolet light.
Each layer is very thin—somewhere around one-tenth of a millimeter—but
over time a three-dimensional object takes shape. And because of the way it
is built up, this shape can be quite complicated—it can have voids and
tunnels in it, and even parts that move independently of one another. At the
San Francisco headquarters of Autodesk, a leading design software company,
we handled a working adjustable wrench that was printed as a single part, no
assembly required.40
This wrench was a demonstration product made out of plastic, but 3D
printing has expanded into metals as well. Autodesk CEO Carl Bass is part of
the large and growing community of additive manufacturing hobbyists and
tinkerers. During our tour of his company’s gallery, a showcase of all the
products and projects enabled by Autodesk software, he showed us a
beautiful metal bowl he designed on a computer and had printed out. The
bowl had an elaborate lattice pattern on its sides. Bass said that he’d asked
friends of his who were experienced in working with metal—sculptors,
ironworkers, welders, and so on—how the bowl was made. None of them
could figure out how the lattice was produced. The answer was that a laser
had built up each layer by fusing powdered metal.
3D printing today is not just for art projects like Bass’s bowl. It’s used by
countless companies every day to make prototypes and model parts. It’s also
being used for final parts ranging from plastic vents and housings on NASA’s
next-generation Moon rover to a metal prosthetic jawbone for an eightythree-year-old woman. In the near future, it might be used to print out
replacement parts for faulty engines on the spot instead of maintaining
stockpiles of them in inventory. Demonstration projects have even shown that
the technique could be used to build concrete houses.41
Most of the innovations described in this chapter have occurred in just the
past few years. They’ve taken place in areas where improvement had been
frustratingly slow for a long time, and where the best thinking often led to the
conclusion that it wouldn’t speed up. But then digital progress became
sudden after being gradual for so long. This happened in multiple areas, from

artificial intelligence to self-driving cars to robotics.
How did this happen? Was it a fluke—a confluence of a number of lucky
one-time advances? No, it was not. The digital progress we’ve seen recently
is certainly impressive, but it’s just a small indication of what’s to come. It’s
the dawn of the second machine age. To understand why it’s unfolding now,
we need to understand the nature of technological progress in the era of
digital hardware, software, and networks. In particular, we need to
understand its three key characteristics: that it is exponential, digital, and
combinatorial. The next three chapters will discuss each of these in turn.

* In the years leading up to the Great Recession that began in 2007, companies were giving
mortgages to people with lower and lower credit scores, income, and wealth, and higher and
higher debt levels. In other words, they either rewrote or ignored their previous mortgage
approval algorithms. It wasn’t that the old mortgage algorithms stopped working; it was that
they stopped being used.
* To be precise, Trebek reads answers and the contestants have to state the question that
would give rise to this answer.
* Sensorimotor skills are those that involve sensing the physical world and controlling the
body to move through it.

“The greatest shortcoming of the human race is our inability to understand the
exponential function.”
—Albert A. Bartlett

ALTHOUGH HE’S COFOUNDER OF Intel, a major philanthropist, and recipient of
the Presidential Medal of Freedom, Gordon Moore is best known for a
prediction he made, almost as an aside, in a 1965 article. Moore, then
working at Fairchild Semiconductor, wrote an article for Electronics
magazine with the admirably direct title “Cramming More Components onto
Integrated Circuits.” At the time, circuits of this type—which combined
many different kinds of electrical components onto a single chip made
primarily of silicon—were less than a decade old, but Moore saw their
potential. He wrote that, “Integrated circuits will lead to such wonders as
home computers—or at least terminals connected to a central computer—
automatic controls for automobiles, and personal portable communications
equipment.”1
The article’s most famous forecast, however, and the one that has made
Moore a household name, concerned the component cramming of the title:
The complexity for minimum component costs has increased at a rate of roughly a factor
of two per year. . . . Certainly over the short term this rate can be expected to continue, if
not to increase. Over the longer term, the rate of increase is a bit more uncertain,
although there is no reason to believe it will not remain nearly constant for at least ten
years.2

This is the original statement of Moore’s Law, and it’s worth dwelling for
a moment on its implications. “Complexity for minimum component costs”
here essentially means the amount of integrated circuit computing power you
could buy for one dollar. Moore observed that over the relatively brief history
of his industry this amount had doubled each year: you could buy twice as
much power per dollar in 1963 as you could in 1962, twice as much again in
1964, and twice as much again in 1965.
Moore predicted this state of affairs would continue, perhaps with some
change to timing, for at least another ten years. This bold statement forecast
circuits that would be more than five hundred times as powerful in 1975 as
they were in 1965.*
As it turned out, however, Moore’s biggest mistake was in being too
conservative. His “law” has held up astonishingly well for over four decades,

not just one, and has been true for digital progress in areas other than
integrated circuits. It’s worth noting that the time required for digital
doubling remains a matter of dispute. In 1975 Moore revised his estimate
upward from one year to two, and today it’s common to use eighteen months
as the doubling period for general computing power. Still, there’s no dispute
that Moore’s Law has proved remarkably prescient for almost half a century.3

It’s Not a Law: It’s a Bunch of Good Ideas
Moore’s Law is very different from the laws of physics that govern
thermodynamics or Newtonian classical mechanics. Those laws describe how
the universe works; they’re true no matter what we do. Moore’s Law, in
contrast, is a statement about the work of the computer industry’s engineers
and scientists; it’s an observation about how constant and successful their
efforts have been. We simply don’t see this kind of sustained success in other
domains.
There was no period of time when cars got twice as fast or twice as fuel
efficient every year or two for fifty years. Airplanes don’t consistently have
the ability to fly twice as far, or trains the ability to haul twice as much.
Olympic runners and swimmers don’t cut their times in half over a
generation, let alone a couple of years.
So how has the computer industry kept up this amazing pace of
improvement?
There are two main reasons. First, while transistors and the other elements
of computing are constrained by the laws of physics just like cars, airplanes,
and swimmers, the constraints in the digital world are much looser. They
have to do with how many electrons per second can be put through a channel
etched in an integrated circuit, or how fast beams of light can travel through
fiber-optic cable. At some point digital progress bumps up against its
constraints and Moore’s Law must slow down, but it takes awhile. Henry
Samueli, chief technology officer of chipmaker Broadcom Corporation,
predicted in 2013 that “Moore’s Law is coming to an end—in the next decade
it will pretty much come to an end so we have 15 years or so.”4
But smart people have been predicting the end of Moore’s Law for a while
now, and they’ve been proved wrong over and over again.5 This is not

because they misunderstood the physics involved, but because they
underestimated the people working in the computer industry. The second
reason that Moore’s Law has held up so well for so long is what we might
call ‘brilliant tinkering’—finding engineering detours around the roadblocks
thrown up by physics. When it became difficult to cram integrated circuits
more tightly together, for example, chip makers instead layered them on top
of one another, opening up a great deal of new real estate. When
communications traffic threatened to outstrip the capacity even of fiber-optic
cable, engineers developed wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), a
technique for transmitting many beams of light of different wavelengths
down the same single glass fiber at the same time. Over and over again
brilliant tinkering has found ways to skirt the limitations imposed by physics.
As Intel executive Mike Marberry puts it, “If you’re only using the same
technology, then in principle you run into limits. The truth is we’ve been
modifying the technology every five or seven years for 40 years, and there’s
no end in sight for being able to do that.”6 This constant modification has
made Moore’s Law the central phenomenon of the computer age. Think of it
as a steady drumbeat in the background of the economy.

Charting the Power of Constant Doubling
Once this doubling has been going on for some time, the later numbers
overwhelm the earlier ones, making them appear irrelevant. To see this, let’s
look at a hypothetical example. Imagine that Erik gives Andy a tribble, the
fuzzy creature with a high reproductive rate made famous in an episode of
Star Trek. Every day each tribble gives birth to another tribble, so Andy’s
menagerie doubles in size each day. A geek would say in this case that the
tribble family is experiencing exponential growth. That’s because the
mathematical expression for how many tribbles there are on day x is 2x – 1,
where the x – 1 is referred to as an exponent. Exponential growth like this is
fast growth; after two weeks Andy has more than sixteen thousand of the
creatures. Here’s a graph of how his tribble family grows over time:
FIGURE 3.1 Tribbles over Time: The Power of Constant Doubling

This graph is accurate, but misleading in an important sense. It seems to
show that all the action occurs in the last couple of days, with nothing much
happening in the first week. But the same phenomenon—the daily doubling
of tribbles—has been going on the whole time with no accelerations or
disruptions. This steady exponential growth is what’s really interesting about
Erik’s ‘gift’ to Andy. To make it more obvious, we have to change the
spacing of the numbers on the graph.
The graph we’ve already drawn has standard linear spacing; each segment
of the vertical axis indicates two thousand more tribbles. This is fine for
many purposes but, as we’ve seen, it’s not great for showing exponential
growth. To highlight it better, we’ll change to logarithmic spacing, where
each segment of the vertical axis represents a tenfold increase in tribbles: an
increase first from 1 to 10, then from 10 to 100, then from 100 to 1,000, and
so on. In other words, we scale the axis by powers of 10 or orders of
magnitude.
Logarithmic graphs have a wonderful property: they show exponential
growth as a perfectly straight line. Here’s what the growth of Andy’s tribble
family looks like on a logarithmic scale:
FIGURE 3.2 Tribbles over Time: The Power of Constant Doubling

This view emphasizes the steadiness of the doubling over time rather than
the large numbers at the end. Because of this, we often use logarithmic scales
for graphing doublings and other exponential growth series. They show up as
straight lines and their speed is easier to evaluate; the bigger the exponent, the
faster they grow, and the steeper the line.

Impoverished Emperors, Headless Inventors, and the
Second Half of the Chessboard
Our brains are not well equipped to understand sustained exponential growth.
In particular, we severely underestimate how big the numbers can get.
Inventor and futurist Ray Kurzweil retells an old story to drive this point
home. The game of chess originated in present-day India during the sixth
century CE, the time of the Gupta Empire.7 As the story goes, it was invented
by a very clever man who traveled to Pataliputra, the capital city, and
presented his brainchild to the emperor. The ruler was so impressed by the
difficult, beautiful game that he invited the inventor to name his reward.
The inventor praised the emperor’s generosity and said, “All I desire is
some rice to feed my family.” Since the emperor’s largess was spurred by the
invention of chess, the inventor suggested they use the chessboard to
determine the amount of rice he would be given. “Place one single grain of
rice on the first square of the board, two on the second, four on the third, and

so on,” the inventor proposed, “so that each square receives twice as many
grains as the previous.”
“Make it so,” the emperor replied, impressed by the inventor’s apparent
modesty.
Moore’s Law and the tribble exercise allow us to see what the emperor did
not: sixty-three instances of doubling yields a fantastically big number, even
when starting with a single unit. If his request were fully honored, the
inventor would wind up with 264 –1, or more than eighteen quintillion grains
of rice. A pile of rice this big would dwarf Mount Everest; it’s more rice than
has been produced in the history of the world. Of course, the emperor could
not honor such a request. In some versions of the story, once he realizes that
he’s been tricked, he has the inventor beheaded.
Kurzweil tells the story of the inventor and the emperor in his 2000 book
The Age of Spiritual Machines: When Computers Exceed Human
Intelligence. He aims not only to illustrate the power of sustained exponential
growth but also to highlight the point at which the numbers start to become
so big they are inconceivable:
After thirty-two squares, the emperor had given the inventor about 4 billion grains of rice.
That’s a reasonable quantity—about one large field’s worth—and the emperor did start
to take notice.
But the emperor could still remain an emperor. And the inventor could still retain his
head. It was as they headed into the second half of the chessboard that at least one of
them got into trouble.8

Kurzweil’s great insight is that while numbers do get large in the first half
of the chessboard, we still come across them in the real world. Four billion
does not necessarily outstrip our intuition. We experience it when harvesting
grain, assessing the fortunes of the world’s richest people today, or tallying
up national debt levels. In the second half of the chessboard, however—as
numbers mount into trillions, quadrillions, and quintillions—we lose all sense
of them. We also lose sense of how quickly numbers like these appear as
exponential growth continues.
Kurzweil’s distinction between the first and second halves of the
chessboard inspired a quick calculation. Among many other things, the U.S.
Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) tracks American companies’
expenditures. The BEA first noted “information technology” as a distinct

corporate investment category in 1958. We took that year as the starting point
for when Moore’s Law entered the business world, and used eighteen months
as the doubling period. After thirty-two of these doublings, U.S. businesses
entered the second half of the chessboard when it comes to the use of digital
gear. That was in 2006.
Of course, this calculation is just a fun little exercise, not anything like a
serious attempt to identify the one point at which everything changed in the
world of corporate computing. You could easily argue with the starting point
of 1958 and a doubling period of eighteen months. Changes to either
assumption would yield a different break point between the first and second
halves of the chessboard. And business technologists were not only
innovating in the second half; as we’ll discuss later, the breakthroughs of
today and tomorrow rely on, and would be impossible without, those of the
past.
We present this calculation here because it underscores an important idea:
that exponential growth eventually leads to staggeringly big numbers, ones
that leave our intuition and experience behind. In other words, things get
weird in the second half of the chessboard. And like the emperor, most of us
have trouble keeping up.
One of the things that sets the second machine age apart is how quickly
that second half of the chessboard can arrive. We’re not claiming that no
other technology has ever improved exponentially. In fact, after the one-time
burst of improvement in the steam engine Watt’s innovations created,
additional tinkering led to exponential improvement over the ensuing two
hundred years. But the exponents were relatively small, so it only went
through about three or four doublings in efficiency during that period.9 It
would take a millennium to reach the second half of the chessboard at that
rate. In the second machine age, the doublings happen much faster and
exponential growth is much more salient.

Second-Half Technologies
Our quick doubling calculation also helps us understand why progress with
digital technologies feels so much faster these days and why we’ve seen so
many recent examples of science fiction becoming business reality. It’s

because the steady and rapid exponential growth of Moore’s Law has added
up to the point that we’re now in a different regime of computing: we’re now
in the second half of the chessboard. The innovations we described in the
previous chapter—cars that drive themselves in traffic; Jeopardy!-champion
supercomputers; auto-generated news stories; cheap, flexible factory robots;
and inexpensive consumer devices that are simultaneously communicators,
tricorders, and computers—have all appeared since 2006, as have countless
other marvels that seem quite different from what came before.
One of the reasons they’re all appearing now is that the digital gear at their
hearts is finally both fast and cheap enough to enable them. This wasn’t the
case just a decade ago. What does digital progress look like on a logarithmic
scale? Let’s take a look.
FIGURE 3.3 The Many Dimensions of Moore’s Law

This graph shows that Moore’s Law is both consistent and broad; it’s been
in force for a long time (decades, in some cases) and applies to many types of
digital progress. As you look at it, keep in mind that if it used standard linear
scaling on the vertical axis, all of those straight-ish lines would look like the
first graph above of Andy’s tribble family—horizontal most of the way, then
suddenly close to vertical at the end. And there would really be no way to

graph them all together—the numbers involved are just too different.
Logarithmic scaling takes care of these issues and allows us to get a clear
overall picture of improvement in digital gear.
It’s clear that many of the critical building blocks of computing—
microchip density, processing speed, storage capacity, energy efficiency,
download speed, and so on—have been improving at exponential rates for a
long time. To understand the real-world impacts of Moore’s Law, let’s
compare the capabilities of computers separated by only a few doubling
periods. The ASCI Red, the first product of the U.S. government’s
Accelerated Strategic Computing Initiative, was the world’s fastest
supercomputer when it was introduced in 1996. It cost $55 million to develop
and its one hundred cabinets occupied nearly 1,600 square feet of floor space
(80 percent of a tennis court) at Sandia National Laboratories in New
Mexico.10 Designed for calculation-intensive tasks like simulating nuclear
tests, ASCI Red was the first computer to score above one teraflop—one
trillion floating point operations* per second—on the standard benchmark
test for computer speed. To reach this speed it used eight hundred kilowatts
per hour, about as much as eight hundred homes would. By 1997, it had
reached 1.8 teraflops.
Nine years later another computer hit 1.8 teraflops. But instead of
simulating nuclear explosions, it was devoted to drawing them and other
complex graphics in all their realistic, real-time, three-dimensional glory. It
did this not for physicists, but for video game players. This computer was the
Sony PlayStation 3, which matched the ASCI Red in performance, yet cost
about five hundred dollars, took up less than a tenth of a square meter, and
drew about two hundred watts.11 In less than ten years exponential digital
progress brought teraflop calculating power from a single government lab to
living rooms and college dorms all around the world. The PlayStation 3 sold
approximately 64 million units. The ASCI Red was taken out of service in
2006.
Exponential progress has made possible many of the advances discussed
in the previous chapter. IBM’s Watson draws on a plethora of clever
algorithms, but it would be uncompetitive without computer hardware that is
about one hundred times more powerful than Deep Blue, its chess-playing
predecessor that beat the human world champion, Garry Kasparov, in a 1997

match. Speech recognition applications like Siri require lots of computing
power, which became available on mobile phones like Apple’s iPhone 4S
(the first phone that came with Siri installed). The iPhone 4S was about as
powerful, in fact, as Apple’s top-of-the-line Powerbook G4 laptop had been a
decade earlier. As all of these innovations show, exponential progress allows
technology to keep racing ahead and makes science fiction reality in the
second half of the chessboard.

Not Just for Computers Anymore: The Spread of
Moore’s Law
Another comparison across computer generations highlights not only the
power of Moore’s Law but also its wide reach. As is the case with the ASCI
Red and the PlayStation 3, the Cray-2 supercomputer (introduced in 1985)
and iPad 2 tablet (introduced in 2011) had almost identical peak calculation
speeds. But the iPad also had a speaker, microphone, and headphone jack. It
had two cameras; the one on the front of the device was Video Graphics
Array (VGA) quality, while the one on the back could capture high-definition
video. Both could also take still photographs, and the back camera had a 5x
digital zoom. The tablet had receivers that allowed it to participate in both
wireless telephone and Wi-Fi networks. It also had a GPS receiver, digital
compass, accelerometer, gyroscope, and light sensor. It had no built-in
keyboard, relying instead on a high-definition touch screen that could track
up to eleven points of contact simultaneously.12 It fit all of this capability into
a device that cost much less than $1,000 and was smaller, thinner, and lighter
than many magazines. The Cray-2, which cost more than $35 million (in
2011 dollars), was by comparison deaf, dumb, blind, and immobile.13
Apple was able to cram all of this functionality in the iPad 2 because a
broad shift has taken place in recent decades: sensors like microphones,
cameras, and accelerometers have moved from the analog world to the digital
one. They became, in essence, computer chips. As they did so, they became
subject to the exponential improvement trajectories of Moore’s Law.
Digital gear for recording sounds was in use by the 1960s, and an Eastman
Kodak engineer built the first modern digital camera in 1975.14 Early devices
were expensive and clunky, but quality quickly improved and prices dropped.

Kodak’s first digital single-lens reflex camera, the DCS 100, cost about
$13,000 when it was introduced in 1991; it had a maximum resolution of 1.3
megapixels and stored its images in a separate, ten-pound hard drive that
users slung over their shoulders. However, the pixels per dollar available
from digital cameras doubled about every year (a phenomenon known as
“Hendy’s Law” after Kodak Australia employee Barry Hendy, who
documented it), and all related gear got exponentially smaller, lighter,
cheaper, and better over time.15 Accumulated improvement in digital sensors
meant that twenty years after the DCS 100, Apple could include two tiny
cameras, capable of both still and video photography, on the iPad 2. And
when it introduced a new iPad the following year, the rear camera’s
resolution had improved by a factor of more than seven.

Machine Eyes
As Moore’s Law works over time on processors, memory, sensors, and many
other elements of computer hardware (a notable exception is batteries, which
haven’t improved their performance at an exponential rate because they’re
essentially chemical devices, not digital ones), it does more than just make
computing devices faster, cheaper, smaller, and lighter. It also allows them to
do things that previously seemed out of reach.
Researchers in artificial intelligence have long been fascinated (some
would say obsessed) with the problem of simultaneous localization and
mapping, which they refer to as SLAM. SLAM is the process of building up
a map of an unfamiliar building as you’re navigating through it—where are
the doors? where are stairs? what are all the things I might trip over?—and
also keeping track of where you are within it (so you can find your way back
downstairs and out the front door). For the great majority of humans, SLAM
happens with minimal conscious thought. But teaching machines to do it has
been a huge challenge.
Researchers thought a great deal about which sensors to give a robot
(cameras? lasers? sonar?) and how to interpret the reams of data they provide,
but progress was slow. As a 2008 review of the topic summarized, SLAM “is
one of the fundamental challenges of robotics . . . [but it] seems that almost
all the current approaches can not perform consistent maps for large areas,

mainly due to the increase of the computational cost and due to the
uncertainties that become prohibitive when the scenario becomes larger.”16 In
short, sensing a sizable area and immediately crunching all the resulting data
were thorny problems preventing real progress with SLAM. Until, that is, a
$150 video-game accessory came along just two years after the sentences
above were published.
In November 2010 Microsoft first offered the Kinect sensing device as an
addition to its Xbox gaming platform. The Kinect could keep track of two
active players, monitoring as many as twenty joints on each. If one player
moved in front of the other, the device made a best guess about the obscured
person’s movements, then seamlessly picked up all joints once he or she
came back into view. Kinect could also recognize players’ faces, voices, and
gestures and do so across a wide range of lighting and noise conditions. It
accomplished this with digital sensors including a microphone array (which
pinpointed the source of sound better than a single microphone could), a
standard video camera, and a depth perception system that both projected and
detected infrared light. Several onboard processors and a great deal of
proprietary software converted the output of these sensors into information
that game designers could use.17 At launch, all of this capability was packed
into a four-inch-tall device less than a foot wide that retailed for $149.99.
The Kinect sold more than eight million units in the sixty days after its
release (more than either the iPhone or iPad) and currently holds the
Guinness World Record for the fastest-selling consumer electronics device of
all time.18 The initial family of Kinect-specific games let players play darts,
exercise, brawl in the streets, and cast spells à la Harry Potter.19 These,
however, did not come close to exhausting the system’s possibilities. In
August of 2011 at the SIGGRAPH (short for the Association of Computing
Machinery’s Special Interest Group on Graphics and Interactive Techniques)
conference in Vancouver, British Columbia, a team of Microsoft employees
and academics used Kinect to “SLAM” the door shut on a long-standing
challenge in robotics.
SIGGRAPH is the largest and most prestigious gathering devoted to
research and practice on digital graphics, attended by researchers, game
designers, journalists, entrepreneurs, and most others interested in the field.
This made it an appropriate place for Microsoft to unveil what the Creators

Project website called “The Self-Hack That Could Change Everything.”*20
This was the KinectFusion, a project that used the Kinect to tackle the SLAM
problem.
In a video shown at SIGGRAPH 2011, a person picks up a Kinect and
points it around a typical office containing chairs, a potted plant, and a
desktop computer and monitor.21 As he does, the video splits into multiple
screens that show what the Kinect is able to sense. It immediately becomes
clear that if the Kinect is not completely solving the SLAM problem for the
room, it’s coming close. In real time, Kinect draws a three-dimensional map
of the room and all the objects in it, including a coworker. It picks up the
word DELL pressed into the plastic on the back of the computer monitor,
even though the letters are not colored and only one millimeter deeper that
the rest of the monitor’s surface. The device knows where it is in the room at
all times, and even knows how virtual ping-pong balls would bounce around
if they were dropped into the scene. As the technology blog Engadget put it
in a post-SIGGRAPH entry, “The Kinect took 3D sensing to the mainstream,
and moreover, allowed researchers to pick up a commodity product and go
absolutely nuts.”22
In June of 2011, shortly before SIGGRAPH, Microsoft had made available
a Kinect software development kit (SDK) giving programmers everything
they needed to start writing PC software that made use of the device. After
the conference there was a great deal of interest in using the Kinect for
SLAM, and many teams in robotics and AI research downloaded the SDK
and went to work.
In less than a year, a team of Irish and American researchers led by our
colleague John Leonard of MIT’s Computer Science and Artificial
Intelligence Lab announced Kintinuous, a “spatially extended” version of
KinectFusion. With Kintinuous, users could use a Kinect to scan large indoor
volumes like apartment buildings and even outdoor environments (which the
team scanned by holding a Kinect outside a car window during a nighttime
drive). At the end of the paper describing their work, the Kintinuous
researchers wrote, “In the future we will extend the system to implement a
full SLAM approach.”23 We don’t think it will be long until they announce
success. When given to capable technologists, the exponential power of
Moore’s Law eventually makes even the toughest problems tractable.

Cheap and powerful digital sensors are essential components of some of
the science-fiction technologies discussed in the previous chapter. The Baxter
robot has multiple digital cameras and an array of force and position
detectors. All of these would have been unworkably expensive, clunky, and
imprecise just a short time ago. A Google autonomous car incorporates
several sensing technologies, but its most important ‘eye’ is a Cyclopean
LIDAR (a combination of “LIght” and “raDAR”) assembly mounted on the
roof. This rig, manufactured by Velodyne, contains sixty-four separate laser
beams and an equal number of detectors, all mounted in a housing that rotates
ten times a second. It generates about 1.3 million data points per second,
which can be assembled by onboard computers into a real-time 3D picture
extending one hundred meters in all directions. Some early commercial
LIDAR systems available around the year 2000 cost up to $35 million, but in
mid-2013 Velodyne’s assembly for self-navigating vehicles was priced at
approximately $80,000, a figure that will fall much further in the future.
David Hall, the company’s founder and CEO, estimates that mass production
would allow his product’s price to “drop to the level of a camera, a few
hundred dollars.”24
All these examples illustrate the first element of our three-part explanation
of why we’re now in the second machine age: steady exponential
improvement has brought us into the second half of the chessboard—into a
time when what’s come before is no longer a particularly reliable guide to
what will happen next. The accumulated doubling of Moore’s Law, and the
ample doubling still to come, gives us a world where supercomputer power
becomes available to toys in just a few years, where ever-cheaper sensors
enable inexpensive solutions to previously intractable problems, and where
science fiction keeps becoming reality.
Sometimes a difference in degree (in other words, more of the same)
becomes a difference in kind (in other words, different than anything else).
The story of the second half of the chessboard alerts us that we should be
aware that enough exponential progress can take us to astonishing places.
Multiple recent examples convince us that we’re already there.

* Since 29 = 512

* Multiplying 62.34 by 24358.9274 is an example of a floating point operation. The decimal
point in such operations is allowed to ‘float’ instead of being fixed in the same place for both
numbers.
* In this context, a “hack” is an effort to get inside the guts of a piece of digital gear and use it
for an unorthodox purpose. A self-hack is one carried out by the company that made the gear
in the first place.

“When you can measure what you are speaking about, and express it in numbers,
you know something about it; but when you cannot express it in numbers, your
knowledge is of a meagre and unsatisfactory kind.”
—Lord Kelvin

“HEY, HAVE YOU HEARD about . . . ?”
“You’ve got to check out . . . ”
Questions and recommendations like these are the stuff of everyday life.
They’re how we learn about new things from our friends, family, and
colleagues, and how we spread the word about exciting things we’ve come
across. Traditionally, such cool hunting ended with the name of a band,
restaurant, place to visit, TV show, book, or movie.
In the digital age, sentences like these frequently end with the name of a
website or a gadget. And right now, they’re often about a smartphone
application. Both of the major technology platforms in this market—Apple’s
iOS and Google’s Android—have more than five hundred thousand
applications available.1 There are plenty of “Top 10” and “Best of” lists
available to help users find the cream of the smartphone app crop, but
traditional word of mouth has retained its power.
Not long ago Matt Beane, a doctoral student at the MIT Sloan School of
Management and a member of our Digital Frontier team, gave us a tip.
“You’ve got to check out Waze; it’s amazing.” But when we found out it was
a GPS-based app that provided driving directions, we weren’t immediately
impressed. Our cars have navigation systems and our iPhones can give
driving directions through the Maps application. We could not see a need for
yet another how-do-I-get-there technology.
As Matt patiently explained, using Waze is like bringing a Ducati to a drag
race against an oxcart. Unlike traditional GPS navigation, Waze doesn’t tell
you what route to your destination is best in general; it tells you what route is
best right now. As the company website explains:
The idea for Waze originated years ago, when Ehud Shabtai . . . was given a PDA with
an external GPS device pre-installed with navigation software. Ehud’s initial excitement
quickly gave way to disappointment—the product didn’t reflect the dynamic changes that
characterize real conditions on the road. . . .
Ehud took matters into his own hands. . . . His goal? To accurately reflect the road
system, state of traffic and all the information relevant to drivers at any given moment.2

Anyone who has used a traditional GPS system will recognize Shabtai’s

frustration. Yes, they know your precise location thanks to a network of
twenty-four geosynchronous GPS satellites built and maintained by the U.S.
government. They also know about roads—which ones are highways, oneway streets, and so on—because they have access to a database with this
information. But that’s about it. The things a driver really wants to know
about—traffic jams, accidents, road closures, and other factors that affect
travel time—escape a traditional system. When asked, for example, to
calculate the best route from Andy’s house to Erik’s, it simply takes the
starting point (Andy’s car’s current location) and the ending point (Erik’s
house) and consults its road database to calculate the theoretically “quickest”
route between the two. This route will include major roads and highways,
since they have the highest speed limits.
If it’s rush hour, however, this theoretically quickest route will not
actually be the quickest one; with thousands of cars squeezing onto the major
roads and highways, traffic speed will not approach, let alone eclipse, the
speed limit. Andy should instead seek out all the sneaky little back roads that
longtime commuters know about. Andy’s GPS knows that these roads exist
(if it’s up-to-date, it knows about all roads), but doesn’t know that they’re the
best option at eight forty-five on a Tuesday morning. Even if he starts out on
back roads, his well-meaning GPS will keep rerouting him onto the highway.
Shabtai recognized that a truly useful GPS system needed to know more
than where the car was on the road. It also needed to know where other cars
were and how fast they were moving. When the first smartphones appeared
he saw an opportunity, founding Waze in 2008 along with Uri Levine and
Amir Shinar. The software’s genius is to turn all the smartphones running it
into sensors that upload constantly to the company’s servers their location
and speed information. As more and more smartphones run the application,
therefore, Waze gets a more and more complete sense of how traffic is
flowing throughout a given area. Instead of just a static map of roads, it also
has always current updates on traffic conditions. Its servers use the map,
these updates, and a set of sophisticated algorithms to generate driving
directions. If Andy wants to drive to Erik’s at 8:45 a.m. on a Tuesday, Waze
is not going to put him on the highway. It’s going to keep him on surface
streets where traffic is comparatively light at that hour.
That Waze gets more useful to all of its members as it gets more members

is a classic example of what economists call a network effect—a situation
where the value of a resource for each of its users increases with each
additional user. And the number of Wazers, as they’re called, is increasing
quickly. In July of 2012 the company reported that it had doubled its user
base to twenty million people in the previous six months.3 This community
had collectively driven more than 3.2 billion miles and had typed in many
thousands of updates about accidents, sudden traffic jams, police speed traps,
road closings, new freeway exits and entrances, cheap gas, and other items of
interest to their fellow drivers.
Waze makes GPS what it should be for drivers: a system for getting where
you want to go as quickly and easily as possible, regardless of how much you
know about local roads and conditions. It instantly turns you into the most
knowledgeable driver in town.

The Economics of Bits
Waze is possible in no small part because of Moore’s Law and exponential
technological progress, the subjects of the previous chapter. The service relies
on vast numbers of powerful but cheap devices (the smartphones of its users),
each of them equipped with an array of processors, sensors, and transmitters.
Such technology simply didn’t exist a decade ago, and so neither did Waze. It
only became feasible in the past few years because of accumulated digital
power increases and cost declines. As we saw in chapter 3, exponential
improvement in computer gear is one of the three fundamental forces
enabling the second machine age.
Waze also depends critically on the second of these three forces:
digitization. In their landmark 1998 book Information Rules, economists Carl
Shapiro and Hal Varian define this phenomenon as “encod[ing information]
as a stream of bits.”4 Digitization, in other words, is the work of turning all
kinds of information and media—text, sounds, photos, video, data from
instruments and sensors, and so on—into the ones and zeroes that are the
native language of computers and their kin. Waze, for example, uses several
streams of information: digitized street maps, location coordinates for cars
broadcast by the app, and alerts about traffic jams, among others. It’s Waze’s
ability to bring these streams together and make them useful for its users that

causes the service to be so popular.
We thought we understood digitization pretty well based on the work of
Shapiro, Varian, and others, and based on our almost constant exposure to
online content, but in the past few years the phenomenon has evolved in
some unexpected directions. It has also exploded in volume, velocity, and
variety. This surge in digitization has had two profound consequences: new
ways of acquiring knowledge (in other words, of doing science) and higher
rates of innovation. This chapter will explore the fascinating recent history of
digitization.
Like so many other modern online services, Waze exploits two of the
well-understood and unique economic properties of digital information: such
information is non-rival, and it has close to zero marginal cost of
reproduction. In everyday language, we might say that digital information is
not “used up” when it gets used, and it is extremely cheap to make another
copy of a digitized resource. Let’s look at each of these properties in a bit
more detail.
Rival goods, which we encounter every day, can only be consumed by one
person or thing at a time. If the two of us fly from Boston to California, the
plane that takes off after us cannot use our fuel. Andy can’t also have the seat
that Erik is sitting in (airline rules prohibit such sharing, even if we were up
for it) and can’t use his colleague’s headphones if Erik has already put them
on to listen to music on his smartphone. The digitized music itself, however,
is non-rival. Erik’s listening to it doesn’t keep anyone else from doing so, at
the same time or later.
If Andy buys and reads an old hardcover copy of the collected works of
science-fiction writer Jules Verne, he doesn’t “use it up”; he can pass it on to
Erik once he’s done. But if the two of us want to dip into Twenty Thousand
Leagues Under the Sea at the same time, we either have to find another copy
or Andy has to make a copy of the book he owns. He might be legally
entitled to do this because it’s not under copyright, but he’d still have to
spend a lot of time at the photocopier or pay someone else to do so. In either
case, making that copy would not be cheap.5 In addition, a photocopy of a
photocopy of a photocopy starts to get hard to read.
But if Andy has acquired a digital copy of the book, with a couple
keystrokes or mouse clicks he can create a duplicate, save it to a physical

disk, and give the copy to Erik. Unlike photocopies, bits cloned from bits are
usually exactly identical to the original. Copying bits is also extremely cheap,
fast, and easy to do. While the very first copy of a book or movie might cost a
lot to create, making additional copies cost almost nothing. This is what is
meant by “zero marginal cost of reproduction.”
These days, of course, instead of handing Erik a disk, Andy is more likely
to attach the file to an e-mail message or share it through a cloud service like
Dropbox. One way or another, though, he’s going to use the Internet. He’ll
take this approach because it’s faster, more convenient, and, in an important
sense, essentially free. Like most people, we pay a flat fee for Internet access
at home and on our mobile devices (MIT pays for our access at work). If we
exceed a certain data limit, our Internet Service Provider might start charging
us extra, but until that point we don’t pay by the bit; we pay the same no
matter how many bits we upload or download. As such, there’s no additional
cost for sending or receiving one more chunk of data over the Net. Unlike
goods made of atoms, goods made of bits can be replicated perfectly and sent
across the room or across the planet almost instantaneously and almost
costlessly. Making things free, perfect, and instant might seem like
unreasonable expectations for most products, but as more information is
digitized, more products will fall into these categories.

Business Models When the First Copy is Still
Expensive
Shapiro and Varian elegantly summarize these attributes by stating that in an
age of computers and networks, “Information is costly to produce but cheap
to reproduce.”6 Instantaneous online translation services, one of the sciencefiction-into-reality technologies discussed in chapter 2, take advantage of this
fact. They make use of paired sets of documents that were translated, often at
considerable expense, by a human from one language into another. For
example, the European Union and its predecessor bodies have since 1957
issued all official documents in all the main languages of its member
countries, and the United Nations has been similarly prolific in writing texts
in all six of its official languages.
This huge body of information was not cheap to generate, but once it’s

digitized it’s very cheap to replicate, chop up, and share widely and
repeatedly. This is exactly what a service like Google Translate does. When it
gets an English sentence and a request for its German equivalent, it
essentially scans all the documents it knows about in both English and
German, looking for a close match (or a few fragments that add up to a close
match), then returns the corresponding German text. Today’s most advanced
automatic translation services, then, are not the result of any recent insight
about how to teach computers all the rules of human languages and how to
apply them. Instead, they’re applications that do statistical pattern matching
over huge pools of digital content that was costly to produce, but cheap to
reproduce.

What Happens When the Content Comes Freely?
But what would happen to the digital world if information were no longer
costly to produce? What would happen if it were free right from the start?
We’ve been learning the answers to these questions in the years since
Information Rules came out, and they’re highly encouraging.
The old business saying is that “time is money,” but what’s amazing about
the modern Internet is how many people are willing to devote their time to
producing online content without seeking any money in return. Wikipedia’s
content, for example, is generated for free by volunteers all around the world.
It’s by far the world’s largest and most consulted reference work, but no one
gets paid to write or edit its articles. The same is true for countless websites,
blogs, discussion boards, forums, and other sources of online information.
Their creators expect no direct monetary reward and offer the information
free of charge.
When Shapiro and Varian published Information Rules in 1998, the rise of
such user-generated content, much of which is created without money
changing hands, had yet to occur. Blogger, one of the first weblog services,
debuted in August 1999, Wikipedia in January 2001, and Friendster, an early
social networking site, in 2002. Friendster was soon eclipsed by Facebook,
which was founded in 2004 and has since grown into the most popular
Internet site in the world.7 In fact, six of the ten most popular content sites
throughout the world are primarily user-generated, as are six of the top ten in

the United States.8
All this user-generated content isn’t just making us feel good by letting us
express ourselves and communicate with one another; it’s also contributing to
some of the recent science-fiction-into-reality technologies we’ve seen. Siri,
for example, improves itself over time by analyzing the ever-larger collection
of sound files its users generate when interacting with the voice recognition
system. And Watson’s database, which consisted of approximately two
hundred million pages of documents taking up four terabytes of disk space,
included an entire copy of Wikipedia.9 For a while it also included the salty
language–filled Urban Dictionary, but this archive of user-generated content
was removed after, to the dismay of its creators, Watson started to include
curse words in its responses.10
Perhaps we shouldn’t be too surprised by the growth and popularity of
user-generated content on the Internet. After all, we humans like to share and
interact. What’s a bit more surprising is how much our machines also
apparently like talking to each other.
Machine-to-machine (M2M) communication is a catch-all term for
devices sharing data with one another over networks like the Internet. Waze
makes use of M2M; when the app is active on a smartphone, it constantly
sends information to Waze’s servers without any human involvement.
Similarly, when you search the popular travel site Kayak for cheap airfares,
Kayak’s servers immediately send requests to their counterparts at various
airlines, which write back in real time without any human involvement.
ATMs ask their banks how much money we have in our accounts before
letting us withdraw cash; digital thermometers in refrigerated trucks
constantly reassure supermarkets that the produce isn’t getting too hot in
transit; sensors in semiconductor factories let headquarters know every time a
defect occurs; and countless other M2M communications take place in real
time, all the time. According to a July 2012 story in the New York Times,
“The combined level of robotic chatter on the world’s wireless networks . . .
is likely soon to exceed that generated by the sum of all human voice
conversations taking place on wireless grids.”11

Running Out of Metric System: The Data Explosion

The digitization of just about everything—documents, news, music, photos,
video, maps, personal updates, social networks, requests for information and
responses to those requests, data from all kinds of sensors, and so on—is one
of the most important phenomena of recent years. As we move deeper into
the second machine age, digitization continues to spread and accelerate,
yielding some jaw-dropping statistics. According to Cisco Systems,
worldwide Internet traffic increased by a factor of twelve in just the five
years between 2006 and 2011, reaching 23.9 exabytes per month.12
An exabyte is a ridiculously big number, the equivalent of more than two
hundred thousand of Watson’s entire database. However, even this is not
enough to capture the magnitude of current and future digitization.
Technology research firm IDC estimates that there were 2.7 zettabytes, or 2.7
sextillion bytes, of digital data in the world in 2012, almost half as much
again as existed in 2011. And this data won’t just sit on disk drives; it’ll also
move around. Cisco predicts that global Internet Protocol traffic will reach
1.3 zettabytes by 2016.13 That’s over 250 billion DVDs of information.14
As these figures make clear, digitization yields truly big data. In fact, if
this kind of growth keeps up for much longer we’re going to run out of metric
system. When its set of prefixes was expanded in 1991 at the nineteenth
General Conference on Weights and Measures, the largest one was yotta,
signifying one septillion, or 1024.15 We’re only one prefix away from that in
the ‘zettabyte era.’

Binary Science
The recent explosion of digitization is clearly impressive, but is it important?
Are all of these exa- and zettabytes of digital data actually useful?
They’re incredibly useful. One of the main reasons we cite digitization as
a main force shaping the second machine age is that digitization increases
understanding. It does this by making huge amounts of data readily
accessible, and data are the lifeblood of science. By “science” here, we mean
the work of formulating theories and hypotheses, then evaluating them. Or,
less formally, guessing how something works, then checking to see if the
guess is right.
A while back Erik guessed that data about Internet searches might signal

future changes in housing sales and prices around the country. He reasoned
that if a couple is going to move to another city and buy a house, they are not
going to complete the process in just a few days. They’re going to start
investigating the move and purchase months in advance. These days those
initial investigations will take place over the Internet and consist of typing
into a search engine phrases like “Phoenix real estate agent,” “Phoenix
neighborhoods,” and “Phoenix two-bedroom house prices.”
To test this hypothesis, Erik asked Google if he could access data about its
search terms. He was told that he didn’t have to ask; the company made these
data freely available over the Web. Erik and his doctoral student Lynn Wu,
neither of whom was versed in the economics of housing, built a simple
statistical model to look at the data utilizing the user-generated content of
search terms made available by Google. Their model linked changes in
search-term volume to later housing sales and price changes, predicting that if
search terms like the ones above were on the increase today, then housing
sales and prices in Phoenix would rise three months from now. They found
their simple model worked. In fact, it predicted sales 23.6 percent more
accurately than predictions published by the experts at the National
Association of Realtors.
Researchers have had similar success using newly available digital data in
other domains. A team led by Rumi Chunara of Harvard Medical School
found that tweets were just as accurate as official reports when it came to
tracking the spread of cholera after the 2010 earthquake in Haiti; they were
also at least two weeks faster.16 Sitaram Asur and Bernardo Huberman of
HP’s Social Computing Lab found that tweets could also be used to predict
movie box-office revenue. They concluded that “this work shows how social
media expresses a collective wisdom which, when properly tapped, can yield
an extremely powerful and accurate indicator of future outcomes.”17
Digitization can also help us better understand the past. As of March 2012
Google had scanned more than twenty million books published over several
centuries.18 This huge pool of digital words and phrases forms a base for
what’s being called culturomics, or “the application of high-throughput data
collection and analysis to the study of human culture.”19 A multidisciplinary
team led by Jean-Baptiste Michel and Erez Lieberman Aiden analyzed over
five million books published in English since 1800. Among other things, they

found that the number of words in English increased by more than 70 percent
between 1950 and 2000, that fame now comes to people more quickly than in
the past but also fades faster, and that in the twentieth century interest in
evolution was declining until Watson and Crick discovered the structure of
DNA.20
All of these are examples of better understanding and prediction—in other
words, of better science—via digitization. Hal Varian, who’s now Google’s
chief economist, has for years enjoyed a front-row seat for this phenomenon.
He also has a way with words. One of our favorite quotes of his is, “I keep
saying that the sexy job in the next ten years will be statisticians. And I’m not
kidding.”21 When we look at the amount of digital data being created and
think about how much more insight there is to be gained, we’re pretty sure
he’s not wrong, either.

New Layers Yield New Recipes
Digital information isn’t just the lifeblood for new kinds of science; it’s the
second fundamental force (after exponential improvement) shaping the
second machine age because of its role in fostering innovation. Waze is a
great example here. The service is built on multiple layers and generations of
digitization, none of which have decayed or been used up since digital goods
are non-rival.
The first and oldest layer is digital maps, which are at least as old as
personal computers.22 The second is GPS location information, which
became much more useful for driving when the U.S. government increased
its GPS accuracy in 2000.23 The third is social data; Waze users help each
other by providing information on everything from accidents to police speed
traps to cheap gas; they can even use the app to chat with one another. And
finally, Waze makes extensive use of sensor data; in fact, it essentially
converts every car using it into a traffic-speed sensor and uses these data to
calculate the quickest routes.
In-car navigation systems that use only the first two generations of digital
data—maps and GPS location information—have been around for a while.
They can be extremely useful, especially in unfamiliar cities, but as we’ve
seen, they have serious shortcomings. The founders of Waze realized that as

digitization advanced and spread they could overcome the shortcomings of
traditional GPS navigation. These innovators made progress by adding social
and sensor data to an existing system, greatly increasing its power and
usefulness. As we’ll see in the next chapter, this style of innovation is one of
the hallmarks of our current time. It’s so important, in fact, that it’s the third
and last of the forces shaping the second machine age. The next chapter
explains why this is.

“If you want to have good ideas you must have many ideas.”
—Linus Pauling

EVERYONE AGREES THAT IT would be troubling news if America’s rate of
innovation were to decrease. But we can’t seem to agree at all about whether
this is actually happening.
We care about innovation so much not simply because we like new stuff,
although we certainly do. As the novelist William Makepeace Thackeray
observed, “Novelty has charms that our mind can hardly withstand.”1 Some
of us can hardly withstand the allure of new gadgets; others are charmed by
the latest fashion styles or places to see and be seen. From an economist’s
perspective, satisfying these desires is great—taking care of consumer
demand is usually seen as a good thing. But innovation is also the most
important force that makes our society wealthier.

Why Innovation is (Almost) Everything
Paul Krugman speaks for many, if not most, economists when he says,
“Productivity isn’t everything, but in the long run it is almost everything.”
Why? Because, he explains, “A country’s ability to improve its standard of
living over time depends almost entirely on its ability to raise its output per
worker”—in other words, the number of hours of labor it takes to produce
everything, from automobiles to zippers, that we produce.2 Most countries
don’t have extensive mineral wealth or oil reserves, and thus can’t get rich by
exporting them.* So the only viable way for societies to become wealthier—
to improve the standard of living available to its people—is for their
companies and workers to keep getting more output from the same number of
inputs, in other words more goods and services from the same number of
people.
Innovation is how this productivity growth happens. Economists love to
argue with one another, but there’s great consensus among them about the
fundamental importance of innovation for growth and prosperity. Most in the
profession would agree with Joseph Schumpeter, the topic’s great scholar,
who wrote that, “Innovation is the outstanding fact in the economic history of
capitalist society . . . and also it is largely responsible for most of what we
would at first sight attribute to other factors.”3 It is here that the consensus

ends. How much of this “outstanding fact” is taking place right now, and
whether it’s on an upward or downward trend, is a matter of great dispute.

Why We Should Be Worried: Innovations Get Used Up
Economist Bob Gordon, one of the most thoughtful, thorough, and widely
respected researchers of productivity and economic growth, recently
completed a major study of how the American standard of living has changed
over the past 150 years. His work left him convinced that innovation is
slowing down.
Gordon emphasizes—as do we—the role of new technologies in driving
economic growth. And like us, he’s impressed by the productive power
unleashed by the steam engine and the other technologies of the Industrial
Revolution. According to Gordon, it was the first truly significant event in
the economic history of the world. As he writes, “there was almost no
economic growth for four centuries and probably for the previous
millennium” prior to 1750, or roughly when the Industrial Revolution
started.4 As we saw in the first chapter, human population growth and social
development were very nearly flat until the steam engine came along.
Unsurprisingly, it turns out that economic growth was, too.
As Gordon shows, however, once this growth got started it stayed on a
sharp upward trajectory for two hundred years. This was due not only to the
original Industrial Revolution, but also to a second one, it too reliant on
technological innovation. Three novelties were central here: electricity, the
internal combustion engine, and indoor plumbing with running water, all of
which came onto the scene between 1870 and 1900.
The ‘great inventions’ of this second industrial revolution, in Gordon’s
estimation, “were so important and far-reaching that they took a full 100
years to have their main effect.” But once that effect had been realized, a new
problem emerged. Growth stalled out, and even began to decline. At the risk
of being flippant, when the steam engine ran out of steam, the internal
combustion engine was there to replace it. But once the internal combustion
engine ran out of fuel, we weren’t left with much. To use Gordon’s words,
The growth of productivity (output per hour) slowed markedly after 1970. While puzzling
at the time, it seems increasingly clear that the one-time-only benefits of the Great

Inventions and their spin-offs had occurred and could not happen again. . . . All that
remained after 1970 were second-round improvements, such as developing short-haul
regional jets, extending the original interstate highway network with suburban ring roads,
and converting residential America from window unit air conditioners to central air
conditioning.5

Gordon is far from alone in this view. In his 2011 book The Great
Stagnation, economist Tyler Cowen is definitive about the source of
America’s economic woes:
We are failing to understand why we are failing. All of these problems have a single, little
noticed root cause: We have been living off low-hanging fruit for at least three hundred
years. . . . Yet during the last forty years, that low-hanging fruit started disappearing, and
we started pretending it was still there. We have failed to recognize that we are at a
technological plateau and the trees are more bare than we would like to think.6

General Purpose Technologies: The Ones That Really
Matter
Clearly, Gordon and Cowen see the invention of powerful technologies as
central to economic progress. Indeed, there’s broad agreement among
economic historians that some technologies are significant enough to
accelerate the normal march of economic progress. To do this, they have to
spread throughout many, if not most, industries; they can’t remain in just one.
The cotton gin, for example, was unquestionably important within the textile
sector at the start of the nineteenth century, but pretty insignificant outside of
it.*
The steam engine and electrical power, by contrast, quickly spread just
about everywhere. The steam engine didn’t just massively increase the
amount of power available to factories and free them from the need to be
located near a stream or river to power the water wheel; it also revolutionized
land travel by enabling railroads and sea travel via the steamship. Electricity
gave a further boost to manufacturing by enabling individually powered
machines. It also lit factories, office buildings, and warehouses and led to
further innovations like air conditioning, which made previously sweltering
workplaces pleasant.
With their typical verbal flair, economists call innovations like steam
power and electricity general purpose technologies (GPTs). Economic

historian Gavin Wright offers a concise definition: “deep new ideas or
techniques that have the potential for important impacts on many sectors of
the economy.”7 “Impacts” here mean significant boosts to output due to large
productivity gains. GPTs are important because they are economically
significant—they interrupt and accelerate the normal march of economic
progress.
In addition to agreeing on their importance, scholars have also come to a
consensus on how to recognize GPTs: they should be pervasive, improving
over time, and able to spawn new innovations.8 The preceding chapters have
built a case that digital technologies meet all three of these requirements.
They improve along a Moore’s Law trajectory, are used in every industry in
the world, and lead to innovations like autonomous cars and nonhuman
Jeopardy! champions. Are we alone in thinking that information and
communication technology (ICT) belongs in the same category as steam and
electricity? Are we the only ones who think, in short, that ICT is a GPT?
Absolutely not. Most economic historians concur with the assessment that
ICT meets all of the criteria given above, and so should join the club of
general purpose technologies. In fact, in a list of all the candidates for this
classification compiled by the economist Alexander Field, only steam power
got more votes than ICT, which was tied with electricity as the second most
commonly accepted GPT.9
If we are all in agreement, then why the debate over whether ICTs are
ushering in a new golden age of innovation and growth? Because, the
argument goes, their economic benefits have already been captured and now
most new ‘innovation’ involves entertaining ourselves inexpensively online.
According to Robert Gordon:
The first industrial robot was introduced by General Motors in 1961. Telephone
operators went away in the 1960s. . . . Airline reservations systems came in the 1970s,
and by 1980 bar-code scanners and cash machines were spreading through the retail
and banking industries. . . . The first personal computers arrived in the early 1980s with
their word processing, word wrap, and spreadsheets. . . . More recent and thus more
familiar was the rapid development of the web and e-commerce after 1995, a process
largely completed by 2005.10

At present, says Cowen, “The gains of the Internet are very real and I am here
to praise them, not damn them. . . . Still, the overall picture is this: We are
having more fun, in part because of the Internet. We are also having more

cheap fun. [But] we are coming up short on the revenue side, so it is harder to
pay our debts, whether individuals, businesses, or governments.”11 Twentyfirst century ICT, in short, is failing the prime test of being economically
significant.

Why We Shouldn’t Be Worried: Innovations Don’t Get
Used Up
For any good scientist, of course, data are the ultimate decider of hypotheses.
So what do the data say here? Do the productivity numbers back up this
pessimistic view of the power of digitization? We’ll get to the data in chapter
7. First, though, we want to present a very different view of how innovation
works—an alternative to the notion that innovations get ‘used up.’
Gordon writes that “it is useful to think of the innovative process as a
series of discrete inventions followed by incremental improvements which
ultimately tap the full potential of the initial invention.”12 This seems sensible
enough. An invention like the steam engine or computer comes along and we
reap economic benefits from it. Those benefits start small while the
technology is immature and not widely used, grow to be quite big as the GPT
improves and propagates, then taper off as the improvement—and especially
the propagation—die down. When multiple GPTs appear at the same time, or
in a steady sequence, we sustain high rates of growth over a long period. But
if there’s a big gap between major innovations, economic growth will
eventually peter out. We’ll call this the ‘innovation-as-fruit’ view of things,
in honor of Tyler Cowen’s imagery of all the low-hanging fruit being picked.
In this perspective, coming up with an innovation is like growing fruit, and
exploiting an innovation is like eating the fruit over time.
Another school of thought, though, holds that the true work of innovation
is not coming up with something big and new, but instead recombining things
that already exist. And the more closely we look at how major steps forward
in our knowledge and ability to accomplish things have actually occurred, the
more this recombinant view makes sense. For example, it’s exactly how at
least one Nobel Prize–winning innovation came about.
Kary Mullis won the 1993 Nobel Prize in Chemistry for the development
of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR), a now ubiquitous technique for

replicating DNA sequences. When the idea first came to him on a nighttime
drive in California, though, he almost dismissed it out of hand. As he
recounted in his Nobel Award speech, “Somehow, I thought, it had to be an
illusion. . . . It was too easy. . . . There was not a single unknown in the
scheme. Every step involved had been done already.”13 “All” Mullis did was
recombine well-understood techniques in biochemistry to generate a new
one. And yet it’s obvious Mullis’s recombination is an enormously valuable
one.
After examining many examples of invention, innovation, and
technological progress, complexity scholar Brian Arthur became convinced
that stories like the invention of PCR are the rule, not the exception. As he
summarizes in his book The Nature of Technology, “To invent something is
to find it in what previously exists.”14 Economist Paul Romer has argued
forcefully in favor of this view, the so-called ‘new growth theory’ within
economics, in order to distinguish it from perspectives like Gordon’s.
Romer’s inherently optimistic theory stresses the importance of recombinant
innovation. As he writes:
Economic growth occurs whenever people take resources and rearrange them in ways
that make them more valuable. . . . Every generation has perceived the limits to growth
that finite resources and undesirable side effects would pose if no new . . . ideas were
discovered. And every generation has underestimated the potential for finding new . . .
ideas. We consistently fail to grasp how many ideas remain to be discovered. . . .
Possibilities do not merely add up; they multiply.15

Romer also makes a vital point about a particularly important category of
idea, which he calls “meta-ideas”:
Perhaps the most important ideas of all are meta-ideas—ideas about how to support the
production and transmission of other ideas. . . . There are . . . two safe predictions. First,
the country that takes the lead in the twenty-first century will be the one that implements
an innovation that more effectively supports the production of new ideas in the private
sector. Second, new meta-ideas of this kind will be found.16

Digital Technologies: The Most General Purpose of All
Gordon and Cowen are world-class economists, but they’re not giving digital
technologies their due. The next great meta-idea, invoked by Romer, has
already been found: it can be seen in the new communities of minds and

machines made possible by networked digital devices running an astonishing
variety of software. The GPT of ICT has given birth to radically new ways to
combine and recombine ideas. Like language, printing, the library, or
universal education, the global digital network fosters recombinant
innovation. We can mix and remix ideas, both old and recent, in ways we
never could before. Let’s look at a few examples.
Google’s Chauffeur project gives new life to an earlier GPT: the internal
combustion engine. When an everyday car is equipped with a fast computer
and a bunch of sensors (all of which get cheaper according to Moore’s Law)
and a huge amount of map and street information (available thanks to the
digitization of everything) it becomes an autopiloted vehicle straight out of
science fiction. While we humans are still the ones doing the driving,
innovations like Waze will help us get around more quickly and ease traffic
jams. Waze is a recombination of a location sensor, data transmission device
(that is, a phone), GPS system, and social network. The team at Waze
invented none of these technologies; they just put them together in a new
way. Moore’s Law made all involved devices cheap enough, and digitization
made all necessary data available to facilitate the Waze system.
The Web itself is a pretty straightforward combination of the Internet’s
much older TCP/IP data transmission network; a markup language called
HTML that specified how text, pictures, and so on should be laid out; and a
simple PC application called a ‘browser’ to display the results. None of these
elements was particularly novel. Their combination was revolutionary.
Facebook has built on the Web infrastructure by allowing people to
digitize their social network and put media online without having to learn
HTML. Whether or not this was an intellectually profound combination of
technological capabilities, it was a popular and economically significantly
one—by July 2013, the company was valued at over $60 billion.17 When
photo sharing became one of the most popular activities on Facebook, Kevin
Systrom and Mike Krieger decided to build a smartphone application that
mimicked this capability, combining it with the option to modify a photo’s
appearance with digital filters. This seems like a minor innovation, especially
since Facebook already had enabled mobile photo sharing in 2010 when
Systrom and Krieger started their project. However, the application they
built, called Instagram, attracted more than 30 million users by the spring of

2012, users who had collectively uploaded more than 100 million
photographs. Facebook acquired Instagram for approximately $1 billion in
April of 2012.
This progression drives home the point that digital innovation is
recombinant innovation in its purest form. Each development becomes a
building block for future innovations. Progress doesn’t run out; it
accumulates. And the digital world doesn’t respect any boundaries. It extends
into the physical one, leading to cars and planes that drive themselves,
printers that make parts, and so on. Moore’s Law makes computing devices
and sensors exponentially cheaper over time, enabling them to be built
economically into more and more gear, from doorknobs to greeting cards.
Digitization makes available massive bodies of data relevant to almost any
situation, and this information can be infinitely reproduced and reused
because it is non-rival. As a result of these two forces, the number of
potentially valuable building blocks is exploding around the world, and the
possibilities are multiplying as never before. We’ll call this the ‘innovationas-building-block’ view of the world; it’s the one held by Arthur, Romer, and
the two of us. From this perspective, unlike in the innovation-as-fruit view,
building blocks don’t ever get eaten or otherwise used up. In fact, they
increase the opportunities for future recombinations.

Limits to Recombinant Growth
If this recombinant view of innovation is correct, then a problem looms: as
the number of building blocks explodes, the main difficulty is knowing which
combinations of them will be valuable. In his paper “Recombinant Growth,”
the economist Martin Weitzman developed a mathematical model of new
growth theory in which the ‘fixed factors’ in an economy—machine tools,
trucks, laboratories, and so on—are augmented over time by pieces of
knowledge that he calls ‘seed ideas,’ and knowledge itself increases over time
as previous seed ideas are recombined into new ones.18 This is an innovationas-building-block view of the world, where both the knowledge pieces and
the seed ideas can be combined and recombined over time.
This model has a fascinating result: because combinatorial possibilities
explode so quickly there is soon a virtually infinite number of potentially

valuable recombinations of the existing knowledge pieces.* The constraint on
the economy’s growth then becomes its ability to go through all these
potential recombinations to find the truly valuable ones.
As Weitzman writes,
In such a world the core of economic life could appear increasingly to be centered on the
more and more intensive processing of ever-greater numbers of new seed ideas into
workable innovations. . . . In the early stages of development, growth is constrained by
number of potential new ideas, but later on it is constrained only by the ability to process
them.19

Gordon asks the provocative question, “Is growth over?” We’ll respond on
behalf of Weitzman, Romer, and the other new growth theorists with “Not a
chance. It’s just being held back by our inability to process all the new ideas
fast enough.”

What This Problem Needs Are More Eyeballs and
Bigger Computers
If this response is at least somewhat accurate—if it captures something about
how innovation and economic growth work in the real world—then the best
way to accelerate progress is to increase our capacity to test out new
combinations of ideas. One excellent way to do this is to involve more people
in this testing process, and digital technologies are making it possible for ever
more people to participate. We’re interlinked by global ICT, and we have
affordable access to masses of data and vast computing power. Today’s
digital environment, in short, is a playground for large-scale recombination.
The open source software advocate Eric Raymond has an optimistic
observation: “Given enough eyeballs, all bugs are shallow.”20 The innovation
equivalent to this might be, “With more eyeballs, more powerful
combinations will be found.”
NASA experienced this effect as it was trying to improve its ability to
forecast solar flares, or eruptions on the sun’s surface. Accuracy and plenty
of advance warning are both important here, since solar particle events (or
SPEs, as flares are properly known) can bring harmful levels of radiation to
unshielded gear and people in space. Despite thirty-five years of research and
data on SPEs, however, NASA acknowledged that it had “no method

available to predict the onset, intensity or duration of a solar particle event.”21
The agency eventually posted its data and a description of the challenge of
predicting SPEs on Innocentive, an online clearinghouse for scientific
problems. Innocentive is ‘non-credentialist’; people don’t have to be PhDs or
work in labs in order to browse the problems, download data, or upload a
solution. Anyone can work on problems from any discipline; physicists, for
example, are not excluded from digging in on biology problems.
As it turned out, the person with the insight and expertise needed to
improve SPE prediction was not part of any recognizable astrophysics
community. He was Bruce Cragin, a retired radio frequency engineer living
in a small town in New Hampshire. Cragin said that, “Though I hadn’t
worked in the area of solar physics as such, I had thought a lot about the
theory of magnetic reconnection.”22 This was evidently the right theory for
the job, because Cragin’s approach enabled prediction of SPEs eight hours in
advance with 85 percent accuracy, and twenty-four hours in advance with 75
percent accuracy. His recombination of theory and data earned him a thirtythousand-dollar reward from the space agency.
In recent years, many organizations have adopted NASA’s strategy of
using technology to open up their innovation challenges and opportunities to
more eyeballs. This phenomenon goes by several names, including ‘open
innovation’ and ‘crowdsourcing,’ and it can be remarkably effective. The
innovation scholars Lars Bo Jeppesen and Karim Lakhani studied 166
scientific problems posted to Innocentive, all of which had stumped their
home organizations. They found that the crowd assembled around
Innocentive was able to solve forty-nine of them, for a success rate of nearly
30 percent. They also found that people whose expertise was far away from
the apparent domain of the problem were more likely to submit winning
solutions. In other words, it seemed to actually help a solver to be
‘marginal’—to have education, training, and experience that were not
obviously relevant for the problem. Jeppesen and Lakhani provide vivid
examples of this:
[There were] different winning solutions to the same scientific challenge of identifying a
food-grade polymer delivery system by an aerospace physicist, a small agribusiness
owner, a transdermal drug delivery specialist, and an industrial scientist. . . . All four
submissions successfully achieved the required challenge objectives with differing
scientific mechanisms. . . .

[Another case involved] an R&D lab that, even after consulting with internal and
external specialists, did not understand the toxicological significance of a particular
pathology that had been observed in an ongoing research program. . . . It was eventually
solved, using methods common in her field, by a scientist with a Ph.D. in protein
crystallography who would not normally be exposed to toxicology problems or solve
such problems on a routine basis.23

Like Innocentive, the online startup Kaggle also assembles a diverse, noncredentialist group of people from around the world to work on tough
problems submitted by organizations. Instead of scientific challenges, Kaggle
specializes in data-intensive ones where the goal is to arrive at a better
prediction than the submitting organization’s starting baseline prediction.
Here again, the results are striking in a couple of ways. For one thing,
improvements over the baseline are usually substantial. In one case, Allstate
submitted a dataset of vehicle characteristics and asked the Kaggle
community to predict which of them would have later personal liability
claims filed against them.24 The contest lasted approximately three months
and drew in more than one hundred contestants. The winning prediction was
more than 270 percent better than the insurance company’s baseline.
Another interesting fact is that the majority of Kaggle contests are won by
people who are marginal to the domain of the challenge—who, for example,
made the best prediction about hospital readmission rates despite having no
experience in health care—and so would not have been consulted as part of
any traditional search for solutions. In many cases, these demonstrably
capable and successful data scientists acquired their expertise in new and
decidedly digital ways.
Between February and September of 2012 Kaggle hosted two
competitions about computer grading of student essays, which were
sponsored by the Hewlett Foundation.* Kaggle and Hewlett worked with
multiple education experts to set up the competitions, and as they were
preparing to launch many of these people were worried. The first contest was
to consist of two rounds. Eleven established educational testing companies
would compete against one another in the first round, with members of
Kaggle’s community of data scientists invited to join in, individually or in
teams, in the second. The experts were worried that the Kaggle crowd would
simply not be competitive in the second round. After all, each of the testing
companies had been working on automatic grading for some time and had
devoted substantial resources to the problem. Their hundreds of person-years

of accumulated experience and expertise seemed like an insurmountable
advantage over a bunch of novices.
They needn’t have worried. Many of the ‘novices’ drawn to the challenge
outperformed all of the testing companies in the essay competition. The
surprises continued when Kaggle investigated who the top performers were.
In both competitions, none of the top three finishers had any previous
significant experience with either essay grading or natural language
processing. And in the second competition, none of the top three finishers
had any formal training in artificial intelligence beyond a free online course
offered by Stanford AI faculty and open to anyone in the world who wanted
to take it. People all over the world did, and evidently they learned a lot. The
top three individual finishers were from, respectively, the United States,
Slovenia, and Singapore.
Quirky, another Web-based startup, enlists people to participate in both
phases of Weitzman’s recombinant innovation—first generating new ideas,
then filtering them. It does this by harnessing the power of many eyeballs not
only to come up with innovations but also to filter them and get them ready
for market. Quirky seeks ideas for new consumer products from its crowd,
and also relies on the crowd to vote on submissions, conduct research,
suggest improvements, figure out how to name and brand the products, and
drive sales. Quirky itself makes the final decisions about which products to
launch and handles engineering, manufacturing, and distribution. It keeps 70
percent of all revenue made through its website and distributes the remaining
30 percent to all crowd members involved in the development effort; of this
30 percent, the person submitting the original idea gets 42 percent, those who
help with pricing share 10 percent, those who contribute to naming share 5
percent, and so on. By the fall of 2012, Quirky had raised over $90 million in
venture capital financing and had agreements to sell its products at several
major retailers, including Target and Bed Bath & Beyond. One of its most
successful products, a flexible electrical power strip called Pivot Power, sold
more than 373 thousand units in less than two years and earned the crowd
responsible for its development over $400,000.
Affinnova, yet another young company supporting recombinant
innovation, helps its customers with the second of Weitzman’s two phases:
sorting through the possible combinations of building blocks to find the most

valuable ones. It does this by combining crowdsourcing with Nobel Prize–
worthy algorithms. When Carlsberg breweries wanted to update the bottle
and label for Belgium’s Grimbergen, the world’s oldest continually produced
abbey beer, it knew it had to proceed carefully. The company wanted to
update the brand without sacrificing its strong reputation or downplaying its
nine hundred years of history. It knew that the redesign would mean
generating many candidates for each of several attributes—bottle shape,
embossments, label color, label placement, cap design, and so on—then
settling on the right combination of all of these. The ‘right’ combination from
among the thousands of possibilities, however, was not obvious at the outset.
The standard approach to this kind of problem is for the design team to
generate a few combinations that they think are good, then use focus groups
or other small-scale methods to finalize which is best. Affinnova offers a very
different approach. It makes use of the mathematics of choice modeling, an
advance significant enough to have earned a Nobel Prize for its intellectual
godfather, economist Daniel McFadden. Choice modeling quickly identifies
people’s preferences—do they prefer a brown embossed bottle with a small
label, or a green non-embossed one with a large label?—by repeatedly
presenting them with a small set of options and asking them to select which
they like best. Affinnova presents these options via the Web and can find the
mathematically optimal set of options (or at least come close to it) after
involving only a few hundred people in the evaluation process. For
Grimbergen, the design that resulted from this explicitly recombinant process
had an approval rating 3.5 times greater than that of the previous bottle.25
When we adopt the perspective of the new growth theorists and match it
against what we see with Waze, Innocentive, Kaggle, Quirky, Affinnova, and
many others, we become optimistic about the current and future of
innovation. And these digital developments are not confined to the high-tech
sector—they’re not just making computers and networks better and faster.
They’re helping us drive our cars better (and may soon make it unnecessary
for us to drive at all), allowing us to arrive at better predictions of solar flares,
solving problems in food science and toxicology, and giving us better power
strips and beer bottles. These and countless other innovations will add up
over time, and they’ll keep coming and keep adding up. Unlike some of our
colleagues, we are confident that innovation and productivity will continue to

grow at healthy rates in the future. Plenty of building blocks are in place, and
they’re being recombined in better and better ways all the time.

* In reality, many of the countries that do have large amounts of mineral and commodity
wealth are often crippled by the twin terrors of the “resource curse”: low growth rates and lots
of poverty.
* Some have tied the invention of the cotton gin to increased demand for slave labor in the
American South and therefore to the Civil War, but its direct economic effect outside the
textile industry was minimal.
* Keep in mind that if there are only fifty-two seed ideas in such an economy, they have many
more potential combinations than there are atoms in our solar system.
* Improvements in this area are important because essays are better at capturing student
leaning than multiple-choice questions, but much more expensive to grade when human
raters are used. Automatic grading of essays would both improve the quality of education and
lower its cost.

“And here I am thinking of those astonishing electronic machines . . . by which our
mental capacity to calculate and combine is reinforced and multiplied by the process
and to a degree that herald . . . astonishing advances.”
—Pierre Teilhard de Chardin

THE PREVIOUS FIVE CHAPTERS laid out the outstanding features of the second
machine age: sustained exponential improvement in most aspects of
computing, extraordinarily large amounts of digitized information, and
recombinant innovation. These three forces are yielding breakthroughs that
convert science fiction into everyday reality, outstripping even our recent
expectations and theories. What’s more, there’s no end in sight.
The advances we’ve seen in the past few years, and in the early sections of
this book—cars that drive themselves, useful humanoid robots, speech
recognition and synthesis systems, 3D printers, Jeopardy!-champion
computers—are not the crowning achievements of the computer era. They’re
the warm-up acts. As we move deeper into the second machine age we’ll see
more and more such wonders, and they’ll become more and more impressive.
How can we be so sure? Because the exponential, digital, and recombinant
powers of the second machine age have made it possible for humanity to
create two of the most important one-time events in our history: the
emergence of real, useful artificial intelligence (AI) and the connection of
most of the people on the planet via a common digital network.
Either of these advances alone would fundamentally change our growth
prospects. When combined, they’re more important than anything since the
Industrial Revolution, which forever transformed how physical work was
done.

Thinking Machines, Available Now
Machines that can complete cognitive tasks are even more important than
machines that can accomplish physical ones. And thanks to modern AI we
now have them. Our digital machines have escaped their narrow confines and
started to demonstrate broad abilities in pattern recognition, complex
communication, and other domains that used to be exclusively human.
We’ve also recently seen great progress in natural language processing,
machine learning (the ability of a computer to automatically refine its
methods and improve its results as it gets more data), computer vision,

simultaneous localization and mapping, and many of the other fundamental
challenges of the discipline.
We’re going to see artificial intelligence do more and more, and as this
happens costs will go down, outcomes will improve, and our lives will get
better. Soon countless pieces of AI will be working on our behalf, often in the
background. They’ll help us in areas ranging from trivial to substantive to life
changing. Trivial uses of AI include recognizing our friends’ faces in photos
and recommending products. More substantive ones include automatically
driving cars on the road, guiding robots in warehouses, and better matching
jobs and job seekers. But these remarkable advances pale against the lifechanging potential of artificial intelligence.
To take just one recent example, innovators at the Israeli company OrCam
have combined a small but powerful computer, digital sensors, and excellent
algorithms to give key aspects of sight to the visually impaired (a population
numbering more than twenty million in the United States alone). A user of
the OrCam system, which was introduced in 2013, clips onto her glasses a
combination of a tiny digital camera and speaker that works by conducting
sound waves through the bones of the head.1 If she points her finger at a
source of text such as a billboard, package of food, or newspaper article, the
computer immediately analyzes the images the camera sends to it, then reads
the text to her via the speaker.
Reading text ‘in the wild’—in a variety of fonts, sizes, surfaces, and
lighting conditions—has historically been yet another area where humans
outpaced even the most advanced hardware and software. OrCam and similar
innovations show that this is no longer the case, and that here again
technology is racing ahead. As it does, it will help millions of people lead
fuller lives. The OrCam costs about $2,500—the price of a good hearing aid
—and is certain to become cheaper over time.
Digital technologies are also restoring hearing to the deaf via cochlear
implants and will probably bring sight back to the fully blind; the FDA
recently approved a first-generation retinal implant.2 AI’s benefits extend
even to quadriplegics, since wheelchairs can now be controlled by thoughts.3
Considered objectively, these advances are something close to miracles—and
they’re still in their infancy.
Artificial intelligence will not just improve lives; it will also save them.

After winning Jeopardy!, for example, Watson enrolled in medical school.
To be a bit more precise, IBM is applying the same innovations that allowed
Watson to answer tough questions correctly to the task of helping doctors
better diagnose what’s wrong with their patients. Instead of volumes and
volumes of general knowledge, the supercomputer is being trained to sit on
top of all of the world’s high-quality published medical information; match it
against patients’ symptoms, medical histories, and test results; and formulate
both a diagnosis and a treatment plan. The huge amounts of information
involved in modern medicine make this type of advance critically important.
IBM estimates that it would take a human doctor 160 hours of reading each
and every week just to keep up with relevant new literature.4
IBM and partners including Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center and
the Cleveland Clinic are working to build Dr. Watson. The organizations
involved in this program are careful to stress that the AI technologies will be
used to augment physicians’ clinical expertise and judgment, not replace
them. Still, it is not implausible that Dr. Watson might one day be the world’s
best diagnostician.
We’re already seeing AI-aided diagnoses in some medical specialties. A
team led by pathologist Andrew Beck developed the C-Path (computational
pathologist) system to automatically diagnose breast cancer and predict
survival rates by examining images of tissue, just as human pathologists do.5
Since the 1920s, these humans have been trained to look at the same small set
of cancer cell features.6 The C-Path team, in contrast, had its software look at
images with a fresh eye—without any pre-programmed notions about which
features were associated with cancer severity or patient prognosis. Not only
was this software at least as accurate as humans, it also identified three
features of breast cancer tissue that turned out to be good predictors of
survival rates. Pathologists, however, had not been trained to look for them.
As it races ahead, artificial intelligence might bring with it some troubles,
which we’ll discuss in our conclusion. But fundamentally, the development
of thinking machines is an incredibly positive one.

Billions of Innovators, Coming Soon
In addition to powerful and useful AI, the other recent development that

promises to further accelerate the second machine age is the digital
interconnection of the planet’s people. There is no better resource for
improving the world and bettering the state of humanity than the world’s
humans—all 7.1 billion of us. Our good ideas and innovations will address
the challenges that arise, improve the quality of our lives, allow us to live
more lightly on the planet, and help us take better care of one another. It is a
remarkable and unmistakable fact that, with the exception of climate change,
virtually all environmental, social, and individual indicators of health have
improved over time, even as human population has increased.
This improvement is not a lucky coincidence; it is cause and effect. Things
have gotten better because there are more people, who in total have more
good ideas that improve our overall lot. The economist Julian Simon was one
of the first to make this optimistic argument, and he advanced it repeatedly
and forcefully throughout his career. He wrote, “It is your mind that matters
economically, as much or more than your mouth or hands. In the long run,
the most important economic effect of population size and growth is the
contribution of additional people to our stock of useful knowledge. And this
contribution is large enough in the long run to overcome all the costs of
population growth.”7
Both theory and data bear out Simon’s insight. The theory of recombinant
innovation stresses how important it is to have more eyeballs looking at
challenges and more brains thinking about how existing building blocks can
be rearranged to meet them. This theory further holds that people also play
the vital role of filtering and improving the innovations of others. And the
data on everything from air quality to commodity prices to levels of violence
show improvement over time. These data, in other words, show humanity’s
remarkable ability to meet its challenges.
We do have one quibble with Simon, however. He wrote that, “The main
fuel to speed the world’s progress is our stock of knowledge, and the brake is
our lack of imagination.”8 We agree about the fuel but disagree about the
brake. The main impediment to progress has been that, until quite recently, a
sizable portion of the world’s people had no effective way to access the
world’s stock of knowledge or to add to it.
In the industrialized West we have long been accustomed to having
libraries, telephones, and computers at our disposal, but these have been

unimaginable luxuries to the people of the developing world. That situation is
rapidly changing. In 2000, for example, there were approximately seven
hundred million mobile phone subscriptions in the world, fewer than 30
percent of which were in developing countries.9 By 2012 there were more
than six billion subscriptions, over 75 percent of which were in the
developing world. The World Bank estimates that three-quarters of the
people on the planet now have access to a mobile phone, and that in some
countries mobile telephony is more widespread than electricity or clean
water.
The first mobile phones bought and sold in the developing world were
capable of little more than voice calls and text messages, yet even these
simple devices could make a significant difference. Between 1997 and 2001
the economist Robert Jensen studied a set of coastal villages in Kerala, India,
where fishing was the main industry.10 Jensen gathered data both before and
after mobile phone service was introduced, and the changes he documented
are remarkable. Fish prices stabilized immediately after phones were
introduced, and even though these prices dropped on average, fishermen’s
profits actually increased because they were able to eliminate the waste that
occurred when they took their fish to markets that already had enough supply
for the day. The overall economic well-being of both buyers and sellers
improved, and Jensen was able to tie these gains directly to the phones
themselves.
Now, of course, even the most basic phones sold in the developing world
are more powerful than the ones used by Kerala’s fisherman over a decade
ago. Approximately 70 percent of all phones sold worldwide in 2012 were
‘feature phones’—less capable than the Apple iPhone and Samsung Galaxy
smartphones of the rich world, but still able to take pictures (and often
videos), browse the Web, and run at least some applications.11 And cheap
mobile devices keep improving. Technology analysis firm IDC forecasts that
smartphones will outsell feature phones in the near future, and will make up
about two-thirds of all sales by 2017.12
This shift is due to continued simultaneous performance improvements
and cost declines in both mobile phone devices and networks, and it has an
important consequence: it will bring billions of people into the community of
potential knowledge creators, problem solvers, and innovators.

Today, people with connected smartphones or tablets anywhere in the
world have access to many (if not most) of the same communication
resources and information that we do while sitting in our offices at MIT.
They can search the Web and browse Wikipedia. They can follow online
courses, some of them taught by the best in the academic world. They can
share their insights on blogs, Facebook, Twitter, and many other services,
most of which are free. They can even conduct sophisticated data analyses
using cloud resources such as Amazon Web Services and R, an open source
application for statistics.13 In short, they can be full contributors in the work
of innovation and knowledge creation, taking advantage of what Autodesk
CEO Carl Bass calls “infinite computing.”14
Until quite recently rapid communication, information acquisition, and
knowledge sharing, especially over long distances, were essentially limited to
the planet’s elite. Now they’re much more democratic and egalitarian, and
getting more so all the time. The journalist A. J. Liebling famously remarked
that, “Freedom of the press is limited to those who own one.” It is no
exaggeration to say that billions of people will soon have a printing press,
reference library, school, and computer all at their fingertips.15
Those of us who believe in the power of recombinant innovation believe
that this development will boost human progress. We can’t predict exactly
what new insights, products, and solutions will arrive in the coming years,
but we are fully confident that they’ll be impressive. The second machine age
will be characterized by countless instances of machine intelligence and
billions of interconnected brains working together to better understand and
improve our world. It will make mockery out of all that came before.

“Most economic fallacies derive from the tendency to assume that there is a fixed
pie, that one party can gain only at the expense of another.”
—Milton Friedman

EACH DAY GOVERNMENT AGENCIES, think tanks, NGOs, and academic
researchers generate more statistics than any person could read, let alone
absorb. On television, in the pages of the business press, and in the
blogosphere, a chorus of analysts debate and predict trends in interest rates,
unemployment, stock prices, deficits and myriad other indicators. But when
you zoom out and consider trends over the past century, one overwhelming
fact looms above all others: overall living standards have increased
enormously in the United States and worldwide. In the United States, the rate
of GDP growth per person has averaged 1.9 percent per year going back to
the early 1800s.1 Applying the rule of 70 (the time to double a value is
roughly equal to 70 divided by its growth rate), we see that this was enough
to double living standards every thirty-six years, quadrupling them over the
course of a typical lifetime.*
This increase is important because economic growth can help solve a host
of other challenges. If GDP of the United States grows just 1 percent faster
each year than currently projected, Americans would be five trillion dollars
richer by 2033.2 If GDP grows just 0.5 percent faster, the U.S. budget
problem would be solved without any changes to policy.3 Of course, slower
growth would make it significantly harder to close the deficit, let alone
increase spending on any new initiatives or cut taxes.

Productivity Growth
But what drives increases in GDP per person? Part of it comes from using
more resources. But most of it comes from increases in our ability to get
more output from the given level of inputs—in other words, increases in
productivity. (Most commonly, this term is used as shorthand for ‘labor
productivity,’ which is output per hour worked [or output per worker].) * In
turn, productivity growth comes from innovations in technology and
techniques of production.
Simply working more hours does not increase productivity. Indeed,
Americans once routinely worked fifty, sixty, or even seventy hours per
week. While some still do, the average workweek is shorter now (thirty-five

hours per week), and yet living standards are higher. Robert Solow got his
Nobel Prize in Economics for showing that increases in labor input and
capital input could not explain most of the increase in the total output of the
economy.† In fact, it would take the average American only eleven hours of
labor per week to produce as much as he or she produced in forty hours in
1950. That rate of improvement is comparable for workers in Europe and
Japan, and even higher in some developing nations.*
FIGURE 7.1 Labor Productivity

Productivity improvement was particularly rapid in the middle part of the
twentieth century, especially the 1940s, 50s, and 60s, as the technologies of
the first machine age, from electricity to the internal combustion engine,
started firing on all cylinders. However, in 1973 productivity growth slowed
down (see figure 7.1).
In 1987, Bob Solow himself noted that the slowdown seemed to coincide
with the early days of the computer revolution, famously remarking, “We see
the computer age everywhere, except in the productivity statistics.”4 In 1993,
Erik published an article evaluating the “Productivity Paradox” that noted the
computers were still a small share of the economy and that complementary
innovations were typically needed before general purpose technologies like
IT had their real impact.5 Later work taking into account more detailed data
on productivity and IT use among individual firms revealed a strong and
significant correlation: the heaviest IT users were dramatically more
productive than their competitors.6 By the mid-1990s, these benefits were big

enough to become visible in the overall U.S. economy, which experienced a
general productivity surge. While this rise had a number of causes,
economists now attribute the lion’s share of those gains to the power of IT.7
The productivity slowdown in the 1970s, and the subsequent speed-up
twenty years later, had an interesting precedent. In the late 1890s, electricity
was being introduced to American factories. But the “productivity paradox”
of that era was that labor productivity growth did not take off for over twenty
years. While the technologies involved were very different, many of the
underlying dynamics were quite similar.
University of Chicago economist Chad Syverson looked closely at the
underlying productivity data and showed how eerily close this analogy is.8 As
shown in figure 7.2, the slow start and subsequent acceleration of
productivity growth in the electricity era matches well with the speed-up that
began in the 1990s. The key to understanding this pattern is the realization
that, as discussed in chapter 5, GPTs always need complements. Coming up
with those can take years, or even decades, and this creates lags between the
introduction of a technology and the productivity benefits. We’ve clearly
seen this with both electrification and computerization.
FIGURE 7.2 Labor Productivity in Two Eras

Perhaps the most important complementary innovations are the business
process changes and organizational coinventions that new technologies make
possible. Paul David, an economic historian at Stanford University and the
University of Oxford, examined the records of American factories when they

first electrified and found that they often retained a similar layout and
organization to those that were powered by steam engines.9 In a steam
engine–driven plant, power was transmitted via a large central axle, which in
turn drove a series of pulleys, gears, and smaller crankshafts. If the axle was
too long the torsion involved would break it, so machines needed to be
clustered near the main power source, with those requiring the most power
positioned closest. Exploiting all three dimensions, industrial engineers put
equipment on floors above and below the central steam engines to minimize
the distances involved.
Years later, when that hallowed GPT electricity replaced the steam engine,
engineers simply bought the largest electric motors they could find and stuck
them where the steam engines used to be. Even when brand-new factories
were built, they followed the same design. Perhaps unsurprisingly, records
show that the electric motors did not lead to much of an improvement in
performance. There might have been less smoke and a little less noise, but the
new technology was not always reliable. Overall, productivity barely budged.
Only after thirty years—long enough for the original managers to retire
and be replaced by a new generation—did factory layouts change. The new
factories looked much like those we see today: a single story spread out over
an acre or more. Instead of a single massive engine, each piece of equipment
had its own small electric motor. Instead of putting the machines needing the
most power closest to the power source, the layout was based on a simple and
powerful new principle: the natural workflow of materials.
Productivity didn’t merely inch upward on the resulting assembly lines; it
doubled or even tripled. What’s more, for most of the subsequent century,
additional complementary innovations, from lean manufacturing and steel
minimills to Total Quality Management and Six Sigma principles, continued
to boost manufacturing productivity.
As with earlier GPTs, significant organizational innovation is required to
capture the full benefit of second machine age technologies. Tim BernersLee’s invention of the World Wide Web in 1989, to take an obvious example,
initially benefited only a small group of particle physicists. But due in part to
the power of digitization and networks to speed the diffusion of ideas,
complementary innovations are happening faster than they did in the first
machine age. Less than ten years after its introduction, entrepreneurs were

finding ways to use the Web to reinvent publishing and retailing.
While less visible, the large enterprise-wide IT systems that companies
rolled out in the 1990s have had an even bigger impact on productivity.10
They did this mainly by making possible a wave of business process
redesign. For example, Walmart drove remarkable efficiencies in retailing by
introducing systems that shared point-of-sale data with their suppliers. The
real key was the introduction of complementary process innovations like
vendor managed inventory, cross-docking, and efficient consumer response
that have become staple business-school case studies. They not only made it
possible to increase sales from $1 billion a week in 1993 to $1 billion every
thirty-six hours in 2001, but also helped drive dramatic increases in the entire
retailing and distribution industries, accounting for much of the additional
productivity growth nationwide during this period.11
IT investment soared in the 1990s, peaking with a surge of investment in
the latter half of the decade as many companies upgraded their systems to
take advantage of the Internet, implement large enterprise systems, and avoid
the much-hyped Y2K bug. At the same time, innovation in semiconductors
took gigantic leaps, so the surging spending on IT delivered even more
rapidly increasing levels of computer power. A decade after the computer
productivity paradox was popularized, Harvard’s Dale Jorgenson, working
with Kevin Stiroh at the New York Federal Reserve Bank did a careful
growth accounting and concluded, “A consensus has emerged that a large
portion of the acceleration through 2000 can be traced to the sectors of the
economy that produce information technology or use IT equipment and
software most intensively.”12 But it’s not just the computer-producing sectors
that are doing well. Kevin Stiroh of the New York Federal Reserve Bank
found that industries that were heavier users of IT tended to be more
productive throughout the 1990s. This pattern was even more evident in
recent years, according to a careful study by Harvard’s Dale Jorgenson and
two coauthors. They found that total factor productivity growth increased
more between the 1990s and 2000s in IT-using industries, while it fell
slightly in those sectors of the economy that did not use IT extensively.13
It’s important to note that the correlation between computers and
productivity is not just evident at the industry level; it occurs at the level of
individual firms as well. In work Erik did with Lorin Hitt of the University of

Pennsylvania Wharton School, he found that firms that use more IT tend to
have higher levels of productivity and faster productivity growth than their
industry competitors.14
The first five years of the twenty-first century saw a renewed wave of
innovation and investment, this time less focused on computer hardware and
more focused on a diversified set of applications and process innovations. For
instance, as Andy described in a case study he did for Harvard Business
School, CVS found that their prescription drug ordering process was a source
of customer frustration, so they redesigned and simplified it.15 By embedding
the steps in an enterprise-wide software system, they were able to replicate
the drug ordering process in over four thousand locations, dramatically
boosting customer satisfaction and ultimately profits. CVS was not atypical.
In a statistical analysis of over six hundred firms that Erik did with Lorin
Hitt, he found it takes an average five to seven years before full productivity
benefits of computers are visible in the productivity of the firms making the
investments. This reflects the time and effort required to make the other
complementary investments that bring a computerization effort success. In
fact, for every dollar of investment in computer hardware, companies need to
invest up to another nine dollars in software, training, and business process
redesign.16
The effects of organizational changes like these became increasingly
visible in the industry-level productivity statistics.17 The productivity surge in
the 1990s was most visible in computer-producing industries, but overall
productivity grew even faster in the early years of the twenty-first century,
when a much broader set of industries saw significant productivity gains.
Like earlier GPTs, the power of computers was their ability to affect
productivity far from their ‘home’ industry.
Overall, American productivity growth in the decade following the year
2000 exceeded even the high growth rates of the roaring 1990s, which in turn
was higher than 1970s or 1980s growth rates had been.18
Today American workers are more productive than they’ve ever been, but
a closer look at recent numbers tells a more nuanced story. The good
performance since the year 2000 was clustered in the early years of the
decade. Since 2005, productivity growth has not been as strong. As noted in
chapter 5, this has led to a new wave of worries about the “end of growth” by

economists, journalists, and bloggers. We are not convinced by the
pessimists. The productivity lull after the introduction of electricity did not
mean the end of growth, nor did the lull in the 1970s.
Part of the recent slowdown simply reflects the Great Recession and its
aftermath. Recessions are always times of pessimism, which is
understandable, and the pessimism invariably spills over into predictions
about technology and the future. The financial crisis and burst of the housing
bubble led to a collapse of consumer confidence and wealth, which translated
into dramatically lower demand and GDP. While the recession technically
ended in June 2009, as we write this in 2013 the U.S. economy is still
operating well below its potential, with unemployment at 7.6 percent and
capacity utilization at 78 percent. During such a slump, any metric that
includes output in the numerator, such as labor productivity, will often be at
least temporarily depressed. In fact, when you look at history, you see that in
the early years of the Great Depression, in the 1930s, productivity didn’t just
slow but actually fell for two years in a row—something it never did in the
recent slump. Growth pessimists had even more company in the 1930s than
they do today, but the following three decades proved to be the best ones of
the twentieth century. Go back to figure 7.2 and look most closely at the
dashed line charting the years following the dip in productivity in the early
1930s. You’ll see the biggest wave of growth and bounty that the first
machine age ever delivered.
The explanation for this productivity surge is in the lags that we always
see when GPTs are installed. The benefits of electrification stretched for
nearly a century as more and more complementary innovations were
implemented. The digital GPTs of the second machine age are no less
profound. Even if Moore’s Law ground to a halt today, we could expect
decades of complementary innovations to unfold and continue to boost
productivity. However, unlike the steam engine or electricity, second
machine age technologies continue to improve at a remarkably rapid
exponential pace, replicating their power with digital perfection and creating
even more opportunities for combinatorial innovation. The path won’t be
smooth—for one thing, we haven’t banished the business cycle—but the
fundamentals are in place for bounty that vastly exceeds anything we’ve ever
seen before.

* The Rule of 70 (or, more precisely, the rule of 69.3 percent) is based on the following
equation: (1 + x)y = 2 where x is the rate of growth and y is the number of years. Taking the
natural logarithm of both sides gives y ln (1 + x) = ln 2. The ln (2) is 0.693 and for small x, ln (1
+ x) is roughly equal to x, so the equation simplifies to xy = 70 percent.
* One can also measure capital productivity, which is output per unit of capital input; or
multifactor productivity, which is output divided by a weighted average of both capital and
labor inputs. Economists sometimes use another term for multifactor productivity, the “Solow
Residual,” which better reflects the fact that we don’t necessarily know its origins. Robert
Solow himself noted that it was less a concrete measure of technological progress than a
“measure of our ignorance.”
† That’s a good thing, because there are natural limits to how much we can increase inputs,
especially labor. They’re subject to diminishing returns—no one is going to work more than
twenty-four hours a day, or employ more than 100 percent of the labor force. In contrast,
productivity growth reflects ability to innovate—it’s limited only by our imaginations.
* Output divided by labor and physical capital inputs is often more ambitiously called ‘total
factor productivity.’ However, that term can be a bit misleading, because there are other
inputs to production. For instance, companies can make major investments in intangible
organizational capital. The more kinds of inputs we are able to measure, the better we can
account for overall output growth. As a result, the residual that we label “productivity” (not
explained by growth of inputs) will get smaller.

“The Gross National Product does not include the beauty of our poetry or the
intelligence of our public debate. It measures neither our wit nor our courage, neither
our wisdom nor our learning, neither our compassion nor our devotion. It measures
everything, in short, except that which makes life worthwhile.”
—Robert F. Kennedy

WHEN PRESIDENT HOOVER WAS trying to understand what was happening
during the Great Depression and design a program to fight it, a
comprehensive system of national accounts did not exist. He had to rely on
scattered data like freight car loadings, commodity prices, and stock price
indexes that gave only an incomplete and often unreliable view of economic
activity. The first set of national accounts was presented to Congress in 1937
based on the pioneering work of Nobel Prize winner Simon Kuznets, who
worked with researchers at the National Bureau of Economic Research and a
team at the U.S. Department of Commerce. The resulting set of metrics have
served as beacons that helped illuminate many of the dramatic changes that
transformed the economy throughout the twentieth century.
But as the economy has changed so, too, must our metrics. More and more
what we care about in the second machine age are ideas, not things—mind,
not matter; bits, not atoms; and interactions, not transactions. The great irony
of this information age is that, in many ways, we actually know less about the
sources of value in the economy than we did fifty years ago. In fact, much of
the change has been invisible for a long time simply because we did not
know what to look for. There’s a huge layer of the economy unseen in the
official data and, for that matter, unaccounted for on the income statements
and balance sheets of most companies. Free digital goods, the sharing
economy, intangibles and changes in our relationships have already had big
effects on our well-being. They also call for new organizational structures,
new skills, new institutions, and perhaps even a reassessment of some of our
values.

Music to Your Ears
The story of music’s move from physical media to computer files has been
told often and well, but one of that transition’s most interesting aspects is less
discussed. Music is hiding itself from our traditional economic statistics.
Sales of music on physical media declined from 800 million units in 2004 to
less than 400 million units in 2008. Yet over the same time period total units
of music purchased still grew, reflecting an even faster increase in the

purchases of digital downloads. Digital streams such as iTunes, Spotify, or
Pandora also came to prominence, and, of course, the purchase data don’t
reflect the even larger number of songs that were shared, streamed, or
downloaded for free, often via piracy. Before the rise of the MP3, even the
most fanatical music fan, with a basement stacked high with LPs, tapes, and
CDs, wouldn’t have had a fraction of the twenty million songs available on a
child’s smartphone via services like Spotify or Rhapsody. What’s more,
clever research by Joel Waldfogel at the University of Minnesota finds
quantitative evidence that the overall quality of music has not declined over
the past decade and is, if anything, higher than ever.1 If you’re like most
people, you are listening to more and better music than ever before.
So how did music disappear? The value of music has not changed, only
the price. From 2004 to 2008, the combined revenue from sales of music
dropped from $12.3 billion to $7.4 billion—that’s a decline of 40 percent.
Even when we include all digital sales, throwing in ringtones on mobile
phones for good measure, the total revenues to the record companies are still
down 30 percent.
Similar economics apply when you read the New York Times, Bloomberg
Businessweek, or MIT Sloan Management Review online at a reduced price or
for free instead of buying a physical copy at the newsstand, or when you use
Craigslist instead of the classified ads, or when you share photos via
Facebook instead of mailing prints around to friends and relatives. Analog
dollars are becoming digital pennies.
By now, the number of pages of digital text and images on the Web is
estimated to exceed one trillion.2 As discussed in chapter 4, bits are created at
virtually zero cost and transmitted almost instantaneously worldwide. What’s
more, a copy of a digital good is exactly identical to the original. This leads
to some very different economics and some special measurement problems.
When a business traveler calls home to talk to her children via Skype, that
may add zero to GDP, but it’s hardly worthless. Even the wealthiest robber
baron would have been unable to buy this service. How do we measure the
benefits of free goods or services that were unavailable at any price in
previous eras?

What GDP Leaves Out

Despite all the attention it gets from economists, pundits, journalist, and
politicians, GDP, even if it were perfectly measured, does not quantify our
welfare. The trends in GDP growth and productivity growth covered in
chapter 7 are important, but they are not sufficient measures of our overall
well-being, or even our economic well-being. Robert Kennedy put this
poetically in his quote at the beginning of this chapter.
While it would be unrealistic to put a dollar value on stirring oratory like
RFK’s, we can do a better job of understanding our basic economic progress
by considering some of the changes in the goods and services that we are able
to consume. It soon becomes clear that the trends in the official statistics not
only underestimate our bounty, but in the second machine age they have also
become increasingly misleading.
In addition to their vast library of music, children with smartphones today
have access to more information in real time via the mobile web than the
president of the United States had twenty years ago. Wikipedia alone claims
to have over fifty times as much information as Encyclopaedia Britannica,
the premier compilation of knowledge for most of the twentieth century.3
Like Wikipedia but unlike Britannica, much of the information and
entertainment available today is free, as are over one million apps on
smartphones.4
Because they have zero price, these services are virtually invisible in the
official statistics. They add value to the economy, but not dollars to GDP.
And because our productivity data are, in turn, based on GDP metrics, the
burgeoning availability of free goods does not move the productivity dial.
There’s little doubt, however, that they have real value. When a girl clicks on
a YouTube video instead of going to the movies, she’s saying that she gets
more net value from YouTube than traditional cinema. When her brother
downloads a free gaming app on his iPad instead of buying a new video
game, he’s making a similar statement.

Free: Good for Well-Being, Bad for GDP
In some ways, the proliferation of free products even pushes GDP downward.
If the cost of creating and delivering an encyclopedia to your desktop is a few
pennies instead of thousands of dollars, then you’re certainly better off. But

this decrease in costs lowers GDP even as our personal well-being increases,
leaving GDP to travel in the opposite direction of our true well-being. A
simple switch to using a free texting service like Apple’s iChat instead of
SMS, free classifieds like Craigslist instead of newspaper ads, or free calls
like Skype instead of a traditional telephone service can make billions of
dollars disappear from companies’ revenues and the GDP statistics.5
As these examples show, our economic welfare is only loosely related to
GDP. Unfortunately many economists, journalists, and much of the general
public still use “GDP growth” as a synonym for “economic growth.” For
much of the twentieth century, this was a fair comparison. If one assumes that
each additional unit of production created a similar increment in well-being,
then counting up how many units were produced, as GDP does, would be a
fine approximation of welfare. A nation that sells more cars, more bushels of
wheat, and more tons of steel probably corresponds to a nation whose people
are better off.
With a greater volume of digital goods introduced each year that do not
have a dollar price, this traditional GDP heuristic is becoming less useful. As
we discussed in chapter 4, the second machine age is often described as an
“information economy,” and with good reason. More people than ever are
using Wikipedia, Facebook, Craigslist, Pandora, Hulu, and Google, with
thousands of new digital goods introduced each year.
The U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis defines the information sector’s
contribution to the economy as the sum of the sales of software, publishing,
motion pictures, sound recording, broadcasting, telecommunications, and
information and data processing services. According to the official measures,
these account for just 4 percent of our GDP today, almost precisely the same
share of GDP as in the late 1980s, before the World Wide Web was even
invented. But clearly this isn’t right. The official statistics are missing a
growing share of the real value created in our economy.

Measuring Growth with a Time Machine: Would You
Rather . . . ?
Can we improve on GDP as a measure of well-being? Economists sometimes
use an alternate approach that resembles the children’s game “Would you

rather . . . ?” The 1912 Sears shopping catalog had thousands of items for
sale, from a “Sears Motor Car” for $335 (page 1,213) to dozens of pairs of
women’s shoes, some available for as little as $1.50 (pages 371–79). Suppose
I gave you an expanded version of this catalog that listed all the goods and
services available in 1912, not just from Sears, but from any seller in the
economy of 1912, and all the same prices as 1912.6 Would you rather shop
exclusively in that old catalog, with no other choices, or would you rather pay
today’s prices for a full selection of today’s goods and services?
Or to make the comparison less difficult, pick two more recent catalogs,
like 1993 versus 2013. If you had fifty thousand dollars to spend, would you
rather be able to buy any 1993-model car (it would be brand-new) and pay
1993 prices, or a 2013 car and pay 2013 prices? Would you rather be able to
buy the bananas, contact lenses, chicken wings, shirts, chairs, banking
services, airline tickets, movies, telephone service, health care, housing
services, light bulbs, computers, gasoline, and other goods and services that
were available in 1993 at 1993 prices? Or would you rather buy the
equivalent 2013 basket of services at 2013 prices?
Bananas or a gallon of gasoline have not really changed qualitatively since
1993, so the only difference to consider is their price. If that were the only
difference, inflation would be easy to calculate, and the “would you rather”
comparison would be a lot easier, too. For other goods, though, especially
second machine age goods like online information and mobile phone
capabilities, there have been big changes in quality, so the real qualityadjusted price may have fallen even if the nominal sticker price has
increased. What’s more, there are a lot of new goods that didn’t exist before,
especially digital goods. There are also some older goods and services that
have been discontinued or degraded. It’s hard to find a good horsehide razor
strop these days,7 or a 1993 vintage personal computer, or a gas station where
the attendants routinely wash your windshield for no charge, like they once
did.
Once you pick which catalog you like better, the next step asks how much
money I would have to pay you to make you indifferent between the two
catalogs. If I have to pay you 20 percent more to make you just as happy
shopping from the new catalog as you would be shopping from the old
catalog, then the overall price index has increased by 20 percent. And if your

income has not changed, then that erosion of purchasing power translates to
an equivalent fall in your standard of living. Similarly, if your income
increases faster than the price index, then your standard of living is
increasing.
This approach makes sense conceptually, and it’s the basis for the way
most modern governments calculate changes in the standard of living. For
instance, the cost of living adjustments used to index Social Security
payments are based on this kind of analysis.8 But the data used for these
calculations are almost always drawn, understandably, from market
transactions where money changes hands. The free economy is not factored
in.

Consumer Surplus: How Much Would You Pay If You
Had To?
An alternative approach measures the consumer surplus generated by goods
and services. Consumer surplus compares the amount a consumer would have
been willing to pay for something to the amount they actually have to pay. If
you would happily pay one dollar to read the morning newspaper but instead
you get it for free, then you’ve just gained one dollar of consumer surplus.
However, as noted above, replacing a paid newspaper with an equivalent free
new service would decrease GDP even though it increased consumer
surplus.9 In this case, consumer surplus would be a better measure of our
economic well-being. Yet as appealing as consumer surplus is as a concept, it
is also extremely difficult to measure.
The difficulty in measuring the consumer surplus, however, has not
stopped a number of researchers from trying to eke out some estimates. In
1993, Erik wrote a paper calculating that the rapidly growing consumer
surplus from price declines in computers increased economic welfare by
about $50 billion each year.*10
Of course, when the product being studied is already free, looking at price
declines doesn’t work. Recent research that Erik did with Joo Hee Oh, a
postdoctoral student at MIT, took a different approach. They started with the
observation that even when people don’t pay with money, they still give up
something valuable whenever they use their Internet: their time.11 No matter

how rich or poor we are, each of us gets twenty-four hours in a day. In order
to consume YouTube, Facebook, or e-mail, we must ‘pay’ attention. In fact,
Americans nearly doubled the amount of leisure time they spent on Internet
between 2000 and 2011. This implies that they valued it more than the other
ways they could spend their time. By considering the value of users’ time and
comparing leisure time spent on the Internet to time spent in other ways, Erik
and Joo Hee estimated that the Internet created about $2,600 of value per user
each year. None of this showed up in the GDP statistics but if it had, GDP
growth—and thus productivity growth—would have been about 0.3 percent
higher each year. In other words, instead of the reported 1.2 percent
productivity growth for 2012, it would have been 1.5 percent.
In contrast to leisure, where more time is a good thing, value at work is
created by saving time. Hal Varian, the chief economist at Google, looked
specifically at time savings gained from Google searches.12 He and his team
gathered a random sample of Google queries, such as: “In making cookies,
does the use of butter or margarine affect the size of the cookie?” The team
then did their best job to answer the questions without using Google—by
looking answers up in the library, for instance. On average it took about
twenty-two minutes to answer a query without Google (not counting travel
time to the library!) but only seven minutes to answer the same query with
Google. Google saved an average of fifteen minutes per query. When you
multiply that time difference out across all the queries that the average
American makes using the average hourly wage of Americans ($22), that
works out to about $500 per adult worker per year.
As anyone who has been caught up in the pleasures of surfing the Web
(perhaps while ‘doing research’ for a book) can attest, though, the strict
distinction between work and play or input and output that economists make
is not always so clear. The billions of hours that people spend uploading,
tagging, and commenting on photos on social media sites like Facebook
unquestionably creates value for their friends, family, and even strangers. Yet
at the same time these hours are uncompensated, so presumably the people
doing this ‘work’ find it more intrinsically rewarding than the next best use of
their time. To get a sense on the scale of this effort, consider that last year
users collectively spent about 200 million hours each day just on Facebook,
much of it creating content for other users to consume.13 That’s ten times as

many person-hours as were needed to build the entire Panama Canal.14 None
of this is counted in our GDP statistics as either input or output, but these
kinds of zero-wage and zero-price activities still contribute to welfare.
Researchers like Luis von Ahn at Carnegie Mellon are working on ways of
motivating and organizing millions of people to create value via collective
projects on the Internet.15

New Goods and Services
In the early days of the 1990s Internet boom, venture capitalists used to joke
that there were only two numbers in the new economy: infinity and zero.
Certainly, a big part of the value in the new economy has come from the
reduction in the price of many goods to zero. But what about the other end of
that spectrum, price drops from infinity down to some finite number?
Suppose Warner Bros. makes a new movie and you can watch it for nine
dollars. Has your welfare increased? Before the movie was conceived, cast,
filmed, and distributed, you couldn’t buy it at any price, even infinity. In a
sense, paying just nine bucks is a pretty large price reduction from infinity, or
whatever the maximum price was that you would have been willing to pay.
Similarly, we now have access to all sorts of new services that never existed
before, some of which we saw in earlier chapters. Much of the increase in our
welfare over the past century comes not just from making existing goods
more cheaply but from expanding the range of goods and services available.
Seventy-seven percent of software companies report the introduction of
new products each year, and Internet retailing has vastly expanded the set of
goods available to most consumers.16 With a few clicks, over two million
books can be found and purchased at Amazon.com. By contrast, the typical
physical bookstore has about 40,000 titles and even the largest Barnes &
Noble store in New York City stocks only 250,000 titles. As documented in a
research paper that Erik wrote with Michael Smith and Jeffrey Hu, there have
been similar increases in the online selection for other categories such as
videos, music, electronics, and collectibles. Every time a new product is
made available, it increases consumer surplus.
One way to think of the value created is to imagine that the new product
always existed, but only at such a high price that no one could buy it. Making

it available is like lowering the price to a more reasonable level. There have
even been substantial increases in the number of stock keeping units (SKUs)
in most physical stores as computerized inventory management systems,
supply chains, and manufacturing have become more efficient and flexible.
For the overall economy, the official GDP numbers miss the value of new
goods and services added to the tune of about 0.4 percent of additional
growth each year, according to economist Robert Gordon.* Remember that
productivity growth has been in the neighborhood of 2 percent per year for
most of the past century, so contribution of new goods is not a trivial portion.

Reputations and Recommendations
Digitization also brings a related but subtler benefit to the vast array of goods
and services that already exist in the economy. Lower search and transaction
costs mean faster and easier access and increased efficiency and convenience.
For example, the rating site Yelp collects millions of customer reviews to
help diners find nearby restaurants in the quality and price ranges they seek,
even when they are visiting new cities. The reservation service OpenTable
then lets them book a table with just a few mouse clicks.
In aggregate, digital tools like these make a large difference. In the past,
ignorance protected inefficient or lower-quality sellers from being unmasked
by unsuspecting consumers, while geography limited competition from other
sellers. With the introduction of structured comparison sites like
FindTheBest.com and Kayak, airline travel, banking, insurance, car sales,
motion pictures, and many other industries are being transformed by
consumers’ ability to search for and compare competing sellers. No longer
can a seller of substandard services expect to feed on a continuing stream of
naïve or ill-informed consumers. No longer can the seller expect to be
insulated from competitors in other locations who can deliver a better service
for less. Research by Michael Luca of Harvard Business School has found
that the increased transparency has helped smaller independent restaurants
compete with bigger chains because customers can more quickly find quality
food via rating services like Yelp, reducing their reliance on brand names’
expensive marketing campaigns.17
The intangible benefits delivered by the growing sharing economy—better

matches, timeliness, customer service, and increased convenience—are
exactly the types of benefits identified by the 1996 Boskin Commission as
being poorly measured in our official price and GDP statistics.18 This is
another way in which our true growth is greater than the standard data
suggest.

Intangible Assets
Just as free goods rather than physical products are an increasingly important
share of consumption, intangibles also make up a growing share of the
economy’s capital assets. Production in the second machine age depends less
on physical equipment and structures and more on the four categories of
intangible assets: intellectual property, organizational capital, user-generated
content, and human capital.
Intellectual property includes patents and copyrights. The rate of patenting
by American inventors has been increasing rapidly since the 1980s,19 and
other types of intellectual assets have also grown.20 In addition, a lot of
research and development (R&D) is never formalized as intellectual property
but is still very valuable.
The second—and even larger—category of intangibles is organizational
capital like new business processes, techniques of production, organizational
forms, and business models. Effective uses of the new technologies of the
second machine age almost invariably require changes in the organization of
work. For instance, when companies spend millions of dollars on computer
hardware and software for a new enterprise resource planning system, they
typically also include process changes that are three to five times as costly as
the original investments in hardware and software. Yet, while the hardware
and software spending generally shows up as additions to the nation’s capital
stock, the new business processes, which often outlast the hardware, are
generally not counted as capital. Our research suggests that a correct
accounting for computer-related intangible assets would add over $2 trillion
to the official estimates of the capital assets in the United States economy.21
User-generated content is a smaller but rapidly growing third category of
intangible assets. Users of Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest,
and other types of online content not only consume this free content and gain

the consumer surplus discussed above but also produce most of the content.
There are 43,200 hours of new YouTube videos created each day,22 as well
as 250 million new photos uploaded each day on Facebook.23 Users also
contribute valuable but unmeasured content in the form of reviews on sites
like Amazon, TripAdvisor, and Yelp. In addition, user-generated content
includes the simple binary information used to sort reviews and present the
best content first (e.g., when Amazon asks “Was this review helpful to
you?”). Hardware and software companies now compete to improve the
productivity of user-generated content activities. For example, smartphones
and apps for smartphones now include easy or automatic tools for posting
photos on Facebook. This content has value to other users and can be thought
of as yet another type of intangible capital asset that is being added to our
collective wealth.
The fourth and biggest category is the value of human capital. The many
years that we all spend in schools learning skills like reading, writing, and
arithmetic—as well as the additional learning that happens on the job and on
our own—makes us more productive and, in some cases, is intrinsically
rewarding. It is also a contribution to the nation’s capital stock. According to
Dale Jorgenson and Barbara Fraumeni, the value of human capital in the
United States is five to ten times larger than the value of all the physical
capital in the United States.24 Human capital has not always been this
important to the economy. The great economist Adam Smith understood that
one of the great drawbacks of the first machine age was the way it forced
workers to do repetitive tasks. In 1776, he noted, “The man whose whole life
is spent in performing a few simple operations, of which the effects are
perhaps always the same, or very nearly the same, has no occasion to exert
his understanding.”25 As we’ll discuss further later in the book, investments
in human capital will be increasingly important as routine tasks become
automated and the need for human creativity increases.
Important as these intangible assets are, the official GDP ignores them.
User-generated content, for example, involves unmeasured labor creating an
unmeasured asset that is consumed in unmeasured ways to create unmeasured
consumer surplus. In recent years, however, there have been some efforts to
create experimental ‘satellite accounts.’ They track some of these categories
of intangible assets in the U.S. economy. For instance, the new satellite

accounts created by the Bureau of Economic Analysis estimate that
investment in R&D capital accounted for about 2.9 percent of GDP and has
increased economic growth by about 0.2 percent per year between 1995 and
2004.26
It’s hard to say exactly how large the bias is from miscounting all the
types of intangible assets, but we are reasonably confident the official data
underestimate their contribution.*

New Metrics Are Needed for the Second Machine Age
It’s a fundamental principle of management: what gets measured gets done.
Modern GDP accounting was certainly a huge step forward for economic
progress. As Paul Samuelson and Bill Nordhaus put it, “While the GDP and
the rest of the national income accounts may seem to be arcane concepts, they
are truly among the great inventions of the twentieth century.”27
But the rise in digital business innovation means we need innovation in
our economic metrics. If we are looking at the wrong gauges, we will make
the wrong decisions and get the wrong outputs. If we measure only tangibles,
then we won’t catch the intangibles that will make us better off. If we don’t
measure pollution and innovation, then we will get too much pollution and
not enough innovation. Not everything that counts can be counted, and not
everything that can be counted, counts.
As Nobel Prize winner Joe Stiglitz put it:
The fact that GDP may be a poor measure of well-being, or even of market activity, has,
of course, long been recognized. But changes in society and the economy may have
heightened the problems, at the same time that advances in economics and statistical
techniques may have provided opportunities to improve our metrics.28

The new metrics will differ both in conception and execution. We can build
on some of the existing surveys and techniques researchers have been using.
For instance, the human development index uses health and education
statistics to fill in some of the gaps in official GDP statistics29; the
multidimensional poverty index uses ten different indicators—such as
nutrition, sanitation, and access to water—to assess well-being in developing
countries.30 Childhood death rates and other health indicators are recorded in
periodic household surveys like the Demographic and Health Surveys.31

There are several promising projects in this area. Joe Stiglitz, Amartya
Sen, and Jean-Paul Fitoussi have created a detailed guide for how we can do
a comprehensive overhaul of our economic statistics.32 Another promising
project is the Social Progress Index that Michael Porter, Scott Stern, Roberto
Loria, and their colleagues are developing.33 In Bhutan, they’ve begun
measuring “Gross National Happiness.” There is also a long-running poll
behind the Gallup-Healthways Well-Being Index.34
These are all important improvements, and we heartily support them. But
the biggest opportunity is in using the tools of the second machine age itself:
the extraordinary volume, variety, and timeliness of data available digitally.
The Internet, mobile phones, embedded sensors in equipment, and a plethora
of other sources are delivering data continuously. For instance, Roberto
Rigobon and Alberto Cavallo measure online prices from around the world
on a daily basis to create an inflation index that is far timelier and, in many
cases, more reliable, than official data gathered via monthly surveys with
much smaller samples.35 Other economists are using satellite mapping of
nighttime artificial light sources to estimate economic growth in different
parts of the world, and assessing the frequency of Google searches to
understand changes in unemployment and housing.36 Harnessing this
information will produce a quantum leap in our understanding of the
economy, just as it has already changed marketing, manufacturing, finance,
retailing, and virtually every other aspect of business decision-making.
As more data become available and as the economy continues to change,
the ability to ask the right questions will become even more vital. No matter
how bright the light is, you won’t find your keys by searching under a
lamppost if that’s not where you lost them. We must think hard about what it
is we really value, what we want more of, and what we want less of. GDP
and productivity growth are important, but they are means to an end, not ends
in and of themselves. Do we want to increase consumer surplus? Then lower
prices or more leisure might be signs of progress, even if they result in a
lower GDP. And, of course, many of our goals are nonmonetary. We
shouldn’t ignore the economic metrics, but neither should we let them crowd
out our other values simply because they are more measurable.
In the meantime, we need to bear in mind that the GDP and productivity
statistics overlook much of what we value, even when using a narrow

economic lens. What’s more, the gap between what we measure and what we
value grows every time we gain access to a new good or service that never
existed before, or when existing goods become free as they so often do when
they are digitized.

* There have been a number of related findings since then. Last year, the economists Jeremy
Greenwood and Karen Kopecky applied a similar approach and found a similar growth
contribution for personal computers alone. Shane Greenstein and Ryan McDevitt, another pair
of economists, asked how much consumer surplus was created by the spread of broadband
Internet access. They looked at how the real price of broadband had declined over time and
how adoption of the service had increased. From that, they estimate how much people would
have been willing to pay compared to what they actually paid, and thus arrive at the consumer
surplus. A research team at McKinsey took a more direct approach. The team asked 3,360
consumers what they would have been willing to pay for sixteen specific services available via
the Internet. The average willingness to pay added up to fifty dollars per month. Based on this,
the team estimated that Americans received over $35 billion worth of consumer surplus from
the free Internet. The biggest single category was e-mail, with social networks like Facebook
close behind.
* Yes, our long-time friend, the same Robert J. Gordon we discussed in chapter 6. See
http://faculty-web.at.northwestern.edu/economics/gordon/p376_ipm_final_060313.pdf.
* Unlike unmeasured intangible consumption goods, the bad measures of intangible capital
goods don’t automatically bias official productivity statistics. On one hand, like all intangibles,
intangible capital goods make the output numbers bigger. But at the same time, they are also
used for production and thus make the input numbers bigger. In a steady state where both the
input and output numbers are growing at the same rate, these two effects cancel out, so there
is no bias in the productivity numbers, defined as output/input. Steady growth has been
roughly true for some types of intangibles, such as the human capital assets that are created
by education. But other categories—like computer-related organizational capital or the usergenerated capital on digital content sites—appears to have been growing rapidly. For these
categories of intangible assets, the official productivity numbers understate the true growth of
the economy.

“An imbalance between rich and poor is the oldest and most fatal ailment of all
republics.”
—Plutarch

OF THE 3.5 TRILLION photos that have been snapped since the first image of a
busy Parisian street in 1838, fully 10 percent were taken in the last year.1
Until recently, most photos were analog, created using silver halide and other
chemicals. But analog photography peaked in 2000.2 Today, over 2.5 billion
people have digital cameras and the vast majority of photos are digital.3 The
effects are astonishing: it has been estimated that more photos are now taken
every two minutes than in all of the nineteenth century.4 We now record the
people and events of our lives with unprecedented detail and frequency, and
share them more widely and easily than ever before.
While digitization has obviously increased the quantity and convenience
of photography, it has also profoundly changed the economics of
photography production and distribution. A team of just fifteen people at
Instagram created a simple app that over 130 million customers use to share
some sixteen billion photos (and counting).5 Within fifteen months of its
founding, the company was sold for over $1 billion to Facebook. In turn,
Facebook itself reached one billion users in 2012. It had about 4,600
employees6 including barely 1,000 engineers.7
Contrast these figures with pre-digital behemoth Kodak, which also helped
customers share billions of photos. Kodak employed 145,300 people at one
point, one-third of them in Rochester, New York, while indirectly employing
thousands more via the extensive supply chain and retail distribution
channels required by companies in the first machine age. Kodak made its
founder, George Eastman, a rich man, but it also provided middle-class jobs
for generations of people and created a substantial share of the wealth created
in the city of Rochester after company’s founding in 1880. But 132 years
later, a few months before Instagram was sold to Facebook, Kodak filed for
bankruptcy.8 Photography has never been more popular. Today, seventy
billion photos are uploaded to Facebook each year, and many times more are
shared via other digital services like Flickr at nearly zero cost. These photos
are all digital, so hundreds of thousands of people who used to work making
photography chemicals and paper are no longer needed. In a digital age, they
need to find some other way to support themselves.

The evolution of photography illustrates the bounty of the second machine
age, the first great economic consequence of the exponential, digital,
combinatorial progress taking place at present. The second one, spread,
means there are large and growing differences among people in income,
wealth, and other important circumstances of life. We’ve created a
cornucopia of images, sharing nearly four hundred billion “Kodak moments”
each year with a few clicks of a mouse or taps on a screen. But companies
like Instagram and Facebook employ a tiny fraction of the people that were
needed at Kodak. Nonetheless, Facebook has a market value several times
greater than Kodak ever did and has created at least seven billionaires so far,
each of whom has a net worth ten times greater than George Eastman did.
The shift from analog to digital has delivered a bounty of digital photos and
other goods, but it has also contributed to an income distribution that is far
more spread out than before.
Photography is not an isolated example of this shift. Similar stories have
been and will be told in music and media; in finance and publishing; in
retailing, distribution, services, and manufacturing. In almost every industry,
technological progress will bring unprecedented bounty. More wealth will be
created with less work. But at least in our current economic system, this
progress will also have enormous effects on the distribution income and
wealth. If the work a person produces in one hour can instead be produced by
a machine for one dollar, then a profit-maximizing employer won’t offer a
wage for that job of more than one dollar. In a free-market system, either that
worker must accept a wage of one dollar an hour or find some new way to
make a living. Conversely, if a person finds a new way to leverage insights,
talents, or skills across one million new customers using digital technologies,
then he or she might earn one million times as much as would be possible
otherwise. Both theory and data suggest that this combination of bounty and
spread is not a coincidence. Advances in technology, especially digital
technologies, are driving an unprecedented reallocation of wealth and
income. Digital technologies can replicate valuable ideas, insights, and
innovations at very low cost. This creates bounty for society and wealth for
innovators, but diminishes the demand for previously important types of
labor, which can leave many people with reduced incomes.
The combination of bounty and spread challenges two common though

contradictory worldviews. One common view is that advances in technology
always boost incomes. The other is that automation hurts workers’ wages as
people are replaced by machines. Both of these have a kernel of truth, but the
reality is more subtle. Rapid advances in our digital tools are creating
unprecedented wealth, but there is no economic law that says all workers, or
even a majority of workers, will benefit from these advances.
For almost two hundred years, wages did increase alongside productivity.
This created a sense of inevitability that technology helped (almost)
everyone. But more recently, median wages have stopped tracking
productivity, underscoring the fact that such a decoupling is not only a
theoretical possibility but also an empirical fact in our current economy.

How’s the Median Worker Doing?
Let’s review some basic facts.
A good place to start is median income—the income of the person at the
fiftieth percentile of the total distribution. The year 1999 was the peak year
for the real (inflation-adjusted) income of the median American household. It
reached $54,932 that year, but then started falling. By 2011, it had fallen
nearly 10 percent to $50,054, even as overall GDP hit a record high. In
particular, wages of unskilled workers in the United States and other
advanced countries have trended downward.
Meanwhile, for the first time since before the Great Depression, over half
the total income in the United States went to the top 10 percent of Americans
in 2012. The top 1 percent earned over 22 percent of income, more than
doubling their share since the early 1980s. The share of income going to the
top hundredth of one percent of Americans, a few thousand people with
annual incomes over $11 million, is now at 5.5 percent, after increasing more
between 2011 and 2012 than any year since 1927–28.9
Several other metrics have also been increasingly unequal. For instance,
while overall life expectancy continues to rise, life expectancies for some
groups have started to fall. According to a study by S. Jay Olshansky and his
colleagues published in Health Affairs, the average American white woman
without a high school diploma had a life expectancy of 73.5 years in 2008,
compared to 78.5 years in 1990. Life expectancy for white men without a

high school education fell by three years during this period.10
It’s no wonder that protests broke out across America even as it was
beginning to recover from the Great Recession. The Tea Party movement on
the right and the Occupy movement on the left each channeled the anger of
the millions of Americans who felt the economy was not working for them.
One group emphasized government mismanagement and the other abuses in
the financial services sector.

How Technology Is Changing Economics
While undoubtedly both of these problems are important, the more
fundamental challenge is deep and structural, and is the result of the diffusion
to the second machine age technologies that increasingly drive the economy.
Recently we overheard a businessman speaking loudly (and cheerfully)
into his mobile phone: “No way. I don’t use an H&R Block tax preparer
anymore. I’ve switched to TurboTax software. It’s only forty-nine dollars,
and it’s much quicker and more accurate. I love it!” The businessman was
better off. He had a better service at a lower price. Multiplied by millions of
customers, TurboTax has created a great deal of value for its users, not all of
which even shows up in the GDP statistics. The creators of TurboTax are also
better off—one is a billionaire. But tens of thousands of tax preparers now
find their jobs and incomes threatened.
The businessman’s experience holds a mirror to the broader changes in the
economy. Consumers are better off and enormous wealth is created, but a
relatively small group of people often earns most of the income from the new
products or services. Like the chemists who used silver halide to create
camera film in the 1990s, human tax preparers have a hard time competing
with machines. They can be made worse off by advances in technology, not
just relative to the winners, but also relative to their income when they were
working with the older technologies.
The crucial reality from the standpoint of economics is that it takes only a
relatively small number of designers and engineers to create and update a
program like TurboTax. As we saw in chapter 4, once the algorithms are
digitized they can be replicated and delivered to millions of users at almost
zero cost. As software moves to the core of every industry, this type of

production process and this type of company increasingly populates the
economy.

A Smaller Slice of a Bigger Pie
What happens when you scale up these types of examples to a whole
economy? Is there something bigger going on? The data say yes.
Between 1983 and 2009, Americans became vastly wealthier overall as
the total value of their assets increased. However, as noted by economists Ed
Wolff and Sylvia Allegretto, the bottom 80 percent of the income distribution
actually saw a net decrease in their wealth.11 Taken as a group, the top 20
percent got not 100 percent of the increase, but more than 100 percent. Their
gains included not only the trillions of dollars of wealth newly created in the
economy but also some additional wealth that was shifted in their direction
from the bottom 80 percent. The distribution was also highly skewed even
among relatively wealthy people. The top 5 percent got 80 percent of the
nation’s wealth increase; the top 1 percent got over half of that, and so on for
ever-finer subdivisions of the wealth distribution. In an oft-cited example, by
2010 the six heirs of Sam Walton’s fortune, earned when he created Walmart,
had more net wealth than the bottom 40 percent of the income distribution in
America.12 In part, this reflects the fact that thirteen million families had a
negative net worth.
Along with wealth, the income distribution has also shifted. The top 1
percent increased their earnings by 278 percent between 1979 and 2007,
compared to an increase of just 35 percent for those in the middle of the
income distribution. The top 1 percent earned over 65 percent of income in
the United States between 2002 and 2007. According to Forbes, the collective
net worth of the wealthiest four hundred Americans reached a record two
trillion dollars in 2013, more than doubling since 2003.13
IN SHORT, median income has increased very little since 1979, and it has
actually fallen since 1999. But that’s not because growth of overall income or
productivity in America has stagnated; as we saw in chapter 7, GDP and
productivity have been on impressive trajectories. Instead, the trend reflects a
significant reallocation of who is capturing the benefits of this growth, and

who isn’t.
This is perhaps easiest to see if one compares average income with
median income. Normally, changes in the average income (total income
divided by the total number of people) are not very different from changes in
median income (income of the person exactly in the middle of the income
distribution—half earn more and half earn less). However, in recent years, the
trends have diverged significantly, as shown in figure 9.1.
How is this possible? Consider a simple example. Ten bank tellers are
drinking beers at a bar. Each of them makes $30,000 a year, so both the mean
and median income of this group is $30,000. In walks the CEO and orders a
beer. Now the average income of the group has skyrocketed, but the median
hasn’t changed at all. In general, the more skewed the incomes, the more the
mean tends to diverge from the median. This is what has happened not only
in our hypothetical bar but also in America as a whole.
Overall, between 1973 and 2011, the median hourly wage barely changed,
growing by just 0.1 percent per year. In contrast, as discussed in chapter 7,
productivity grew at an average of 1.56 percent per year during this period,
accelerating a bit to 1.88 percent per year from 2000 to 2011. Most of the
growth in productivity directly translated into comparable growth in average
income. The reason why median income growth was so much lower was
primarily because of increases in inequality.14
FIGURE 9.1 Real GDP vs. Median Income per Capita

The Three Pairs of Winners and Losers
In the past couple of decades, we’ve seen changes in tax policy, greater
overseas competition, ongoing government waste, and Wall Street
shenanigans. But when we look at the data and research, we conclude that
none of these are the primary driver of growing inequality. Instead, the main
driver is exponential, digital, and combinatorial change in the technology that
undergirds our economic system. This conclusion is bolstered by the fact that
similar trends are apparent in most advanced countries. For instance, in
Sweden, Finland, and Germany, income inequality has actually grown more
quickly over the past twenty to thirty years than in the United States.15
Because these countries started with less inequality in their income
distributions, they continued to be less unequal than the United States, but the
underlying trend is similar worldwide across sometimes markedly different
institutions, government policies, and cultures.
As we discussed in our earlier book Race Against the Machine, these
structural economic changes have created three overlapping pairs of winners
and losers. As a result, not everyone’s share of the economic pie is growing.
The first two sets of winners are those who have accumulated significant
quantities of the right capital assets. These can be either nonhuman capital
(such as equipment, structures, intellectual property, or financial assets), or
human capital (such as training, education, experience, and skills). Like other
forms of capital, human capital is an asset that can generate a stream of
income. A well-trained plumber can earn more each year than an unskilled
worker, even if they both work the same number of hours. The third group of
winners is made up of the superstars among us who have special talents—or
luck.
In each group, digital technologies tend to increase the economic payoff to
winners while others become less essential, and hence less well rewarded.
The overall gains to the winners have been larger than total losses for
everyone else. That simply reflects the fact we discussed earlier: productivity
and total income have grown in the overall economy. This good news offers
little consolation to those who are falling behind. In some cases the gains,
however large, have been concentrated among a relatively small group of
winners, leaving the majority of people worse off than before.

Skill-Biased Technical Change
The most basic model economists use to explain technology’s impact treats it
as a simple multiplier on everything else, increasing overall productivity
evenly for everyone.16 This model can be described in mathematical
equations. It is used in most introductory economics classes and provides the
foundation for the common—and until recently, very sensible—intuition that
a rising tide of technical progress will lift all boats, that it will make all
workers more productive and hence more valuable. With technology as a
multiplier, an economy is able to produce more output each year with the
same inputs, including labor. And in the basic model all labor is affected
equally by technology, meaning every hour worked produces more value than
it used to.
A slightly more complex model allows for the possibility that technology
may not affect all inputs equally, but rather may be ‘biased’ toward some and
against others. In particular, in recent years, technologies like payroll
processing software, factory automation, computer-controlled machines,
automated inventory control, and word processing have been deployed for
routine work, substituting for workers in clerical tasks, on the factory floor,
and doing rote information processing.
By contrast, technologies like big data and analytics, high-speed
communications, and rapid prototyping have augmented the contributions
made by more abstract and data-driven reasoning, and in turn have increased
the value of people with the right engineering, creative, or design skills. The
net effect has been to decrease demand for less skilled labor while increasing
the demand for skilled labor. Economists including David Autor, Lawrence
Katz and Alan Krueger, Frank Levy and Richard Murnane, Daron Acemoglu,
and many others have documented this trend in dozens of careful studies.17
They call it skill-biased technical change. By definition, skill-biased
technical change favors people with more human capital.
FIGURE 9.2 Wages for Full-Time, Full-Year Male U.S. Workers, 1963–2008

The effects of skill-biased technical change can be vividly seen in figure
9.2, which is based on data from a paper by MIT economists Daron
Acemoglu and David Autor.18 The lines tell a story about the diverging paths
of millions of workers over recent generations. Before 1973, American
workers all enjoyed brisk wage growth. The rising tide of productivity
increased everyone’s incomes, regardless of their educational levels. Then
came the massive oil shock and recession of the 1970s, which reversed the
gains for all groups. However, after that, we began to see a growing spread of
incomes. By the early 1980s, those with college degrees started to see their
wages growing again. Workers with graduate degrees did particularly well.
Meanwhile, workers without college degrees were confronted with a much
less attractive labor market. Their wages stagnated or, if they were high
school dropouts, actually fell. It’s not a coincidence that the personal
computer revolution started in the early 1980s; the PC was actually Time
magazine’s “machine of the year” in 1982.
The economics of the story become even more striking when one
considers that the number of college graduates grew very rapidly during this
period. The number of people enrolled in college more than doubled between
1960 and 1980, from 758,000 to 1,589,000.19 In other words, there was a

large increase in the supply of educated labor. Normally, greater supply leads
to lower prices. In this case, the flood of graduates from college and graduate
school should have pushed down their relative wages, but it didn’t.
The combination of higher pay despite growing supply can only mean that
the relative demand for skilled labor increased even faster than supply. And
at the same time, the demand for tasks that could be completed by high
school dropouts fell so rapidly that there was a glut of this type of worker,
even though their ranks were thinning. The lack of demand for unskilled
workers meant ever-lower wages for those who continued to compete for
low-skill jobs. And because most of the people with the least education
already had the lowest wages, this change increased overall income
inequality.

Organizational Coinvention
While a one-for-one substitution of machines for people sometimes occurs, a
broader reorganization in business culture may have been an even more
important path for skill-biased change. Work that Erik did with Stanford’s
Tim Bresnahan, Wharton’s Lorin Hitt, and MIT’s Shinkyu Yang found that
companies used digital technologies to reorganize decision-making authority,
incentives systems, information flows, hiring systems, and other aspects of
their management and organizational processes.20 This coinvention of
organization and technology not only significantly increased productivity but
tended to require more educated workers and reduce demand for less-skilled
workers. This reorganization of production affected those who worked
directly with computers as well as workers who, at first glance, seemed to be
far from the technology. For instance, a designer with a knack for style might
find herself in greater demand at a company with flexible equipment in
distant factories that can quickly adapt to the latest fashions, while an airport
ticket agent might find himself replaced by an Internet website he never knew
existed, let alone worked with.
Among the industries in the study, each dollar of computer capital was
often the catalyst for more than ten dollars of complementary investments in
“organizational capital,” or investments in training, hiring, and business
process redesign.21 The reorganization often eliminates a lot of routine work,

such as repetitive order entry, leaving behind a residual set of tasks that
require relatively more judgment, skills, and training.
Companies with the biggest IT investments typically made the biggest
organizational changes, usually with a lag of five to seven years before seeing
the full performance benefits.22 These companies had the biggest increase in
the demand for skilled work relative to unskilled work.23 The lags reflected
the time that it takes for managers and workers to figure out new ways to use
the technology. As we saw in our earlier discussion of electrification and
factory design, businesses rarely get significant performance gains from
simply “paving the cowpaths” as opposed to rethinking how the business can
be redesigned to take advantage of new technologies.24 Creativity and
organizational redesign are crucial to investments in digital technologies.*
This means that the best way to use new technologies is usually not to
make a literal substitution of a machine for each human worker, but to
restructure the process. Nonetheless, some workers (usually the less skilled
ones) are still eliminated from the production process and others are
augmented (usually those with more education and training), with predictable
effects on the wage structure. Compared to simply automating existing tasks,
this kind of organizational coinvention requires more creativity on the part of
entrepreneurs, managers, and workers, and for that reason it tends to take
time to implement the changes after the initial invention and introduction of
new technologies. But once the changes are in place, they generate the lion’s
share of productivity improvements.

The Skill Set Affected by Computerization Is Evolving
If we look more closely at the jobs eliminated as companies reorganized,
skill-biased technical change can be a bit of a misleading moniker. In
particular, it would be a mistake to assume that all ‘college-level tasks’ are
hard to automate while ‘kindergarten tasks’ are easy. In recent years, ‘lowskill tasks’ haven’t always been the ones being automated; more often it has
been ‘tasks that machines can do better than humans.’ Of course, that’s a bit
of a tautology, but a useful tautology nonetheless. Repetitive work on an
assembly line is easier to automate than the work of a janitor. Routine clerical
work like processing payments is easier to automate than handling

customers’ questions. At present, machines are not very good at walking up
stairs, picking up a paperclip from the floor, or reading the emotional cues of
a frustrated customer.
To capture these distinctions, work by our MIT colleagues Daron
Acemoglu and David Autor suggests that work can be divided into a two-bytwo matrix: cognitive versus manual and routine versus nonroutine.25 They
found that the demand for work has been falling most dramatically for
routine tasks, regardless of whether they are cognitive or manual. This leads
to job polarization: a collapse in demand for middle-income jobs, while
nonroutine cognitive jobs (such as financial analysis) and nonroutine manual
jobs (like hairdressing) have held up relatively well.
Building on Acemoglu and Autor’s work, economists Nir Jaimovich of
Duke University and Henry Siu of the University of British Columbia found
a link between job polarization and the jobless recoveries that have defined
the last three recessions. For most of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries,
employment usually rebounded strongly after each recession, but since the
1990s employment didn’t recover briskly after recessions. Again, it’s not a
coincidence that as the computerization of the economy advanced, postrecession hiring patterns changed. When Jaimovich and Siu compared the
1980s, 1990s, and 2000s, they found that the demand for routine cognitive
tasks such as cashiers, mail clerks, and bank tellers and routine manual tasks
such as machine operators, cement masons, and dressmakers was not only
falling, but falling at an accelerating rate. These jobs fell by 5.6 percent
between 1981 and 1991, 6.6 percent between 1991 and 2001, and 11 percent
between 2001 and 2011.26 In contrast, both nonroutine cognitive work and
nonroutine manual work grew in all three decades.
CONVERSATIONS WITH senior executives help explain this pattern in the data.
A few years ago, we had a very candid discussion with one CEO, and he
explained that he knew for over a decade that advances in information
technology had rendered many routine information-processing jobs
superfluous. At the same time, when profits and revenues are on the rise, it
can be hard to eliminate jobs. When the recession came, business as usual
obviously was not sustainable, which made it easier to implement a round of
painful streamlining and layoffs. As the recession ended and profits and
demand returned, the jobs doing routine work were not restored. Like so

many other companies in recent years, his organization found it could use
technology to scale up without these workers.
As we saw in chapter 2, this reflects Moravac’s paradox, the insight that
the sensory and motor skills we use in our everyday lives require enormous
computation and sophistication.27 Over millions of years, evolution has
endowed us with billions of neurons devoted to the subtleties of recognizing
a friend’s face, distinguishing different types of sounds, and using fine motor
control. In contrast, the abstract reasoning that we associate with ‘higher
thought’ like arithmetic or logic is a relatively recent skill, developed over
only a few thousand years. It often requires simpler software and less
computer power to mimic or even exceed human capabilities on these types
of tasks.
Of course, as we’ve seen throughout this book, the set of tasks machines
can do is not fixed. It is constantly evolving, just as our use of the word
“computer” itself has evolved from referring to a job that humans do to
referring to a piece of equipment.
In the early 1950s, machines were taught how to play checkers and could
soon beat respectable amateurs.28 In January 1956, Herbert Simon returned to
teaching his class and told his students, “Over Christmas, Al Newell and I
invented a thinking machine.” Three years later, they created a computer
program modestly called the “General Problem Solver,” which was designed
to solve, in principle, any logic problem that could be described by a set of
formal rules. It worked well on simple problems like Tic-Tac-Toe or the
slightly harder Tower of Hanoi puzzle, although it didn’t scale up to most
real-world problems because of the combinatorial explosion of possible
options to consider.
Cheered by their early successes and those of other artificial intelligence
pioneers like Marvin Minsky, John McCarthy and Claude Shannon, and
Simon and Newell were quite optimistic about how rapidly machines would
master human skills, predicting in 1958 that a digital computer would be the
world chess champion by 1968.29 In 1965, Simon went so far as to predict,
“machines will be capable, within twenty years, of doing any work a man can
do.”30
Simon won the Nobel Prize in Economics in 1978, but he was wrong
about chess, not to mention all the other tasks that humans can do. His

mistake may have been more about the timing than the ultimate outcome.
After Simon made his prediction, computer chess programs improved by
about forty points per year on the official Elo chess rating system. On May
11, 1997, forty years after Simon’s prediction, an IBM computer called Deep
Blue beat the world chess champion, Gary Kasparov, after a six-game match.
Today, no human can beat even a mid-tier computer chess program. In fact,
software and hardware have progressed so rapidly that by 2009, chess
programs running on ordinary personal computers, and even mobile phones,
have achieved grandmaster levels with Elo ratings of 2,898 and have won
tournaments against the top human players.31

Labor and Capital
Technology is not only creating winners and losers among those with
differing amounts of human capital, it is also changing the way national
income is divided between the owners of physical capital and labor (people
like factory owners and factory workers)—the two classical inputs to
production.
When Terry Gou, the founder of Foxconn, purchased thirty thousand
robots to work in the company’s factories in China, he was substituting
capital for labor.32 Similarly, when an automated voice-response system
usurps some of the functions of human call center operators, the production
process has more capital and less labor. Entrepreneurs and managers are
constantly making these types of decisions, weighing the relative costs of
each type of input, as well as the effects on the quality, reliability, and variety
of output that can be produced.
Rod Brooks estimates that the Baxter robot we met in chapter 2 works for
the equivalent of about four dollars per hour, including all costs.33 As we
discussed at the start of this chapter, to the extent that a factory owner
previously employed a human to do the same task that Baxter could do, the
economic incentive would be to substitute capital (Baxter) for labor as long
as the human was paid more than four dollars per hour. If output stays the
same, and assuming no new hires are made in engineering, management, or
sales at the company, it would increase the ratio of capital to labor input.*
Compensation of the remaining workers could go up or down in the wake

of Baxter’s arrival. If their work is a close substitute for the robots’, then
there will be downward pressure on human wages. That will grow even
worse if Moore’s Law and other advances allow future versions of Baxter to
work for two dollars per hour, and then one dollar per hour, and so on, while
handling an increasing variety and complexity of tasks. However, economic
theory also holds open the possibility that the remaining workers would see
an increase in pay. In particular, if their work complements the technology,
then demand for their services will increase. In addition, as technical
advances increase labor productivity, employers can afford to pay more for
each worker. In some cases, this is reflected directly in higher wages and
benefits. In other cases, the prices of products and services fall, so the real
wage of workers increases as they are able to buy more with each dollar. As
productivity improves, total amount of output per person would increase but
the amount earned by human workers could either fall or rise, with the
remainder going to capital owners.
Of course, almost every economy has been using technology to substitute
capital for labor for decades, if not centuries. Automatic threshing machines
replaced a full 30 percent of the agricultural labor force in the middle of the
nineteenth century, and industrialization continued at a brisk pace throughout
the twentieth century. Nineteenth-century economists like Karl Marx and
David Ricardo predicted that the mechanization of the economy would
worsen the fate of workers, ultimately driving them to a subsistence wage.34
What has actually happened to the relative share of capital and labor?
Historically, despite changes in the technology of production, the share of
overall GDP going to labor has been surprisingly stable, at least until
recently. As a result, wages and living standards have grown dramatically,
roughly in line with the dramatic increases in productivity. In part, this
reflects the increases in human capital that have paralleled the more visible
increases in equipment and buildings in the economy. Dale Jorgenson and his
colleagues have estimated that the overall magnitude of the human capital in
the U.S. economy, as measured by its economic value, is as much as ten
times the value of the physical capital.35 As a result, labor compensation has
grown along with payments to owners of physical capital via profits,
dividends, and capital gains.
Figure 9.3 shows that in the past decade, the relatively consistent division

between the shares of income going to labor and physical capital seems to be
coming to an end. As noted by Susan Fleck, John Glaser, and Shawn Sprague
in the Monthly Labor Review: “Labor share averaged 64.3 percent from 1947
to 2000. In the United States, the share of GDP going to labor has declined
over the past decade, falling to its lowest point in the third quarter of 2010,
57.8 percent.”36 What’s more, this is a global phenomenon. Economists
Loukas Karabarbounis and Brent Neiman of the University of Chicago find
that “the global labor share has significantly declined since the early 1980s,
with the decline occurring within the large majority of countries and
industries.”37 They argue that this decline is likely due to the technologies of
the information age.
FIGURE 9.3 Wage Share of GDP vs. Corporate Profit Share of GDP

The fall in labor’s share is in part the consequence of two trends we have
already noted: fewer people are working, and wages for those who are
working are lower than before. As a result, while labor compensation and
productivity in the past rose in tandem, in recent years a growing gap has
opened.
If productivity is growing and labor as a whole isn’t capturing the value,
who is? Owners of physical capital, to a large extent. While the economy
remained mired in a slump, profits reached historic highs last year, both in

absolute terms ($1.6 trillion) and as a share of GDP (26.2 percent in 2010, up
from the 1960–2007 average of 20.5 percent).38 Meanwhile, real spending on
capital equipment and software has soared by 26 percent while payrolls have
remained essentially flat, as noted by Kathleen Madigan.39
What’s more, the collapse in the share of GDP going to labor actually
understates how the situation has deteriorated for the typical worker. The
official measure of labor compensation includes soaring wages for a small
number of superstars in media, finance, sports, and corporate positions.
Furthermore, it is debatable that all of the compensation going to CEOs and
other top executives is solely due to their ‘labor’ income. It may also reflect
their bargaining power, as suggested by Harvard Law Professor Lucian
Bebchuk and others.40 In this sense, it might make sense to think of CEOs’
income as due to their control of capital, not labor, at least in part.
While the share of national income to capital has been growing at the
expense of labor, economic theory does not necessarily predict that this will
continue, even if robots and other machines take over more and more work.
The threat to capital’s share comes not (just) from the bargaining power of
various types of human labor, from CEOs or labor unions but, ironically,
from other capital. In a free market, the biggest premiums go to the scarcest
inputs needed for production. In a world where capital can be replicated at a
relatively low cost (think of computer chips or even software), the marginal
value of capital will tend to fall, even if more capital is used overall. The
value of existing capital will actually be driven down as new capital is added
cheaply at the margin. Thus, the rewards earned by capitalists may not
automatically grow relative to labor. Instead the shares will depend on the
exact details of the production, distribution, and governance systems.
Most of all, the payoff will depend on which inputs to production are
scarcest. If digital technologies create cheap substitutes for labor, then it’s not
a good time to be a laborer. But if digital technologies also can increasingly
substitute for capital, then capital owners shouldn’t expect to earn high
returns either. What will be the scarcest, and hence the most valuable,
resource in the second machine age? This question brings us to our next set
of winners and losers: superstars versus everyone else.

* This echoes the productivity effects of electricity discussed earlier. As with digital
technologies, the biggest gains did not occur until factories were redesigned, and even
workers who didn’t work directly with the new machines were significantly affected.
* The effect on the economy overall would depend on how other companies reacted. Output
would likely increase at companies that design and build robots and, depending on how
capital-intensive they are, the net ratio of capital to labor in the overall economy could
increase, decrease, or stay the same. We’ll discuss these effects in more detail in chapter 12.

“One machine can do the work of fifty ordinary men. No machine can do the work of
one extraordinary man.”
—Elbert Hubbard

WE’VE SEEN THAT SKILL-BIASED technical change has increased the relative
demand for highly educated workers while reducing demand for less
educated workers whose jobs frequently involve routine cognitive and
manual tasks. In addition, capital-biased technological changes that
encourage substitution of physical capital for labor have increased the profits
earned by capital owners and reduced the share of income going to labor. In
each case, historic amounts of wealth have been created. In each case, we
also have seen increases in the earnings of the winners relative to the losers.
But the biggest changes of all are driven by a third gap between winners and
losers: the gap between the superstars in a field and everyone else.

Mind the Gap
Call it talent-biased technical change.* In many industries, the difference in
payout between number one and second-best has widened into a canyon. As a
controversial Nike ad noted, you don’t win silver, you lose gold.1 When
‘winner-take-all’ markets become more important, income inequality will rise
because pay at the very top pulls away from pay in the middle.2
The growing gaps in wages between people with and without college
education, and between capital owners and workers, have been dwarfed by
even bigger changes at the very top. As noted earlier, between 2002 and
2007, the top 1 percent got two-thirds of all the profits from the growth in the
U.S. economy. But who are the 1 percent? They aren’t all on Wall Street.
University of Chicago economist Steve Kaplan found that most of them are
in other industries: in media and entertainment, sports, and law—or they are
entrepreneurs and senior executives.
If the top 1 percent are stars of a sort, they can look up to superstars who
have seen even bigger increases. While the top 1 percent earned about 19
percent of all income in the United States, the top 1 percent of the 1 percent
(or the top 0.01 percent)—saw their share of national income double from 3
percent to 6 percent between 1995 and 2007. This is nearly six times as much
as the 0.01 percent earned between World War II and the late 1970s. In other
words, the top 0.01 percent now get a bigger share of the top 1 percent of

income than the top 1 percent get of the whole economy. Because it is hard to
maintain anonymity when reporting data for small numbers of people, it is
hard to get reliable data at income levels higher than the top 0.01 percent.
After all, while there are over 1.35 million households in the top 1 percent
with an average income of $1.12 million, the 0.01 percent represents just
14,588 families each with incomes over $11,477,000.*3 But the evidence
suggests that the spread of incomes continues at high levels of income with a
fractal-like quality, with each subset of superstars watching an even smaller
group of super-duper-stars pulling away.†

How Superstars Thrive in the Winner-Take-All
Economy
In the previous chapter, we saw Intuit’s TurboTax automate the job of tax
preparation, allowing a machine to do the jobs of hundreds of thousands of
human tax preparers. That’s an example of technology automating routine
information-processing jobs, and also an example of capital substituting for
labor. But most importantly, it’s an example of the superstar economy in
action. Intuit’s CEO made $4 million last year and Scott Cook, the founder, is
a billionaire.4 Likewise, the fifteen people who created Instagram didn’t need
a lot of unskilled human helpers and did leverage some valuable physical
capital. But most of all, they benefitted from their talent, timing, and ties to
the right people.
Top performers in other industries have also seen their fortunes rise. J. K.
Rowling, author of the Harry Potter series, is the world’s first billionaire
author in an industry not known for minting the super wealthy. As George
Mason University’s Alex Tabarrok notes of Rowling’s success:
Homer, Shakespeare and Tolkien all earned much less. Why? Consider Homer, he told
great stories but he could earn no more in a night than say 50 people might pay for an
evening’s entertainment. Shakespeare did a little better. The Globe theater could hold
3000 and unlike Homer, Shakespeare didn’t have to be at the theater to earn.
Shakespeare’s words were leveraged.5

J. R. R. Tolkien’s words were leveraged further. By selling books, Tolkien
could sell to hundreds of thousands, even millions of buyers in a year—more
than have ever seen a Shakespeare play in four hundred years. And books

were cheaper to produce than actors, which meant that Tolkien could earn a
greater share of the revenues than did Shakespeare.
Technology has supercharged the ability of authors like Rowling to
leverage their talents via digitization and globalization. Rowling’s stories can
be captured in movies and video games as well as text, but each of those
formats, including the original books, can be transmitted globally at trivial
cost. She and other superstar storytellers now reach billions of customers
through a variety of channels and formats.
More often than not, when improvements in digital technologies make it
more and more attractive to digitize something, superstars in various markets
see a boost in their incomes while second-bests have a harder time
competing. The top performers in music, sports, and other areas have also
seen their reach and incomes grow since the 1980s.6
At the same time, others working in the content and entertainment
industries have not seen a big increase. Only 4 percent of software developers
in the burgeoning app economy have made over a million dollars.7 Threequarters of them made less than thirty thousand dollars. While a handful of
writers, actors, or baseball players can become millionaires, many others
struggle to make ends meet. A gold-medal winner at the Olympics can earn
millions of dollars in endorsements, while the silver medal winner—let alone
the person who placed tenth or thirtieth—is quickly forgotten, even if the
difference is measured in tenths of a second and could have resulted from a
gust of wind or a lucky bounce of the ball.
Even top executives have started earning rock-star compensation. The
ratio of CEO pay to average worker pay increased from seventy in 1990 to
three hundred in 2005. Much of this growth is linked to the greater use of
information technology, according to research that Erik completed with his
student Heekyung Kim.8 One rationale for this increase in executive pay is
that technology increases the reach, scale, or monitoring capacity of a
decision-maker. If executives use digital technologies to observe activities in
factories throughout the world, to give specific instructions for changing a
process, and to make sure instructions are carried out with high fidelity, then
the value of those decision-makers increases. Direct management via digital
technologies makes a good manager more valuable than in earlier times when
managers had diffuse control via long chains of subordinates, or when they

could only affect a smaller scale of activities.
Direct digital oversight also makes hiring the best candidate rather than
the second-best that much more important. Companies are ready to pay a
premium for executives whom they perceive to be the best, reasoning that
even a small difference in quality can have huge consequences for
shareholders. The bigger the market value of a company, the more
compelling the argument for trying to get the very best executive.9 A single
decision that increases value by a modest 1 percent is worth $100 million to a
ten-billion-dollar company.
In a competitive market, even a small difference in the perceived talents of
CEO candidates can lead to fairly large differences in their compensation. As
economists Robert Frank and Philip Cook note in their book, The WinnerTake-All Society, “When a sergeant makes a mistake only the platoon suffers,
but when a general makes a mistake the whole army suffers.”10

When Relative Advantage Leads to Absolute
Domination
The economics of superstars was first formally analyzed in 1981 by
economist Sherwin Rosen.11 In many markets, buyers with a choice among
products or services will prefer the one with the best quality. When there are
capacity constraints or significant transportation costs, then the best seller
will only be able to satisfy a small fraction of the global market (for instance,
in the 1800s, even the best singers and actors might perform for at most a few
thousand people each year). Other inferior sellers will also have a market for
their products. But what if a technology arises that lets each seller cheaply
replicate his or her services and deliver them globally at little or no cost?
Suddenly the top-quality provider can capture the whole market. The nextbest provider might be almost as good, but it will not matter. Each time a
market becomes more digital, these winner-take-all economics become a little
more compelling.
Winner-take-all markets were just coming to the fore in the 1990s, when
Frank and Cook wrote their remarkably prescient book. They compared these
winner-take-all markets, where the compensation was mainly determined by
relative performance, to traditional markets, where revenues more closely

tracked absolute performance. To understand the distinction, suppose the
best, hardest-working construction worker could lay one thousand bricks in a
day while the tenth-best laid nine hundred bricks per day. In a wellfunctioning market, pay would reflect this difference proportionately,
whether it could be attributed to more efficiency and skill, or simply to more
hours of work. In a traditional market, someone who is 90 percent as skilled
or works 90 percent as hard creates 90 percent as much value and thus can
earn 90 percent as much money. That’s absolute performance.
By contrast, a software programmer who writes a slightly better mapping
application—one that loads a little faster, has slightly more complete data, or
prettier icons—might completely dominate a market. There would likely be
little, if any, demand for the tenth-best mapping application, even it got the
job done almost as well. This is relative performance. People will not spend
time or effort on the tenth-best product when they have access to the best.
And this is not a case where quantity can make up for quality: ten mediocre
mapping tools are no substitute for one good one. When consumers care
mostly about relative performance, even a small difference in skill or effort or
luck can lead to a thousand-fold or million-fold difference in earnings. There
were a lot of traffic apps in the marketplace in 2013, but Google only judged
one, Waze, worth buying for over one billion dollars.12

Why Winner-Take-All Is Winning
Why are winner-take-all markets more common now? Shifts in the
technology for production and distribution, particularly these three changes:
a) the digitization of more and more information, goods, and
services,
b) the vast improvements in telecommunications and, to a lesser
extent, transportation, and
c) the increased importance of networks and standards.
Albert Einstein once said that black holes are where God divided by zero, and
that created some strange physics. While the marginal costs of digital goods
do not quite approach zero, they are close enough to create some pretty

strange economics. As discussed in chapter 3, digital goods have much lower
marginal costs of production than physical goods. Bits are cheaper than
atoms, not to mention human labor.
Digitization creates winner-take-all markets because, as noted above, with
digital goods capacity constraints become increasingly irrelevant. A single
producer with a website can, in principle, fill the demand from millions or
even billions of customers. Jenna Marbles’s homemade YouTube video
“How to trick people into thinking you’re good looking,” to take one wildly
successful example, garnered 5.3 million views the week she posted it in July
2010.13 She’s now earned millions of dollars from over one billion viewings
of her videos around the world. Every digital app developer, no matter how
humble its offices or how small its staff, almost automatically becomes a
micro-multinational, reaching global audiences with a speed that would have
been inconceivable in the first machine age.
In contrast, the economics of personal services (nursing) or physical work
(gardening) are very different, since each provider, no matter how skilled or
hard-working, can only fulfill a tiny fraction of the overall market demand.
When an activity transitions from the second category to the first the way tax
preparation did, the economics shift toward winner-take-all outcomes. What’s
more, lowering prices, the traditional refuge for second-tier products, is of
little benefit for anyone whose quality is not already at or near the world’s
best. Digital goods have enormous economies of scale, giving the market
leader a huge cost advantage and room to beat the price of any competitor
while still making a good profit.14 Once their fixed costs are covered, each
marginal unit produced costs very little to deliver.15

Improvements in Telecommunications: Reach Out and
Touch More People
Secondly, winner-take-all markets have also been boosted by technological
improvements in telecommunications and transportation that also expand the
market individuals and companies can reach. When there are many small
local markets, there can be a ‘best’ provider in each, and these local heroes
frequently can all earn a good income. If these markets merge into a single
global market, top performers have an opportunity to win more customers,

while the next-best performers face harsher competition from all directions.
A similar dynamic comes into play when technologies like Google or even
Amazon’s recommendation engine reduce search costs. Suddenly second-rate
producers can no longer count on consumer ignorance or geographic barriers
to protect their margins.
Digital technologies have aided the transition to winner-take-all markets,
even for products we wouldn’t think would have superstar status. In a
traditional camera store, cameras typically are not ranked number one versus
number ten. But online retailers make it easy to list products in rank order by
customer ratings, or to filter results to include only products with every
conceivable desirable feature. Products with lower rankings or only nine out
of ten desirable features receive disproportionately lower sales from even
small differences in quality, convenience, or pricing performance.16
Digital ranking and filtering create disproportional returns even in labor
markets for workaday, non-superstar careers. Companies have digitized their
hiring processes and use automated filters to winnow the flood of applicants.
For example, companies can readily cull all the candidates that don’t have a
college degree as a simple expedient even if the job does not actually require
a college education.17 This can amplify a trickle of skill-biased technical
change into a torrent of stardom for a lucky few. Similarly, job candidate
resumes that miss the buzzword requirements might drop from consideration
even if the 90-percent-qualified candidate might otherwise be a stellar
employee.

Networks and Standards: The Value of Scale
Thirdly, the increased importance of networks (like the Internet or credit card
networks) and interoperable products (like computer components) can also
create winner-take-all markets. Just as low marginal costs create economies
of scale on the production side, networks can create ‘demand side economies
of scale’ that economists sometimes call network effects. We see them at
work when users prefer products or services that other people are flocking to.
If your friends keep in touch via Facebook, that makes Facebook more
attractive to you, too. If you then join Facebook, the site becomes more
valuable to your friends as well.

Sometimes network effects are indirect. You can make a phone call
equally well to someone using an iPhone or an Android phone. But the total
number of users on a given platform influences app developers: the bigger
network of users will tend to attract more developers, or encourage app
developers to invest more in a given platform. The more apps available for a
given phone, the greater its appeal to users. Thus, your benefits from buying
one or the other will be affected by the number of other users who buy the
same product. When Apple’s app ecosystem is strong, buyers will want to
buy into that platform, attracting even more developers. But the opposite
dynamic can unravel a dominant standard, as it almost did for the Apple
Macintosh platform in the mid-1990s. Like low marginal costs, network
effects can create both winner-take-all markets and high turbulence.18

The Social Acceptability of Superstars
In addition to the technical changes that have increased digitization,
telecommunication, networks, and other factors that create superstar products
and companies, there are more aspects at work in boosting superstar
compensation for individuals. In some cases, cultural barriers to very large
pay packages have fallen. CEOs, financial executives, actors, and
professional athletes may be more willing to demand seven- or even eightfigure compensation deals. As more people get those deals, a positive
feedback loop emerges: it becomes easier for others to make similar requests.
In fact, the concentration of wealth itself can create what Frank and Cook
call “deep pocket” winner-take-all markets. As the great economist Alfred
Marshall noted, “a rich client whose reputation or fortune or both are at stake
will scarcely count any price too high to secure the services of the best man
he can get.”19 If mass-market media enables an athlete like O. J. Simpson to
earn millions, then he can afford to pay a lawyer like Alan Dershowitz
millions to defend him in court, even if Dershowitz’s services are not
replicated to millions of people like Simpson’s are. In a sense, Dershowitz is
a superstar by proxy: he benefits from the ability of his superstar clients
whose labor has been more directly leveraged by digitization and networks.*
Laws and institutions have also changed in ways that often boost the
incomes of superstars. The top marginal tax rate was as high as 90 percent

during the Eisenhower years and over 50 percent early in Ronald Reagan’s
administration, but fell to 35 percent in 2002, where it remained through
2012. While this shift obviously boosted the after-tax income of top earners,
research suggests it can also affect reported pre-tax income by motivating
people to work harder (because they keep more of each dollar they earn) and
report more of their actual income, rather than seek ways to hide or shelter it
(because the costs of reporting to tax authorities aren’t as high as before).
Restrictions on trade have also decreased. Like cheaper
telecommunications and transportation, this makes markets more global,
allowing international superstars to more easily compete with, and drive out,
local producers. When Kia poached Peter Schreyer from Audi in 2006, it was
a signal that the market for talented automobile designers was increasingly
global, not local.
Although the top 1 percent and 0.01 percent have seen record increases in
their earnings, the superstar economy has faced a few headwinds. Perhaps the
most important among these is the growth of the long tail—the increased
availability of niche products and services. Technology has not just lowered
marginal costs; in many cases it has also lowered fixed costs, inventory costs,
and the costs of searching. Each of these changes makes it more attractive to
offer a greater variety of products and services, filling small niches that
previously went unfilled.
Instead of going head-to-head with a superstar, some individuals and
businesses are instead finding ways to differentiate their products, to find or
create an alternative niche where they can be the world’s best. J. K. Rowling
is a billion-dollar author, but there are also millions of other authors who now
have a chance to publish for more specialized audiences of a few thousand or
even a few hundred readers. Amazon will stock their books and make them
accessible to people across the planet. That will be profitable for Amazon
even if it would have been unprofitable for any physical bookstore, with a
much smaller set of customers, to stock the book. Even as the technology
destroys geography—a barrier that used to protect authors from worldwide
competition—it opens up specialization as a source of differentiation.
Instead of being the thousandth-best children’s book author in the world, it
may be more profitable to be the number-one author in Science-Based
Advice for Ecological Entrepreneurs, or Football Clock Management.20

Following this principle, developers have created over seven hundred
thousand apps for the iPhone and Android, while Amazon offers over twentyfive million songs. An even larger number of blog posts, Facebook stories,
and YouTube videos have been created in the sharing economy, creating
economic value if not necessarily direct income for their creators. As we’ve
seen, however, opportunities to create new products don’t necessarily come
with big paychecks. A superstar or long-tail economy with low barriers to
entry is still one with far more inequality.

The Power Curve Nation
An economy dominated by winner-take-all markets has very different
dynamics than the industrial economy to which we are accustomed. As we
discussed at the beginning of the chapter, the earnings of bricklayers will
vary a lot less than the winner-take-all earnings of app developers, but that’s
not the only difference. Instead of stable market shares, where revenues and
income correspond proportionally to differences in talent and effort,
competition in winner-take-all markets will be much more unstable and
asymmetrical. The great economist Joseph Schumpeter wrote of “creative
destruction,” where each innovation not only created value for consumers but
also wiped out the previous incumbent. The winners scaled up and dominated
their markets, but were in turn vulnerable to the next generation of
innovators. Schumpeter’s observation describes markets in software, media,
and the Internet much better than traditional markets in manufacturing and
services. But as more and more industries become increasingly digitized and
networked, we can expect the Schumpeterian dynamic to spread.21
In a superstar economy, the distribution of income isn’t just more spread
out; it has a very different shape. It’s not just that a small group at the top
sees big increases. It’s also a change in the fundamental structure of the
distribution. When revenues are roughly proportional to absolute
performance, as in the example of the bricklayer, the earnings distribution is
likely to roughly match the distribution of aptitude and effort. For many
characteristics, humans fall roughly along a normal distribution, also known
as the Gaussian distribution or the bell curve. That’s the approximate
distribution for height, strength, speed, general IQ, and in all likelihood many

other characteristics such as emotional intelligence, management savvy, and
even diligence.
Normal distributions are very common (hence the name), and they have an
intuitive pattern. As you move further and further into either tail, the number
of participants drops precipitously. What’s more, the mean, median, and
mode of the distribution are all the same number. An ‘average’ person is also
the one in the middle of the distribution, as well as the most typical or
common type of person. If the income distribution of the United States
followed a normal distribution, then median income would have risen along
with average income—but of course, it didn’t. Another characteristic of the
normal distribution is that as you diverge from the mean, the probability of
finding anyone with extreme characteristics drops rapidly, and at an
increasing rate. The ratio of people who are seven feet tall to people who are
six and a half feet tall is much less than the ratio people who are six and a
half feet tall to people who are six feet tall. Thus, there are very few people at
the extremes.
FIGURE 10.1

In contrast, superstar (and long tail) markets are often better described by
a power law, or Pareto curve, in which a small number of people reap a
disproportionate share of sales. This is often characterized as the 80/20 rule,
where 20 percent of the participants get 80 percent of the gains, but it can be
more extreme than that.22 For instance, research by Erik and his coauthors
found that book sales at Amazon were characterized by a power law
distribution.23 Power law distributions have a ‘fat tail,’ which means the
likelihood of extreme events is much greater than one would expect to see in
a normal distribution.24 They are also ‘scale invariant,’ which means that the

top-selling book accounts for about the same share of the top ten books’ sales
as the top ten books do for the top one hundred, or the top one hundred do for
the top one thousand. Power laws describe many phenomena, from frequency
of earthquakes to the frequency of words in most languages. They also
describe the sales distribution of books, DVD, apps, and other information
products.
Other markets are mixtures of different types of distributions. The U.S.
economy as a whole can be described as a mixture of a log-normal
distribution (a variant of the classical normal distribution) and power law,
with the power law fitting the incomes at the top best.25 Some of our current
research at MIT is trying to better understand the causes and consequences of
this mixture, and how it may be evolving over time.
A shift in the distribution of income to a power-law distribution would
have important implications. For instance, Kim Taipale, founder of the
Stilwell Center for Advanced Studies in Science and Technology Policy, has
argued that, “The era of bell curve distributions that supported a bulging
social middle class is over and we are headed for the power-law distribution
of economic opportunities. Education per se is not going to make up the
difference.”26
Such a shift disrupts our mental models for understanding the world. Most
of us are used to reasoning by reference to a prototypical. Politicians talk
about the “average voter” and marketing managers talk about the “typical
consumer.” This works well for normal distributions where the most common
value is near the average or, more formally, the mode and mean of the
distribution are the same or nearly the same. However, the mean (or average)
of a power-law distribution is generally much, much higher than the median
or the mode.27 For instance, in 2009, the average salary for major league
baseball players was $3,240,206, roughly three times the median salary of
$1,150,000.28
In practical terms, this means that when income is distributed according to
a power law, most people will be below average—say goodbye, Lake
Wobegon! Furthermore, over time, average income can increase without any
increase in the median income or, for that matter, without any increase in
income for most people. Power-law distributions don’t just increase income
inequality; they also mess with our intuitions.

* If you’re a cynic, you might call it luck-biased technical change.
* In 2011, families with incomes above $367,000 were in the top 1 percent in the United
States, but of course, the average reflects people with much higher incomes than that. See
http://elsa.berkeley.edu/~saez/saez-UStopincomes-2011.pdf
† This is a characteristic of Power Law distributions, which we’ll discuss later in this chapter.
* At least in his capacity as a courtroom lawyer. As an author or TV celebrity, he is benefitting
more directly from the technologies of superstardom discussed in the previous section.

“The test of our progress is not whether we add more to the abundance of those who
have much it; is whether we provide enough for those who have little.”
—Franklin D. Roosevelt

IN THE LAST FOUR chapters, we’ve seen that the second machine age contains
a paradox. GDP has never been higher and innovation has never been faster,
yet people are increasingly pessimistic about their children’s future living
standards. Adjusted for inflation, the combined net worth on Forbes’
billionaire list has more than quintupled since 2000, but the income of the
median household in America has fallen.1
The economic statistics underscore the dichotomy of bounty and spread.
The economist Jared Bernstein, a senior fellow at the Center on Budget and
Policy Priorities, brought our attention to the way productivity and
employment have become decoupled, as shown in Figure 11.1. While these
two key economic statistics tracked each other for most of the postwar
period, they became decoupled in the late 1990s. Productivity continued its
upward path as employment sagged. Today the employment-to-population
ratio is lower than any time in at least 20 years, and the real income of the
median worker is lower today than in the 1990s. Meanwhile, like
productivity, GDP, corporate investment, and after-tax profits are also at
record highs.
In a place like Silicon Valley or a research university like MIT, the rapid
pace of innovation is particularly easy to see. Startups flourish, minting new
millionaires and billionaires, while research labs churn out astonishing new
technologies like the ones we saw in earlier chapters. At the same time,
however, a growing number of people face financial hardships: students
struggle with enormous debt, recent graduates have difficulty finding new
jobs, and millions have turned to debt to temporarily maintain their living
standards.
FIGURE 11.1 Labor Productivity and Private Employment

In this chapter, we’ll address three important questions about the future of
the bounty and the spread. First, will the bounty overwhelm the spread?
Second, can technology not only increase inequality but also create structural
unemployment? And thirdly, what about globalization, the other great force
transforming the economy—could it explain recent declines in wages and
employment?

What’s Bigger, Bounty or Spread?
Thanks to technology, we are creating a more abundant world—one where
we get more and more output from fewer inputs like raw materials, capital,
and labor. In the years to come we will continue to benefit in the form of
things that are relatively easy to measure, such as higher productivity, and
things that are less susceptible to metrics, such as the boost we get from free
digital goods.
The previous paragraph describes our current bounty in the dry vocabulary
of economics. This is a shame and needs to be corrected—a phenomenon so
fundamental and wonderful deserves better language. ‘Bounty’ doesn’t mean
simply more cheap consumer goods and empty calories. As we noted in
chapter 7, it also means simultaneously more choice, greater variety, and
higher quality in many areas of our lives. It means heart surgeries performed
without cracking the sternum and opening the chest cavity. It means constant
access to the world’s best teachers combined with personalized self-

assessments that let students know how well they’re mastering the material. It
means that households have to spend less of their total budget over time on
groceries, cars, clothing, and utilities. It means returning hearing to the deaf
and, eventually, sight to the blind. It means less need to work doing boring,
repetitive tasks and more opportunity for creative and interactive work.
The manifestations of progress are all based at least in part on digital
technologies. When combined with political and economic systems that offer
people choices instead of locking them in, technological advance is an aweinspiring engine of betterment and bounty. It is also an engine driving spread,
creating larger and larger differences over time in areas that we care about—
wealth, income, standards of living, and opportunities for advancement.
Some of these trends (particularly rising inequality) are also visible in other
countries. We wish that progress in digital technologies were a rising tide that
lifted all boats equally in all areas, but it’s not.
Technology is certainly not the only force causing this rise in spread, but it
is one of the main ones. Today’s information technologies favor more-skilled
over less-skilled workers, increase the returns to capital owners over labor,
and increase the advantages that superstars have over everybody else. All of
these trends increase spread—between those that have a job and those that
don’t, between highly skilled and educated workers and less advanced ones,
between superstars and the rest of us. It’s clear to us, from everything we’ve
seen and learned recently, that all else being equal, future technologies will
tend to increase spread, just as they will boost the bounty.
The fact that technology brings both bounty and spread, and brings more
of both over time, leads to an important question: Since there’s so much
bounty, should we be concerned about the spread? In other words, we might
consider rising inequality less of a problem if people at the bottom are also
seeing their lives improve thanks to technology.
Income inequality and other measures of spread are increasing, but not
everyone is convinced this is a problem. Some observers advance what we
will call the ‘strong bounty’ argument, which essentially says that a focus on
spread is misleading and inappropriate, since bounty is the more important
phenomenon and exists even at the bottom of the spread. This argument
acknowledges that highly skilled workers are pulling away from the rest—
and that superstars are pulling so far away as to be out of sight—but then

essentially asks, “So what? As long as all people’s economic lives are getting
better, why should we be concerned if some are getting a lot better?” As
Harvard economist Greg Mankiw has argued, the enormous income earned
by the “one percent” is not necessarily a problem if it reflects the just deserts
of people who are creating value for everyone else.2
Capitalist economic systems work in part because they provide strong
incentives to innovators: if your offering succeeds in the marketplace, you’ll
reap at least some of the financial rewards. And if your offering succeeds like
crazy, the rewards can be huge. When these incentives are working well (and
not doing things like providing huge, risk-free rewards to people taking
inappropriate risks within the financial system), the benefits can be both large
and broad: innovators improve the lives of many people whose purchases, in
aggregate, make the innovator rich. Everyone benefits, even though not all
benefits are the same.
The high-tech industry offers many examples of this happy phenomenon
in action. Entrepreneurs create devices, websites, apps, and other goods and
services that we value. We buy and use them in large numbers, and the
entrepreneurs enjoy great financial success. This is not a dysfunctional
pattern; it’s a beneficial one. As economist Larry Summers put it, “suppose
the United States had 30 more people like Steve Jobs—. . . . [W]e do need to
recognize that a component of this inequality is the other side of successful
entrepreneurship; that is surely something we want to encourage.”3
We particularly want to encourage it because, as we saw in chapter 6,
technological progress typically helps even the poorest people around the
world. Careful research has shown that innovations like mobile telephones
are improving people’s incomes, health, and other measures of well-being.
As Moore’s Law continues to simultaneously drive down the cost and
increase the capability of these devices, the benefits they bring will continue
to add up.
If the strong bounty argument is correct, then we have nothing significant
to worry about as we head deeper into the second machine age. But is it? We
wish that were the case, but it’s not. As we saw in chapters 9 and 10, the data
are quite clear that many people in the United States and elsewhere are losing
ground over time, not just relative to others but in absolute terms. In
America, the income of the median worker is lower in real dollars than it was

in 1999 and the story largely repeats itself when we look at households
instead of individual workers, or total wealth instead of annual income. Many
people are falling behind as technology races ahead.
Some proponents of the strong bounty argument believe that while these
declines are real, they’re still less important than the unmeasured price
decreases, quality improvements, and other benefits that we’ve been
experiencing. Economists Donald Boudreaux and Mark Perry write that:
Spending by households on many of modern life’s “basics”—food at home, automobiles,
clothing and footwear, household furnishings and equipment, and housing and utilities—
fell from 53% of disposable income in 1950 to 44% in 1970 to 32% today. . . [and] the
quantities and qualities of what ordinary Americans consume are closer to that of rich
Americans than they were in decades past. Consider the electronic products that every
middle-class teenager can now afford—iPhones, iPads, iPods and laptop computers.
They aren’t much inferior to the electronic gadgets now used by the top 1% of American
income earners, and often they are exactly the same.4

Perry adds that “thanks to innovation and technology . . . all Americans
(especially low-income and middle-income groups) are better off today than
in any previous period.”5 In the National Review and elsewhere, Scott
Winship of the Brookings Institution has made similar points.6
These are intriguing arguments. We particularly like the insight that the
average worker today is in important ways better off than his or her
counterpart in earlier generations precisely because of the bounty brought by
innovation and technology. For anything related to information, media,
communication, and computation, the improvements are so large that they
can hardly be believed in retrospect, or anticipated in advance. And the
bounty doesn’t stop there: technological progress also causes cost and quality
improvements in other areas, such as food and utilities, that may not seem
high-tech on the surface but actually are when you look under the hood.
These points have merit, but we are not convinced that people at the lower
ranges of the spread are doing OK. For one thing, some critical items that
they (and everyone else) would like to purchase are getting much more
expensive over time. This phenomenon is well summarized in research by
Jared Bernstein, who compared increases in median family income between
1990 and 2008 with changes in the cost of housing, health care, and college.
He found that while family income grew by around 20 percent during that
time, prices for housing and college grew by about 50 percent, and health

care by more than 150 percent.7 Since American real median incomes have
been falling in recent years, these comparisons would be even more
unfavorable if repeated over later time periods than 1990 to 2008.
However American households are spending their money, many of them
are left without a financial cushion. The economists Annamaria Lusardi,
Daniel J. Schneider, and Peter Tufano conducted a 2011 study asking people
about “their capacity to come up with $2,000 in 30 days.” Their findings are
troubling. They concluded that, “Approximately one quarter of Americans
report that they would certainly not be able to come up with such funds, and
an additional 19% would do so by relying at least in part on pawning or
selling possessions or taking payday loans. . . . [In other words, we] find that
nearly half of Americans are financially fragile. . . . [A] sizable fraction of
seemingly ‘middle class’ Americans . . . judge themselves to be financially
fragile.”8
Other data—about poverty rates, access to health care, the number of
people who want full-time jobs but can only find part-time work, and so on—
confirm the impression that while the economic bounty from technology is
real, it is not sufficient to compensate for huge increases in spread. And those
increases are not purely a consequence of the Great Recession, nor a recent or
transient phenomenon.
That many Americans face stagnant and falling incomes is bad enough,
but it is now combined with decreasing social mobility—an ever lower
chance that children born at the bottom end of the spread will escape their
circumstances and move upward throughout their lives and careers. Recent
research makes it clear that the American Dream of upward mobility, which
was real in earlier generations, is greatly diminished today. To take just one
example, a 2013 study of U.S. tax returns from 1987 to 2009 conducted by
economists Jason DeBacker, Bradley Heim, and their colleagues found that
the thirty-five thousand households they studied tended to stay in roughly the
same order of richest to poorest year after year, with little reshuffling, even as
the differences in household income grew over time.9 More recently,
sociologist Robert Putnam has illustrated how for Americans in cities like
Port Clinton, Ohio (his hometown), economic conditions and prospects have
worsened in recent decades for the children of parents with only high school
educations even as they’ve improved for college-educated families. This is

exactly what we’d expect to see as skill-biased technical change
accelerates.10
Many Americans believe that they still live in the land of opportunity—the
country that offers the greatest chance of economic advancement. But this is
no longer the case. As The Economist sums it up, “Back in its Horatio Alger
days, America was more fluid than Europe. Now it is not. Using onegeneration measures of social mobility—how much a father’s relative income
influences that of his adult son—America does half as well as Nordic
countries, and about the same as Britain and Italy, Europe’s least-mobile
places.”11 So the spread is not only large, but also self-perpetuating. Too
often, people at the bottom and middle stay where they are over their careers,
and families stay locked in across generations. This is not healthy for an
economy or society.
It would be even unhealthier if the spread were to diminish the bounty—if
inequality and its consequences somehow impeded technological progress,
keeping us from enjoying all the potential benefits of the new machine age.
Although a common argument is that high levels of inequality can motivate
people to work harder, boosting overall economic growth, the inequality can
also dampen growth. In 2012 economist Daron Acemoglu and political
scientist James Robinson published Why Nations Fail, a sweeping account of
hundreds of years of history aimed at uncovering, as the book’s subtitle puts
it, “the origins of power, prosperity, and poverty.” According to Acemoglu
and Robinson, the true origins are not geography, natural resources, or
culture. Instead, they’re institutions like democracy, property rights, and the
rule of law; inclusive ones bring prosperity, and extractive ones—ones that
bend the economy and the rules of the game to the service of entrenched elite
—bring poverty. The authors make a compelling case, and when they turn
their attention to America’s current condition, they offer important insights
and cautions:
Prosperity depends on innovation, and we waste our innovative potential if we do not
provide a level playing field for all: we don’t know where the next Microsoft, Google, or
Facebook will come from, and if the person who will make this happen goes to a failing
school and cannot get into a good university, the chances that it will become a reality are
much diminished. . . .
The U.S. generated so much innovation and economic growth for the last two hundred
years because, by and large, it rewarded innovation and investment. This did not
happen in a vacuum; it was supported by a particular set of political arrangements—

inclusive political institutions—which prevented an elite or another narrow group from
monopolizing political power and using it for their own benefit and at the expense of
society.
So here is the concern: economic inequality will lead to greater political inequality, and
those who are further empowered politically will use this to gain greater economic
advantage, stacking the cards in their favor and increasing economic inequality still
further—a quintessential vicious circle. And we may be in the midst of it.12

Their analysis hits on a final reason to be concerned about the large and
growing inequality of recent years: it could lead to the creation of extractive
institutions that would slow our journey into the second machine age. We
think this would be something more than a shame; it would be closer to a
tragedy. We also believe, based on the work of Acemoglu and Robinson and
others, that it is a plausible scenario. Instead of being confident that the
bounty from technology will more than compensate for the spread it
generates, we are instead concerned about something close to the reverse: that
the spread could actually reduce the bounty in years to come.

Technological Unemployment
We’ve seen that the overall pie of the economy is growing, but some people,
even a majority of them, can be made worse off by advances in technology.
As demand falls for labor, particularly relatively unskilled labor, wages fall.
But can technology actually lead to unemployment?
We’re not the first people to ask these questions. In fact, they’ve been
debated vigorously, even violently, for at least two hundred years. Between
1811 and 1817, a group of English textile workers whose jobs were
threatened by the automated looms of the first Industrial Revolution rallied
around a perhaps mythical, Robin Hood–like figure named Ned Ludd and
attacked mills and machinery before being suppressed by the British
government.
Economists and other scholars saw in the Luddite movement an early
example of a broad and important new pattern: large-scale automation
entering the workplace and affecting people’s wage and employment
prospects. Researchers soon fell into two camps. The first and largest argued
that while technological progress and other factors definitely cause some
workers to lose their jobs, the fundamentally creative nature of capitalism

creates other, usually better, opportunities for them. Unemployment,
therefore, is only temporary and not a serious problem. John Bates Clark
(after whom the medal for the best economist under the age of forty is
named) wrote in 1915 that “In the actual [economy], which is highly
dynamic, such a supply of unemployed labor is always at hand, and it is
neither possible [nor] normal that it should be altogether absent. The wellbeing of workers requires that progress should go on, and it cannot do so
without causing temporary displacement of laborers.”13
The following year, the political scientist William Leiserson took this
argument further. He described unemployment as something close to a
mirage: “the army of the unemployed is no more unemployed than are
firemen who wait in fire-houses for the alarm to sound, or the reserve police
force ready to meet the next call.”14 The creative forces of capitalism, in
short, required a supply of ready labor, which came from people displaced by
previous instances of technological progress.
John Maynard Keynes was less confident that things would always work
out so well for workers. His 1930 essay “Economic Possibilities for our
Grandchildren,” while mostly optimistic, nicely articulated the position of the
second camp—that automation could in fact put people out of work
permanently, especially if more and more things kept getting automated. His
essay looked past the immediate hard times of the Great Depression and
offered a prediction: “We are being afflicted with a new disease of which
some readers may not yet have heard the name, but of which they will hear a
great deal in the years to come—namely, technological unemployment. This
means unemployment due to our discovery of means of economizing the use
of labor outrunning the pace at which we can find new uses for labor.”15 The
extended joblessness of the Great Depression seemed to confirm Keynes’s
ideas, but it eventually eased. Then came World War II and its insatiable
demands for labor, both on the battlefield and the home front, and the threat
of technological unemployment receded.
After the war ended, the debate about technology’s impact on the labor
force resumed and took on new life once computers appeared. A commission
of scientists and social theorists sent an open letter to President Lyndon
Johnson in 1964 arguing that:
A new era of production has begun. Its principles of organization are as different from

those of the industrial era as those of the industrial era were different from the
agricultural. The cybernation revolution has been brought about by the combination of
the computer and the automated self-regulating machine. This results in a system of
almost unlimited productive capacity which requires progressively less human labor.16

The Nobel Prize–winning economist Wassily Leontief agreed, stating
definitively in 1983 that “the role of humans as the most important factor of
production is bound to diminish in the same way that the role of horses in
agricultural production was first diminished and then eliminated by the
introduction of tractors.”17
Just four years later, however, a panel of economists assembled by the
National Academy of Sciences disagreed with Leontief and made a clear,
comprehensive, and optimistic statement in their report “Technology and
Employment”:
By reducing the costs of production and thereby lowering the price of a particular good in
a competitive market, technological change frequently leads to increases in output
demand: greater output demand results in increased production, which requires more
labor, offsetting the employment effects of reductions in labor requirements per unit of
output stemming from technological change. . . . Historically and, we believe, for the
foreseeable future, reductions in labor requirements per unit of output resulting from new
process technologies have been and will continue to be outweighed by the beneficial
employment effects of the expansion in total output that generally occurs.18

This view—that automation and other forms of technological progress in
aggregate create more jobs than they destroy—has come to dominate the
discipline of economics. To believe otherwise is to succumb to the “Luddite
Fallacy.” So in recent years, most of the people arguing that technology is a
net job destroyer have not been mainstream economists.
The argument that technology cannot create ongoing structural
unemployment, rather than just temporary spells of joblessness during
recessions, rests on two pillars: 1) economic theory and 2) two hundred years
of historical evidence. But both of these are less solid than they first appear.
First, the theory. There are three economic mechanisms that are candidates
for explaining technological unemployment: inelastic demand, rapid change,
and severe inequality.
If technology leads to more efficient use of labor, then as the economists
on the National Academy of Sciences panel pointed out, this does not
automatically lead to reduced demand for labor. Lower costs may lead to

lower prices for goods, and in turn, lower prices lead to greater demand for
the goods, which can ultimately lead to an increase in demand for labor as
well. Whether or not this will actually happen depends on the elasticity of
demand, defined as the percentage increase in the quantity demanded for each
percentage decline in price.
For some goods and services, such as automobile tires or household
lighting, demand has been relatively inelastic and thus insensitive to price
declines.19 Cutting the price of artificial light in half did not double the
amount of light consumers and businesses demanded, so the total revenues
for the lighting industry have fallen as lighting became more efficient. In an
great piece of historical sleuthing, economist William Nordhaus documented
how technology has reduced the price of light by over a thousand-fold since
the days of candles and whale oil lamps, allowing us to expend far less on
labor while getting all the light we need.20 Whole sectors of the economy, not
just product categories, can face relatively inelastic demand. Over the years
agriculture and manufacturing have each experienced falling employment as
they became more efficient. The lower prices and improved quality of their
outputs did not lead to enough increased demand to offset improvements in
productivity.
On the other hand, when demand is very elastic, greater productivity leads
to enough of an increase in demand that more labor ends up employed. The
possibility of this happening for some types of energy has been called the
Jevons paradox: more energy efficiency can sometimes lead to greater total
energy consumption. But to economists there is no paradox, just an inevitable
implication of elastic demand. This is especially common in new industries
like information technology.21 If elasticity is exactly equal to one (i.e., a 1
percent decline in price leads to exactly a 1 percent increase in quantity), then
total revenues (price times quantity) will be unchanged. In other words, an
increase in productivity will be exactly matched by an identical increase in
demand to keep everyone just as busy as they were before.
Elasticity of exactly one might seem like a very special case, yet a good
(but not airtight) argument can be made that, in the long run, this is exactly
what happens in the overall economy. For instance, falling food prices might
reduce demand for agricultural labor, but they free up just enough money to
be spent elsewhere in the economy so that overall employment is

maintained.22 The money is spent not just buying more of the existing goods,
but also on newly invented products and services. This is the core of the
economic argument that technological unemployment is impossible.
KEYNES DISAGREED. He thought that in the long run, demand would not be
perfectly inelastic. That is, ever lower (quality-adjusted) prices would not
necessarily mean we would consume ever more goods and services. Instead,
we would become satiated and choose to consume less. He predicted that this
would lead to a dramatic reduction in working hours to as few as fifteen per
week as less and less labor was needed to produce all the goods and services
that people demanded.23 However, it’s hard to see this type of technological
unemployment as an economic problem. After all, in that scenario, by
definition, people are working less because they are satiated. The “economic
problem” of scarcity is replaced by the entirely more appealing problem of
what to do with abundant wealth and copious leisure. As Arthur C. Clarke is
purported to have put it, “The goal of the future is full unemployment, so we
can play.”24
Keynes was more concerned with short-term “maladjustments,” which
brings us to the second, more serious argument for technological
unemployment: the inability of our skills, organizations, and institutions to
keep pace with technical change. When technology eliminates one type of
job, or even the need for a whole category of skills, those workers will have
to develop new skills and find new jobs. Of course, that can take time, and in
the meantime they may be unemployed. The optimistic argument maintains
that this is temporary. Eventually, the economy will find a new equilibrium
and full employment will be restored as entrepreneurs invent new businesses
and the workforce adapts its human capital.
But what if this process takes a decade?25 And what if, by then,
technology has changed again? This is the possibility that Wassily Leontief
had in mind his 1983 article when he speculated that many workers could end
up permanently unemployed, like horses unable to adjust to the invention of
the tractors.26 Once one concedes that it takes time for workers and
organizations to adjust to technical change, then it becomes apparent that
accelerating technical change can lead to widening gaps and increasing
possibilities for technological unemployment. Faster technological progress
may ultimately bring greater wealth and longer lifespans, but it also requires

faster adjustments by both people and institutions. With apologies to Keynes,
in the long run we may not be dead, but we will still need jobs.
The third argument for technological unemployment may be the most
troubling of all. It goes beyond “temporary” maladjustments. As described in
detail in chapters 8 and 9, recent advances in technology have created both
winners and losers via skill-biased technical change, capital-biased technical
change, and the proliferation of superstars in winner-take-all markets. This
has reduced the demand for some types of work and skills. In a free market,
prices adjust to restore equilibrium between supply and demand, and indeed,
real wages have fallen for millions of people in the United States.
In principle, the equilibrium wage could be one dollar an hour for some
workers, even as other workers command a wage thousands of times higher.
Most people in advanced countries would not consider one dollar an hour a
living wage, and don’t expect society to require people to work at that wage
under threat of starvation. What’s more, in extreme winner-take-all markets,
the equilibrium wage might be zero: even if we offered to sing “Satisfaction”
for free, people would still prefer to pay for the version sung by Mick Jagger.
In the market for music, Mick can now, in effect, make digital copies of
himself that compete with us. A near-zero wage is not a living wage. Rational
people would rather look for another gig, and look, and look, and look, than
depend on a near-zero wage for their sustenance.
Thus, there is a floor on how low wages for human labor can go. In turn,
that floor can lead to unemployment: people who want to work, but are
unable to find jobs. If neither the worker nor any entrepreneur can think of a
profitable task that requires that worker’s skills and capabilities, then that
worker will go unemployed indefinitely. Over history, this has happened to
many other inputs to production that were once valuable, from whale oil to
horse labor. They are no longer needed in today’s economy even at zero
price. In other words, just as technology can create inequality, it can also
create unemployment. And in theory, this can affect a large number of
people, even a majority of the population, and even if the overall economic
pie is growing.
So that’s theory, but what about the data? For most of the two hundred
years since the Luddite rebellion technology has boosted productivity
enormously, but the data show that employment grew alongside productivity

up until the end of the twentieth century. This shows that productivity doesn’t
always lead to job destruction. It’s even tempting to suppose that productivity
somehow inevitably leads to job creation, as technology boosters sometimes
argue. However, as we saw in figure 11.1, the data also show that, more
recently, job growth decoupled from productivity in the late 1990s.
According to Jared Bernstein, the anti-Luddites call this fact a “head
scratcher.” Which history should we take guidance from: the two centuries
ending in the late 1990s, or the fifteen years since then? We can’t know for
sure, but our reading of technology tells us that the power of exponential,
digital, and combinatorial forces, as well as the dawning of machine
intelligence and networked intelligence, presage even greater disruptions.

The Android Experiment
Imagine that tomorrow a company introduced androids that could do
absolutely everything a human worker could do, including building more
androids. There’s an endless supply of these robots, and they’re extremely
cheap to buy and virtually free to run over time. They work all day, every
day, without breaking down.
Clearly, the economic implications of such an advance would be profound.
First of all, productivity and output would skyrocket. The androids would
operate the farms and factories. Food and products would become much
cheaper to produce. In a competitive market, in fact, their prices would fall
close to the cost of their raw materials. Around the world, we’d see an
amazing increase in the volume, variety, and affordability of offerings. The
androids, in short, would bring great bounty.
They’d also bring severe dislocations to the labor force. Every
economically rational employer would prefer androids, since compared to the
status quo they provide equal capability at lower cost. So they would very
quickly replace most, if not all, human workers. Entrepreneurs would
continue to develop novel products, create new markets, and found
companies, but they’d staff these companies with androids instead of people.
The owners of the androids and other capital assets or natural resources
would capture all the value in the economy, and do all the consuming. Those
with no assets would have only their labor to sell, and their labor would be

worthless.
This thought experiment reflects the reality that there is no ‘iron law’ that
technological progress must always be accompanied by broad job creation.
One slight variation on this thought experiment imagines that the androids
can do everything a human worker can do except for one skill—say, cooking.
The economic results would be unchanged, except that there would still be
human cooks. Because there would be so much competition for these jobs,
however, companies that employed cooks could offer much lower wages and
still fill their open positions. The total number of hours spent cooking in the
economy would stay the same (at least as long as people kept eating in
restaurants), but the total wages paid to cooks would go down. The only
exception might be superstar chefs with some combination of skill and
reputation that could not be duplicated by other people. Superstars would still
be able to command high wages; other cooks would not. So in addition to
bringing great bounty of output, the androids would also greatly increase the
spread in income.
How useful are these thought experiments, which sound more like science
fiction than any current reality? Fully functional humanoid androids are not
rumbling around at American companies today. In fact, they don’t yet exist,
and until recently progress had been slow in making machines that can take
the places of human workers in areas like pattern recognition, complex
communication, sensing, and mobility. But as we’ve seen, the pace of
progress here has been accelerating greatly in recent years.
The better machines can substitute for human workers, the more likely it is
that they’ll drive down the wages of humans with similar skills. The lesson
from economics and business strategy is that you don’t want to compete
against close substitutes, especially if they have a cost advantage.
But in principle, machines can have very different strengths and
weaknesses than humans. When engineers work to amplify these differences,
building on the areas where machines are strong and humans are weak, then
the machines are more likely to complement humans rather than substitute for
them. Effective production is more likely to require both human and machine
inputs, and the value of the human inputs will grow, not shrink, as the power
of machines increases. A second lesson of economics and business strategy is
that it’s great to be a complement to something that’s increasingly plentiful.

Moreover, this approach is more likely to create opportunities to produce
goods and services that could never have been created by unaugmented
humans, or machines that simply mimicked people, for that matter. These
new goods and services provide a path for productivity growth based on
increased output rather than reduced inputs.
Thus in a very real sense, as long as there are unmet needs and wants in
the world, unemployment is a loud warning that we simply aren’t thinking
hard enough about what needs doing. We aren’t being creative enough about
solving the problems we have using the freed-up time and energy of the
people whose old jobs were automated away. We can do more to invent
technologies and business models that augment and amplify the unique
capabilities of humans to create new sources of value, instead of automating
the ones that already exist. As we will discuss further in the next chapters,
this is the real challenge facing our policy makers, our entrepreneurs, and
each of us individually.

An Alternative Explanation: Globalization
Technology isn’t the only thing transforming the economy. The other big
force of our era is globalization. Could this be the reason that median wages
have stagnated in the United States and other advanced economies? A
number of thoughtful economists have made exactly that argument. The story
is one of factor price equalization. This means that in any single market,
competition will tend to bid the prices of the factors of production—such as
labor or capital—to a single, common price.* Over the past few decades,
lower transaction in communication costs have helped create one big global
market for many products and services.
Businesses can identify and hire workers with skills they need anywhere
in the world. If a worker in China can do the same work as an American, then
what economists call “the law of one price” demands that they earn
essentially the same wages, because the market will arbitrage away
differences just as it would for other commodities. That’s good news for the
Chinese worker, and for overall economic efficiency. But is not good news
for the American worker who now faces low-cost competition. A number of
economists have made exactly this argument. Michael Spence, in his brilliant

book The Next Convergence, explains how the integration of global markets
is leading to enormous dislocations, especially in labor markets.27
The factor price equalization story yields a testable prediction: American
manufacturers would be expected to shift production overseas, where costs
are lower. And indeed manufacturing employment in the United States has
fallen over the past twenty years; economists David Autor, David Dorn, and
Gordon Hanson estimate that competition from China can explain about a
quarter of the decline in U.S. manufacturing employment.28 However, when
one looks more closely at the data, the globalization story becomes much less
compelling. Since 1996, manufacturing employment in China itself has
actually fallen as well, coincidentally by an estimated 25 percent.29 That’s
over thirty million fewer Chinese workers in that sector, even while output
soared by 70 percent. It’s not that American workers are being replaced by
Chinese workers. It’s that both American and Chinese workers are being
made more efficient by automation. As a result, both countries are producing
more output with fewer workers.
In the long run, the biggest effect of automation is likely to be on workers
not in America and other developed nations, but rather in developing nations
that currently rely on low-cost labor for their competitive advantage. If you
take most of the costs of labor out of the equation by installing robots and
other types of automation, then the competitive advantage of low wages
largely disappears. This is already beginning to happen. Terry Guo of
Foxconn has been aggressively installing hundreds of thousands of robots to
replace an equivalent number of human workers. He says he plans to buy
millions more robots in the coming years. The first wave is going into
factories in China and Taiwan, but once an industry becomes largely
automated, the case for locating a factory in a low-wage country becomes
less compelling. There may still be logistical advantages if the local business
ecosystem is strong, making it easier to get spare parts, supplies, and custom
components. But over time inertia may be overcome by the advantages of
reducing transit times for finished products and being closer to customers,
engineers and designers, educated workers, or even regions where the rule of
law is strong. This can bring manufacturing back to America, as
entrepreneurs like Rod Brooks have been emphasizing.
A similar argument applies outside of manufacturing. For instance,

interactive voice-response systems are automating jobs in call centers. United
Airlines has been successful in making such a transition. This can
disproportionally affect low-cost workers in places like India and the
Philippines. Similarly, many medical doctors used to have their dictation sent
overseas to be transcribed. But an increasing number are now happy with
computer transcription. In more and more domains, intelligent and flexible
machines, not humans in other countries, are the most cost-effective source
for ‘labor.’
If you look at the types of tasks that have been offshored in the past
twenty years, you see that they tend to be relatively routine, well-structured
tasks. Interestingly, these are precisely the tasks that are easiest to automate.
If you can give precise instructions to someone else on exactly what needs to
be done, you can often write a precise computer program to do the same task.
In other words, offshoring is often only a way station on the road to
automation.
In the long run, low wages will be no match for Moore’s Law. Trying to
fend off advances in technology by cutting wages is only a temporary
protection. It is no more sustainable than asking folk legend John Henry to
lift weights to better compete with a steam-powered hammer.

* This is no different from the concept we invoked when we were comparing and equating the
wages of human workers with robots that, hypothetically, had identical capabilities.

“But they are useless. They can only give you answers.”
—Pablo Picasso, on computers1

WE’VE TALKED ABOUT OUR research findings and conclusions with many
different groups, from executive teams to radio show audiences. Almost
every time we do, one of the first questions is something like, “I have
children in school. How should I be helping them prepare for the future
you’re describing?” Sometimes the kids are in college, sometimes they’re in
kindergarten, but the question is the same. And it’s not just parents who are
concerned about career opportunities in the second machine age. Students
themselves, leaders of the organizations that might hire them, educators,
policy makers and elected officials, and many others also wonder which
human skills and abilities, if any, will still be valued as technology continues
to improve.
Recent history shows that this is a difficult question to answer. Frank Levy
and Richard Murnane’s excellent book The New Division of Labor was by far
the best research and thinking on this topic when it came out in 2004, arguing
that pattern recognition and complex communication were the two broad
areas where humans would continue to hold the high ground over digital
labor. As we’ve seen, however, this has not always proved to be the case. So
as technology races ahead, will it leave a generation behind in all areas, or at
least most of them?
The answer is no. Even in those areas where digital machines have far
outstripped humans, people still have vital roles to play. This sounds like a
contradiction in terms; the game of chess shows why it’s not.

Even Though It’s Checkmate, It’s Not Game Over
After the reigning world champion Garry Kasparov lost to the IBM computer
Deep Blue in 1997, head-to-head contests between people and chess
computers lost much of their allure; it was clear that future competitions
would be increasingly one-sided. Dutch grandmaster Jan Hein Donner
summed up the current attitude of human chess masters. When asked how he
would prepare for a match against a computer, he replied, “I would bring a
hammer.”2

It might seem, then, that humans no longer have anything to contribute to
the game of chess. But the invention of ‘freestyle’ chess tournaments shows
how far this is from the truth. In these events, teams can include any
combination of human and digital players. As Kasparov himself explains
when discussing the results of a 2005 freestyle contest,
The teams of human plus machine dominated even the strongest computers. The chess
machine Hydra, which is a chess-specific supercomputer like Deep Blue, was no match
for a strong human player using a relatively weak laptop. Human strategic guidance
combined with the tactical acuity of a computer was overwhelming.
The surprise came at the conclusion of the event. The winner was revealed to be not a
grandmaster with a state-of-the-art PC but a pair of amateur American chess players
using three computers at the same time. Their skill at manipulating and “coaching” their
computers to look very deeply into positions effectively counteracted the superior chess
understanding of their grandmaster opponents and the greater computational power of
other participants. Weak human + machine + better process was superior to a strong
computer alone and, more remarkably, superior to a strong human + machine + inferior
process.3

The key insight from freestyle chess is that people and computers don’t
approach the same task the same way. If they did, humans would have had
nothing to add after Deep Blue beat Kasparov; the machine, having learned
how to mimic human chess-playing ability, would just keep riding Moore’s
Law and racing ahead. But instead we see that people still have a great deal to
offer the game of chess at its highest levels once they’re allowed to race with
machines, instead of purely against them.
So what are these still-valuable, uniquely human abilities? Kasparov
writes about human “strategic guidance” vs. computers’ “tactical acuity” in
chess, but the distinction between these two is often not clear, particularly in
advance. Similarly, as we noted earlier, technology has made deeper inroads
into routine tasks than nonroutine work.
This distinction is a valid and important one—adding up a column of
numbers is totally routine and by now totally automated—but here again the
boundary between the two task categories is not always obvious. Very few
people, for example, would have considered playing chess a ‘routine’ task
half a century ago. In fact, it was considered one of the highest expressions of
human ability. As the former world champion Anatoly Karpov wrote about
the idols of his youth, “I simply lived in one world, and the grandmasters
existed in a completely different one. People like that were not really even
people, but like gods or mythical heroes.”4 But the human heroes fell to

routine, number-crunching computers in this domain. And yet, once they
were allowed to work with machines instead of only against them, they
reasserted their value. How?

Eureka—Something Computers Can’t Do!
Kasparov offers an important clue when describing a match he played against
the Bulgarian grandmaster Veselin Topalov, during which they were each
allowed to freely consult a computer. Kasparov knew, he wrote, that “since
we both had equal access to the same database, the advantage still came
down to creating a new idea at some point.”5 As we look across examples of
things we haven’t seen computers do yet, this idea of the “new idea” keeps
recurring.
We’ve never seen a truly creative machine, or an entrepreneurial one, or
an innovative one. We’ve seen software that could create lines of English text
that rhymed, but none that could write a true poem (“the spontaneous
overflow of powerful feelings, recollected in tranquility,” as Wordsworth
described it). Programs that can write clean prose are amazing achievements,
but we’ve not yet seen one that can figure out what to write about next.
We’ve also never seen software that could create good software; so far,
attempts at this have been abject failures.
These activities have one thing in common: ideation, or coming up with
new ideas or concepts. To be more precise, we should probably say good new
ideas or concepts, since computers can easily be programmed to generate
new combinations of preexisting elements like words. This however, is not
recombinant innovation in any meaningful sense. It’s closer to the digital
equivalent of a hypothetical room full of monkeys banging away randomly
on typewriters for a million years and still not reproducing a single play of
Shakespeare’s.
Ideation in its many forms is an area today where humans have a
comparative advantage over machines. Scientists come up with new
hypotheses. Journalists sniff out a good story. Chefs add a new dish to the
menu. Engineers on a factory floor figure out why a machine is no longer
working properly. Steve Jobs and his colleagues at Apple figure out what
kind of tablet computer we actually want. Many of these activities are

supported and accelerated by computers, but none are driven by them.
Picasso’s quote at the head of this chapter is just about half right.
Computers are not useless, but they’re still machines for generating answers,
not posing interesting new questions. That ability still seems to be uniquely
human, and still highly valuable. We predict that people who are good at idea
creation will continue to have a comparative advantage over digital labor for
some time to come, and will find themselves in demand. In other words, we
believe that employers now and for some time to come will, when looking for
talent, follow the advice attributed to the Enlightenment sage Voltaire:
“Judge a man by his questions, not his answers.”6
Ideation, creativity, and innovation are often described as ‘thinking
outside the box,’ and this characterization indicates another large and
reasonably sustainable advantage of human over digital labor. Computers and
robots remain lousy at doing anything outside the frame of their
programming. Watson, for example, is an amazing Jeopardy! player, but
would be defeated by a child at Wheel of Fortune, The Price is Right, or any
other TV game show unless it was substantially reprogrammed by its human
creators. Watson is not going to get there on its own.
Instead of conquering other game shows, however, the IBM team behind
Watson is turning its attention to other fields such as medicine. Here again, it
will be limited by its frame. Make no mistake: we believe that Watson will
ultimately make an excellent doctor. Right now human diagnosticians reign
supreme, but just as Watson soon got good enough to beat Ken Jennings,
Brad Rutter, and all other human Jeopardy! players, we predict that Dr.
Watson will soon be able to beat Dr. Welby, Dr. House, and real human
doctors at their own game.
While computer reasoning from predefined rules and inferences from
existing examples can address a large share of cases, human diagnosticians
will still be valuable even after Dr. Watson finishes its medical training
because of the idiosyncrasies and special cases that inevitably arise. Just as it
is much harder to create a 100-percent self-driving car than one that merely
drives in normal conditions on a highway, creating a machine-based system
for covering all possible medical cases is radically more difficult than
building one for the most common situations. As with chess, a partnership
between Dr. Watson and a human doctor will be far more creative and robust

than either of them working alone. As futurist Kevin Kelly put it “You’ll be
paid in the future based on how well you work with robots.”7

Sensing Our Advantage
So computers are extraordinarily good at pattern recognition within their
frames, and terrible outside them. This is good news for human workers
because thanks to our multiple senses, our frames are inherently broader than
those of digital technologies. Computer vision, hearing, and even touch are
getting exponentially better all the time, but there are still tasks where our
eyes, ears, and skin, to say nothing of our noses and tongues, surpass their
digital equivalents. At present and for some time to come, the sensory
package and its tight connection to the pattern-recognition engine of the brain
gives us a broader frame.
The Spanish clothing company Zara exploits this advantage and uses
humans instead of computers to decide which clothes to make. For most
apparel retailers, forecasting and sales planning are largely statistical affairs,
conducted months in advance of the clothes actually showing up in stores.
Zara takes a different approach. It specializes in ‘fast fashion’—inexpensive,
trendy clothes aimed primarily at teens and young adults. Because these
styles gain popularity as quickly as they fade away, Zara has configured its
factories and warehouses to make and deliver garments very rapidly, while
they’re still hot. To answer the critical question “Which clothes should we
make and ship to each store?” Zara relies on its store managers around the
world to order exactly, and only, the merchandise that will sell in that
location over the next few days.8
Managers figure this out not by consulting algorithms but instead by
walking around the store, observing what shoppers (particularly cool ones)
are wearing, talking to them about what they like and what they’re looking
for, and generally doing many things at which people excel. Zara store
managers do a lot of visual pattern recognition, engage in complex
communication with customers, and use all of this information for two
purposes: to order existing clothes using a broad frame of inputs, and to
engage in ideation by telling headquarters what kinds of new clothes would
be popular in their location. Zara has no plans to switch from human-based to

machine-based ordering any time soon, and we think they’re making a very
smart decision.
So ideation, large-frame pattern recognition, and the most complex forms
of communication are cognitive areas where people still seem to have the
advantage, and also seem likely to hold on to it for some time to come.
Unfortunately, though, these skills are not emphasized in most educational
environments today. Instead, primary education often focuses on rote
memorization of facts, and on the skills of reading, writing, and arithmetic—
the ‘three Rs,’ as Tory MP Sir William Curtis named them around 1825
(incidentally, it’s unlikely that a machine would have given them a moniker
as memorable, if technically inaccurate, as the ‘three Rs’).9

To Switch the Skills, Switch the Schools
Education researcher Sugata Mitra, who has showed how much poor children
in the developing world can learn on their own when provided with nothing
more than some appropriate technology, has a provocative explanation for the
emphasis on rote learning. In his speech at the 2013 TED conference, where
his work was recognized with the one-million-dollar TED prize, he gave an
account of when and why these skills came to be valued.
I tried to look at where did the kind of learning we do in schools, where did it come from?
. . . It came from . . . the last and the biggest of the empires on this planet, [the British
Empire].
What they did was amazing. They created a global computer made up of people. It’s
still with us today. It’s called the bureaucratic administrative machine. In order to have
that machine running, you need lots and lots of people. They made another machine to
produce those people: the school. The schools would produce the people who would
then become parts of the bureaucratic administrative machine. . . . They must know
three things: They must have good handwriting, because the data is handwritten; they
must be able to read; and they must be able to do multiplication, division, addition and
subtraction in their head. They must be so identical that you could pick one up from New
Zealand and ship them to Canada and he would be instantly functional.10

Of course, we like this explanation because it describes things as
computers and machines. But more fundamentally, we like it because it
points out that the three Rs were once the skills that workers needed to
contribute to the most advanced economy of the time. As Mitra points out,
the educational system of Victorian England was designed quite well for its

time and place. But that time and place are no longer ours. As Mitra
continued:
The Victorians were great engineers. They engineered a system that was so robust that
it’s still with us today, continuously producing identical people for a machine that no
longer exists. . . . [Today] the clerks are the computers. They’re there in thousands in
every office. And you have people who guide those computers to do their clerical jobs.
Those people don’t need to be able to write beautifully by hand. They don’t need to be
able to multiply numbers in their heads. They do need to be able to read. In fact, they
need to be able to read discerningly.11

Mitra’s work shows that children, even poor and uneducated ones, can
learn to read discerningly. The children in his studies form teams, use
technology to search broadly for relevant information, discuss what they’re
learning with one another, and eventually come up with new (to them) ideas
that very often turn out to be correct. In other words, they acquire and
demonstrate the skills of ideation, broad-frame pattern recognition, and
complex communication. So the “self-organizing learning environments”
(SOLEs) Mitra observed seem to be teaching children the skills that will give
them advantages over digital labor.
We probably shouldn’t be too surprised by this; SOLEs have been around
for a while, and have produced many people who have excelled at racing
with machines. In the early years of the twentieth century, the Italian
physician and researcher Maria Montessori developed the primary
educational system that still bears her name. Montessori classrooms
emphasize self-directed learning, hands-on engagement with a wide variety
of materials (including plants and animals), and a largely unstructured school
day. And in recent years they’ve produced alumni including the founders of
Google (Larry Page and Sergey Brin), Amazon (Jeff Bezos), and Wikipedia
(Jimmy Wales).
These examples appear to be part of a broader trend. Management
researchers Jeffrey Dyer and Hal Gregersen interviewed five hundred
prominent innovators and found that a disproportionate number of them also
went to Montessori schools, where “they learned to follow their curiosity.”
As a Wall Street Journal blog post by Peter Sims put it, “the Montessori
educational approach might be the surest route to joining the creative elite,
which are so overrepresented by the school’s alumni that one might suspect a
Montessori Mafia.” Whether or not he’s part of this mafia, Andy will vouch

for the power of SOLEs. He was a Montessori kid for the earliest years of his
schooling, and agrees completely with Larry Page that “part of that training
[was] not following rules and orders, and being self-motivated, questioning
what’s going on in the world, doing things a little bit differently.”12
Our recommendations about how people can remain valuable knowledge
workers in the new machine age are straightforward: work to improve the
skills of ideation, large-frame pattern recognition, and complex
communication instead of just the three Rs. And whenever possible, take
advantage of self-organizing learning environments, which have a track
record of developing these skills in people.

Failing College
Of course, this is easier said than done. And it appears that it’s not being done
very well in many educational environments. One of the strongest bodies of
evidence we’ve come across that suggests students aren’t acquiring the right
skills is the work of sociologists Richard Arum and Josipa Roksa and
summarized in their book Academically Adrift: Limited Learning on College
Campuses and subsequent research.13 Arum and Roksa made use of the
Collegiate Learning Assessment (CLA), a recently developed test given to
college students to assess their abilities in critical thinking, written
communication, problem solving, and analytic reasoning. Although the CLA
is administered via computer, it requires essays instead of multiple-choice
answers. One of its main components is the ‘performance task,’ which
presents students with a set of background documents and gives them ninety
minutes to write an essay requiring them to extract information from the
materials given and develop a point of view or recommendation. In short, the
performance task is a good test of ideation, pattern recognition, and complex
communication.
Arum, Roksa, and their colleagues tracked more than 2,300 students
enrolled full-time in four-year degree programs at a range of American
colleges and universities. Their findings are alarming: 45 percent of students
demonstrate no significant improvement on the CLA after two years of
college, and 36 percent did not improve at all even after four years. The
average improvement on the test after four years was quite small. Consider a

student who scored at the fiftieth percentile as a freshman. If he experienced
average improvement over four years of college, then went back and took the
test again with another group of incoming freshmen, he would score only in
the sixty-eighth percentile. The CLA is so new that we don’t know if these
gains would have been bigger in the past, but previous research using other
tests indicates that they were, and that only a few decades ago the average
college student learned a great deal between freshman and senior years.
What accounts for these disappointing results? Arum, Roksa, and their
colleagues document that college students today spend only 9 percent of their
time studying (compared to 51 percent on “socializing, recreating, and
other”), much less than in previous decades, and that only 42 percent reported
having taken a class the previous semester that required them to read at least
forty pages a week and write at least twenty pages total. They write that, “The
portrayal of higher education emerging from [this research] is one of an
institution focused more on social than academic experiences. Students spend
very little time studying, and professors rarely demand much from them in
terms of reading and writing.”
They also find, however, that at every college studied some students show
great improvement on the CLA. In general, these are students who spent
more time studying (especially studying alone), took courses with more
required reading and writing, and had more demanding faculty. This pattern
fits well into conclusions by education researchers Ernest Pascarella and
Patrick Terenzini, who summarized more than twenty years of research in
their book How College Affects Students. They write that “the impact of
college is largely determined by individual effort and involvement in the
academic, interpersonal, and extracurricular offerings on a campus.”14
This work leads directly to our most fundamental recommendation to
students and their parents: study hard, using technology and all other
available resources to ‘fill up your toolkit’ and acquire skills and abilities that
will be needed in the second machine age.

Tools to Help You Stand Out
Acquiring an excellent education is the best way to not be left behind as
technology races ahead. The discouraging news is that today many students

seem to be squandering at least some of their educational opportunities. The
good news, though, is that technology is now providing more of these
opportunities than ever before.
Motivated students and modern technologies are a formidable
combination. The best educational resources available online allow users to
create self-organized and self-paced learning environments—ones that allow
them to spend as much time as they need with the material, and also to take
tests that tell them if they mastered it. One of the best known of these
resources is Khan Academy, which was started by then–hedge fund manager
Salman Khan as a series of online doodles and YouTube video lectures
intended to teach math to his young relatives. Their immense popularity led
him to quit his job in 2009 and devote himself to creating online educational
materials, freely available to all. By May 2013, Khan Academy included
more than 4,100 videos, most no more than a few minutes long, on subjects
ranging from arithmetic to calculus to physics to art history. These videos had
been viewed more than 250 million times, and the Academy’s students had
tackled more than one billion automatically generated problems.15
Khan Academy was originally aimed at primary-school children, but
similar tools and techniques have been also applied to higher education,
where they’re known as massive online open courses, or MOOCs. One of the
most interesting experiments in this area came in 2011 when Sebastian
Thrun, a top artificial intelligence researcher (and one of the main people
behind Google’s driverless car), announced with a single email that he would
be teaching his graduate-level AI course not only to students at Stanford but
also as a MOOC available for free over the Internet. Over 160,000 students
signed up for the course. Tens of thousands of them completed all exercises,
exams, and other requirements, and some of them did quite well. The top
performer in the course at Stanford, in fact, was only the 411th best among
all the online students. As Thrun put it, “We just found over 400 people in the
world who outperformed the top Stanford student.”16
In chapter 9, we described the growing gap in earnings between those with
and without college degrees. Our MIT colleague David Autor summarizes the
research by writing that “large payoffs from schooling are increasingly
associated with the attainment of four-year and postcollege degrees. . . .
Workers with less than a college education cluster relatively closer together

in the earnings distribution while the most educated groups pull away.”17
College graduates are also much less likely to be unemployed than the less
educated. Economics reporter Catherine Rampell points out that college
graduates are the only group that has seen employment growth since the start
of the Great Recession in 2007, and in October of 2011 the unemployment
rate for bachelor’s degree holders, at 5.8 percent, was only about half that of
those with associate’s degrees (10.6 percent) and a third that of those who
stopped after high school (16.2 percent).18
The college premium exists in part because so many types of raw data are
getting dramatically cheaper, and as data get cheaper, the bottleneck
increasingly is the ability to interpret and use data. This reflects the career
advice that Google chief economist Hal Varian frequently gives: seek to be
an indispensable complement to something that’s getting cheap and plentiful.
Examples include data scientists, writers of mobile phone apps, and genetic
counselors, who have come into demand as more people have their genes
sequenced. Bill Gates has said that he chose to go into software when he saw
how cheap and ubiquitous computers, especially microcomputers, were
becoming. Jeff Bezos systematically analyzed the bottlenecks and
opportunities created by low-cost online commerce, particularly the ability to
index large numbers of products, before he set up Amazon. Today, the
cognitive skills of college graduates—including not only science, technology,
engineering, and math, the so-called STEM disciplines, but also humanities,
arts, and social sciences—are often complements to low-cost data and cheap
computer power. This helps them command a premium wage.
However, another part of the college premium is less encouraging. More
and more employers are requiring college degrees, even for entry-level jobs.
As Rampell writes, “The college degree is becoming the new high school
diploma: the new minimum requirement, albeit an expensive one, for getting
even the lowest-level job. . . . Across industries and geographic areas, many
other jobs that didn’t used to require a diploma—positions like dental
hygienists, cargo agents, clerks and claims adjusters—are increasingly
requiring one.”19 This ‘degree inflation’ is troubling because a college
education is expensive and causes many people to go into debt. By the end of
2011, in fact, student loan debt in America was greater than either total
outstanding car loans or credit card debt.20 We hope that MOOCs and other

educational innovations eventually provide a lower-cost alternative to
traditional colleges, and one that is taken seriously by employers, but until
that time comes a college degree remains a vital stepping stone to most
careers.
In the future, more and more careers will not be in pure information work
—the kind that can be done entirely from a desk. Instead, they will include
moving through and interacting with the physical world. This is because
computers remain comparatively weak here, even as they get so much
stronger at many cognitive tasks.
Advances like autonomous cars, drone airplanes, the Baxter robot, and
hacked Kinect devices that can map a room show that great progress has been
made in giving machines real-world capabilities, but a towel-folding robot
illustrates how far we are from cracking Moravec’s paradox. A team of
Berkeley researchers equipped a humanoid robot with four stereo cameras
and algorithms that would allow it to ‘see’ towels, both individually and in
piles. These algorithms worked; the robot successfully grasped and folded the
towels, even though it sometimes took more than one try to grab them
correctly. However, it took an average of 1,478 seconds, or more than
twenty-four minutes, per towel. The robot spent most of that time looking to
learn where the towel was and how to grasp it.21
Results like these indicate that cooks, gardeners, repairmen, carpenters,
dentists, and home health aides are not about to be replaced by machines in
the short term. All of these professions involve a lot of sensorimotor work,
and many of them also require the skills of ideation, large-frame pattern
recognition, and complex communication. Not all of these jobs are well
paying, but they’re also not subject to a head-to-head race against the
machine.
They may, however, be subject to more competition among people. As the
labor market polarizes more and the middle class continues to hollow out,
people who were previously doing mid-skill knowledge work start going
after jobs lower on the skill and wage ladder. After medical billing specialists
have their work automated, for example, they may start looking for jobs as
home health aides. This puts downward pressure on wages and makes it
harder to find a job in that profession. Even if home health aides remain
largely immune to automation, in short, they won’t necessarily be immune to

all the effects of digitization.

The Fuzzy Future
We have to stress that none of our predictions and recommendations here
should be treated as gospel. We don’t project that computers and robots are
going to acquire the general skills of ideation, large-frame pattern
recognition, and highly complex communication any time soon, and we don’t
think that Moravec’s paradox is about to be fully resolved. But one thing
we’ve learned about digital progress is never say never. Like many other
observers, we’ve been surprised over and over as digital technologies
demonstrated skills and abilities straight out of science fiction.
In fact, the boundary between uniquely human creativity and machine
capabilities continues to change. Returning to the game of chess, back in
1956, thirteen-year-old child prodigy Bobby Fischer made a pair of
remarkably creative moves against grandmaster Donald Byrne. First he
sacrificed his knight, seemingly for no gain, and then exposed his queen to
capture. On the surface, these moves seemed insane, but several moves later,
Fischer used these moves to win the game. His creativity was hailed at the
time as the mark of genius. Yet today if you program that same position into
a run-of-the-mill chess program, it will immediately suggest exactly the
moves that Fischer played. It’s not because the computer has memorized the
Fischer–Byrne game, but rather because it searches far enough ahead to see
that these moves really do pay off. Sometimes, one man’s creativity is
another machine’s brute-force analysis.22
We’re very confident that more surprises are in store. After spending time
working with leading technologists and watching one bastion of human
uniqueness after another fall before the inexorable onslaught of innovation,
it’s becoming harder and harder to have confidence that any given task will
be indefinitely resistant to automation. That means people will need to be
more adaptable and flexible in their career aspirations, ready to move on from
areas that become subject to automation, and seize new opportunities where
machines complement and augment human capabilities. Maybe we’ll see a
program that can scan the business landscape, spot an opportunity, and write
up a business plan so good it’ll have venture capitalists ready to invest.

Maybe we’ll see a computer that can write a thoughtful and insightful report
on a complicated topic. Maybe we’ll see an automatic medical diagnostician
with all the different kinds of knowledge and awareness of a human doctor.
And maybe we’ll see a computer than can walk up the stairs to an elderly
woman’s apartment, take her blood pressure, draw blood, and ask if she’s
been taking her medication, all while putting her at ease instead of terrifying
her. We don’t think any of these advances is likely to come any time soon,
but we’ve also learned that it’s very easy to underestimate the power of
digital, exponential, and combinatorial innovation. So never say never.

“A policy is a temporary creed liable to be changed, but while it holds good it has got
to be pursued with apostolic zeal.”
—Mahatma Gandhi

WHAT SHOULD WE DO to encourage the bounty of the second machine age
while working to reduce the spread, or at least mitigate its harmful effects?
How can we best encourage technology to race ahead while ensuring that as
few people as possible are left behind?
With so much science-fiction technology becoming reality now every day,
it might seem that radical steps are necessary. But this is not the case, at least
not right away. Many of the recommendations for growth and prosperity
found in just about any standard “Economics 101” textbook are the right
place to start and will be for some time to come. In our discussions with
policy makers, technologists, and business executives, we were surprised to
find that the logic behind these recommendations was often not well
understood. Hence this chapter.

A Few Things Even Economists Can Agree On
The standard Econ 101 textbook still provides the right playbook these days
because despite recent advances, digital labor is still far from a complete
substitute for human labor. Robots and computers, as powerful and capable
as they are, are not about to take all of our jobs. Google’s autonomous car
can’t yet drive on all roads or in all conditions, and it doesn’t know what to
do when a flagman or traffic cop appears in the middle of the street to
manually direct traffic. (That’s not to suggest the car would keep driving and
run this person over; it would stop and wait for the situation to normalize.)
The technologies that make Watson so potent are being applied in many
fields, including health care, finance, and customer service, but for now the
system is still just a really good Jeopardy! player.
In the short term, companies will still need human workers to satisfy their
customers and succeed in the economy. (We’ll discuss the longer term in the
next chapter). Yes, second-machine-age technologies are quickly leaving the
lab and entering mainstream business. But as rapid as this progress is, we still
have lots of human cashiers, customer service representatives, lawyers,
drivers, policemen, home health aides, managers, and other workers. They
are not all on the brink of being swept out of their jobs by a cresting wave of

computerization. In March 2013 the U.S. workforce consisted of over 142
million people; in each case, their employers chose them over digital
technologies (or in addition to them) even after more than fifty years of
experience and improvement with business computers, thirty years with PCs,
and almost twenty with the World Wide Web.1 While those employers are
likely to choose digital labor more often in the future, it will not be
immediate and it will not be in all cases.
For now the best way to tackle our labor force challenges is to grow the
economy. As companies see opportunities for growth, the great majority will
need to hire people to seize them. Job growth will improve, and so will
workers’ prospects.
If only growth were that easy. Fierce debates rage about the best ways to
bring about faster economic expansion. In particular, there are long-standing
and deep disagreements about the proper role of government in this area.
Economists, policy makers, and businesspeople alike argue questions of
monetary policy—Should the Federal Reserve increase the money supply?
What interest should it charge banks?—and fiscal policy—How should the
government spend the money it raises? How much debt should it take on?
What’s the right level and mix of income, sales, corporate, and other taxes?
What should the top tax rate be?
Disagreements over these questions often seem so entrenched that there
can be no common ground. But there’s actually quite a bit of it. Whether you
study from the best-selling introductory textbooks Principles of Economics,
written by Harvard’s Greg Mankiw, a conservative economist who advised
George Bush and Mitt Romney, or Economics: An Introductory Analysis,
written by MIT’s Paul Samuelson, a liberal advisor to John Kennedy and
Lyndon B. Johnson, you’ll learn many of the same things.* Across good
Econ 101 textbooks, and across good economists, there’s far more agreement
about government’s role in promoting economic growth than you might
expect from the more vitriolic public debates in the media. We agree with this
Econ 101 playbook as well, and think it will remain central to any
appropriate response as machines continue to race ahead.
This playbook advocates government policies and other interventions in a
few key areas. Not all of them are concerned with the digital tools of the
second machine age. This is because many of the things we should do in a

time of brilliant technologies are not related to the technologies themselves.
Instead, they’re about promoting economic growth and opportunity more
generally. Here’s our Econ 101 playbook on how to do that.

1. Teach The Children Well
The United States was the clear leader in primary education in the first half of
the twentieth century, having realized that inequality was a “race between
education and technology,” to use a phrase coined by Jan Tinbergen (winner
of the first Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences) and used by the economists
Claudia Goldin and Lawrence Katz as the title of their influential 2010 book.2
When technology advances too quickly for education to keep up, inequality
generally rises. Realizing this early last century, the United States made
substantial investments in primary education. Goldin documents that by
1955, for example, almost 80 percent of American children between the ages
of fifteen and nineteen were enrolled in high schools, a level more than twice
as high as that in any European country at the time.
Over the past half century that strong U.S. advantage in primary education
has vanished, and the country is now no better than the middle of the pack
among wealthy countries, and worse in some important areas. The most
recent survey by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development’s (OECD) Program for International Student Assessment
(PISA), conducted in 2009, found that American fifteen-year-olds ranked
fourteenth among the thirty-four countries in reading, seventeeth in science,
and twenty-fifth in math.3 As education researcher Martin West summarizes,
“In math, the average U.S. student by age 15 was at least a full year behind
the average student in six countries, including Canada, Japan, and the
Netherlands. Students in six additional countries, including Australia,
Belgium, Estonia, and Germany, outperformed U.S. students by more than
half a year.”4
The economic benefits of closing that gap are likely to be quite large. The
economists Eric Hanushek and Ludger Woessmann found a strong
relationship between improved test scores and faster economic growth after
studying forty years’ worth of data from fifty countries. This suggests that if
the United States could move its students to the top of the international

rankings, it might enjoy a substantial boost in GDP growth, especially since
many of the country’s products and services rely heavily on skilled labor.
What’s more, it’s not an accident that the most educated places in the
country, like Austin, Texas; Boston; Minneapolis; and San Francisco have
low unemployment rates.
It’s been said that America’s greatest idea was mass education. It’s still a
great idea that applies at all levels, not just K-12 and university education, but
also preschool, vocational, and lifelong learning.
So, how can we get better results?
USING TECHNOLOGY
We can change the way we deliver education by putting to work digital
technologies that have been developed over the past decade or two. The good
news is that compared to other industries such as media, retailing, finance, or
manufacturing, education is a tremendous laggard in the use of technology.
That’s good news because it means we can expect big gains simply by
catching up to other industries. Innovators can make a huge difference in this
area in the coming decade.
The tremendous experimentation now underway with massive online open
courses, or MOOCs, is especially encouraging. We discussed MOOCs, which
anyone can take, often for free, in some detail in the previous chapter on
recommendations for individuals. But we want to point out two of their main
economic benefits.
The first and most obvious one is that MOOCs enable low-cost replication
of the best teachers, content, and methods. Just as we can all listen to the best
pop singer or cellist in the world today, students will soon have access to the
most exciting geology demonstrations, the most insightful explanations of
Renaissance art, and the most effective exercises for learning statistical
techniques. In many cases, we can expect to see schools ‘flip the classroom’
by having students listen to lectures at home and work through traditional
‘homework’—exercises, problem sets, and writing assignments—in school,
where peers, teachers, and coaches are available to help them.
The second, subtler benefit from the digitization of education is ultimately
more important. Digital education creates an enormous stream of data that

makes it possible to give feedback to both teacher and student. Educators can
run controlled experiments on teaching methods and adopt a culture of
continuous improvement. For instance, one course taught via MITx (MIT’s
online education initiative) recorded all 230 million times that someone
clicked on course materials, and analyzed over 100,000 comments on class
discussion boards.5 The head of MITx, Anant Agarwal, says that he was
surprised when the data revealed that half of his students started working on
their homework assignments before watching the video lectures. Students
were more motivated to really understand the content of the lecture once they
saw the specific challenges that they would learn how to overcome.
The real impact of MOOCs is mostly ahead of us, in scaling up the reach
of the best teachers, in devising methods to increase the overall level of
instruction, and in measuring and finding ways to accelerate student
improvement. For millennia teaching methods have remained relatively
unchanged: a lone lecturer stands in front of students, working with chalk and
slate to illustrate ideas. Our generation is poised to use digitization and
analytics to offer a host of improvements. As our friend the technology
researcher and professor Venkat Venkatraman put it, “We need digital
models of learning and teaching. Not just a technology overlay on old modes
of teaching and learning.”* We can’t predict exactly which methods will be
invented and which will catch on, but we do see a clear path for enormous
progress. The enthusiasm and optimism in this space is infectious. Given the
plethora of new technologies and techniques that are now being explored, it’s
a certainty that some of them—in fact, we think many of them—will be
significant improvements over current approaches to teaching and learning.
A GRAND BARGAIN: HIGHER TEACHER SALARIES AND MORE
ACCOUNTABILITY
If there’s one consistent finding from educational research, it’s that teachers
matter. In fact, the impact of a good teacher can be huge. Economists Raj
Chetty, John Friedman, and Jonah Rockoff, in a study of 2.5 million
American schoolchildren, found that students assigned to better teachers (as
measured by their impact on previous students’ test scores) earned more as
adults, were more likely to attend college, and were less likely to have

children as teenagers. They also found that the differences between poor and
average teachers can be as important as the ones between average and
superior teachers. As they write, “Replacing a [bottom 5 percent] teacher
with an average teacher would increase the present value of students’ lifetime
income by more than $250,000 for the average classroom in our sample.”6
It seems sensible, then, for educational reforms in the United States to
include renewed efforts to attract and retain well-qualified people in the
teaching profession, and to remove or retrain consistent low performers.
Part of the bargain should also be longer school hours, longer school
years, more after-school activities and more opportunities for preschool
education. Studies of successful charter schools by Harvard economist
Roland Fryer and others have found that the formula for success is simple, if
not easy: longer hours, additional school days, and a no-excuses philosophy
that tests students and, implicitly, their teachers.7 This approach has helped
Singapore and South Korea do well in the PISA rankings—both rely heavily
on standardized tests for children of all ages.8 Lengthening the school year
may be especially beneficial for poor kids, since research suggests that rich
and poor children learn at a similar rate when school is in session, but that
poor children fall behind over the summer when they are not in school.9
However, one risk of testing is that it can encourage teaching to the test at
the expense of other types of learning. We don’t necessarily think teaching to
the test is always a bad thing, at least for skills that really can be taught and
tested, including many basic capabilities that are needed in a global,
information-based economy. But it’s also important to recognize that hard-tomeasure skills like creativity and unstructured problem solving are
increasingly important as machines handle more routine work. MIT’s Bengt
Holmstrom and Stanford’s Paul Milgrom did pioneering work showing that
strong incentives for achieving measurable goals can crowd out hard-tomeasure goals.10 A clever solution they suggest is via job design and task
allocation. Give one group of teachers responsibility for the most measurable
goals, while reserving ample time and resources for teachers focusing on the
less measurable types of learning, protecting it from being crowded out. In
principle, this can achieve the best of both worlds.
We have little doubt that improving education will boost the bounty by
providing more of the complementary skills our economy needs to make

effective use of new technologies. We’re also hopeful that it can help reduce
the spread, especially insofar as it’s caused by skill-biased technical change.
That’s largely a matter of supply and demand. Reducing the supply of
unskilled workers will relieve some of the downward pressure on their
wages, while increasing the supply of educated workers diminishes the
shortages in those areas. We also think creativity can be fostered by the right
educational settings, boosting the prospects not only of the students but also
society as a whole.
But we’re also realistic about how new educational technologies are being
used in practice. Highly motivated self-starters are the ones who take the
greatest advantage of the abundance of online educational resources now
available. We know twelve- and fourteen-year-olds who are taking college
courses to which they previously would never have had access. Meanwhile,
their peers don’t participate. Consequently what had been a small gap in their
knowledge has become a much larger one. The lesson here is that unless we
make real efforts to broaden its impact, the digitization of education won’t
automatically reduce the spread.

2. Restart Startups
We champion entrepreneurship, but not because we think everyone can or
should start a company. Instead, it’s because entrepreneurship is the best way
to create jobs and opportunity. As old tasks get automated away, along with
demand for their corresponding skills, the economy must invent new jobs and
industries. Ambitious entrepreneurs are best at this, not well-meaning
government leaders or visionary academics. Thomas Edison, Henry Ford,
Bill Gates, and many others created new industries that more than replaced
the work that was eliminated as farming jobs vanished over the decades. The
current transformation of the economy creates an equally large opportunity.
Entrepreneurship has been an important part of the Econ 101 playbook at
least since economist Joseph Schumpeter’s landmark work, written in the
middle of the twentieth century, on the nature of capitalism and innovation.
Schumpeter put forward our favorite definition of innovation—“the market
introduction of a technical or organisational novelty, not just its invention”—
and, like us, believed that it was an essentially recombinant process, “the

carrying out of new combinations.”11
He also argued that innovation was less likely to take place in incumbent
companies than in the upstarts that were trying to displace them. As he wrote
in The Theory of Economic Development, “New combinations are, as a rule,
embodied . . . in firms which generally do not arise out of the old ones. . . . It
is not the owner of a stage coach who builds railways.”12 Entrepreneurship,
then, is an innovation engine. It’s also a prime source of job growth. In
America, in fact, it appears to be the only thing that’s creating jobs. In a study
published in 2010, Tim Kane of the Kauffman Foundation used Census
Bureau data to divide all U.S. companies into two categories: brand-new
startups and existing firms (those that had been around for at least a year). He
found that for all but seven years between 1977 and 2005, existing firms as a
group were net job destroyers, losing an average of approximately one
million jobs annually.13 Startups, in sharp contrast, created on average a net
three million jobs per year.
Subsequent work by John Haltiwanger, Henry Hyatt, and their colleagues
confirmed that net job creation is much higher at young companies even
though wages are lower.14 Their research also suggests that startups are
responsible for a disproportionate amount of ‘worker churn.’ This sounds like
an unpleasant phenomenon, but it’s not; it’s mainly workers moving laterally
between jobs in search of better opportunities. ‘Churn’ is an important
activity in a healthy economy, but it tends to decrease sharply during
recessions, when people become more reluctant to leave their jobs. The group
found that young companies increased their share of total churn during the
Great Recession and its aftermath, implying that startups provided a muchneeded source of transfer opportunities for workers during a difficult period.
America’s entrepreneurial environment remains the envy of the rest of the
world, but there is troubling evidence that it is becoming less fertile over
time. Kauffman Foundation research conducted by economist Robert Fairlie
found that while the rate of new business formation rose between 1996 and
2011, most of these startups had a single employee: the founder.15 This type
of entrepreneurship actually increased during the Great Recession, indicating
that some entrepreneurs are probably people going into business by
themselves after they’ve lost their jobs. Meanwhile, between 1996 and 2011,
the birth rate of ‘employer establishments’—companies that employ more

than one person at startup—declined by more than 20 percent.
It’s not entirely clear what’s behind this decline, but the climate facing
would-be immigrants might be one factor. In 2012, entrepreneur Vivek
Wadhwa and political scientist AnnaLee Saxenian, along with Francis
Siciliano, revisited the earlier research they had done on immigrant
entrepreneurship. They found that “for the first time in decades, the growth
rate of immigrant-founded companies has stagnated, if not declined. In
comparison with previous decades of increasing immigrant-led
entrepreneurism, the last seven years has witnessed a flattening out of this
trend.”16 The change was especially pronounced in Silicon Valley, where
over half of companies founded from 1995 to 2005 had at least one
immigrant founder. Between 2006 and 2012, that percentage dropped almost
ten points, to 43.9 percent.
Another commonly cited culprit behind depressed entrepreneurship is
excessive regulation. Innovation researcher Michael Mandel has pointed out
that any single regulation might not do much to deter new business
formation, but each one is like another pebble in a stream. Their cumulative
effect can be increasingly damaging as opportunities to work around them are
diminished. There’s pretty good evidence that such ‘regulatory thickets’ are
in fact impeding new business formation. For instance, economists Leora
Klapper, Luc Laeven, and Raghuram Rajan found that higher levels of
regulation reduce startup activity.17 Their research was conducted using
European data, but it seems likely that its conclusions are at least in part
applicable to the United States as well.
We favor reducing unnecessary, redundant, and overly burdensome
regulation, but recognize that this is likely to be slow and difficult work.
First, regulators rarely like giving up authority once it’s granted to them.
Second, those companies and industries protected by existing regulations will
no doubt lobby strenuously to preserve their privileged positions. And third,
separate sets of regulations exist at the federal, state, and municipal levels in
America, so comprehensive change cannot be brought about by any single
entity. The country’s Constitution is clear that most powers related to
commerce rest with the individual states, so prospective entrepreneurs can
likely expect to face a continued patchwork of regulations in many areas.
Still, we believe that it is important to try to reduce the regulatory burden and

make the business environment as welcoming as possible for entrepreneurs.
We don’t expect anyone to duplicate Silicon Valley, but we do think
government, businesses, and individuals can do more to fuel high-growth
entrepreneurship. An intriguing example is the work that Steve Case and the
Kauffman Foundation are doing with the Startup America Partnership. It
seeks to support over thirty entrepreneur-led startup regions, complete with a
‘dating site’ to make it easier for new ventures to partner with Fortune 500
firms that can complement their innovations with marketing, manufacturing,
or distribution networks.

3. Make More Matches
Although job sites like Monster.com and Aftercollege.com and networking
sites like LinkedIn have made it easier for employers and employees to find
one another, the vast majority of our students that graduate each year still rely
primarily on word of mouth recommendations from friends, relatives, and,
yes, professors, to make introductions. We must find ways to reduce the
friction and search costs that make it unnecessarily difficult to match people
with jobs.
LinkedIn is developing a real-time database that describes the skills sought
by companies and matches those skills with the training that students and
other potential employees have. Sometimes simply rewording a few concepts
on a resume can make the difference: companies looking for app developers
for Android phones, for example, may not realize that a software
development class on a student’s resume used that operating system.
Local, national, and global databases of job opportunities and candidates
can have a huge payoff. Too often employers focus narrowly on graduates
from a few schools when there are thousands of equal or better-qualified
candidates. The federal government could use prizes to spur development of
these databases. We should also encourage and support private companies to
develop better algorithms and techniques for identifying skills and matching
them to employers. For instance, a company called Knack, which Erik
advises, has developed a series of games, each of which generates megabytes
of data. By mining the data, Knack can get surprisingly accurate assessments
of the players’ creativity, persistence, extroversion, diligence, and other

characteristics that are hard to discern from a college transcript or even a
face-to-face interview. Other companies such as HireArt and oDesk are also
using analytics to create better matches and less friction in the employment
market. We are also encouraged by the burgeoning use of ratings like
TopCoder scores to provide objective metrics of candidate skills. This makes
it easier for job seekers to find their best niches and for entrepreneurs and
employers to find the talent they need.

4. Support Our Scientists
After rising for a quarter-century, U.S. federal government support for basic
academic research started to fall in 2005.18 This is cause for concern because
economics teaches that basic research has large beneficial externalities. This
fact creates a role for government, and the payoff can be enormous. The
Internet, to take one famous example, was born out of U.S. Defense
Department research into how to build bomb-proof networks. GPS systems,
touchscreen displays, voice recognition software like Apple’s Siri, and many
other digital innovations also arose from basic research sponsored by the
government. It’s pretty safe to say, in fact, that hardware, software, networks,
and robots would not exist in anything like the volume, variety, and forms we
know today without sustained government funding.19 This funding should be
continued, and the recent dispiriting trend of reduced federal funding for
basic research in America should be reversed.
We should also reform the U.S. intellectual property regime, particularly
when it comes to software patents and copyright duration. In any age, but
especially in the second machine age, intellectual property is extremely
important. It’s both a reward for innovation (if someone invents a better
mousetrap, he or she gets to patent it) and an input to it (most new ideas are
recombinations of existing ones). Governments therefore have to strike a
delicate balance; they have to provide enough intellectual property protection
to encourage innovation but not so much that they stifle it. Many of today’s
informed observers conclude that software patents are providing too much
protection. The same is probably true for at least some copyrights; it’s not
clear what public interest is served by laws that ensure Disney’s 1928
“Steamboat Willie” (precursor to Mickey Mouse) remains under copyright,

as does the song “Happy Birthday.”20
PRIZES
Many innovations are of course impossible to describe in advance (that’s
what makes them innovations). But there are also cases where we know
exactly what we’re looking for and just want somebody to invent it. In these
cases, prizes can be especially effective.* Google’s driverless car was a direct
outgrowth of a Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
challenge that offered a one-million-dollar prize for a car that could navigate
a specific course without a human driver. Tom Kalil, Deputy Director for
Policy of the United States Office of Science and Technology Policy,
provides a great playbook for how to run a prize:21
1. Shine a spotlight on a problem or opportunity
2. Pay only for results
3. Target an ambitious goal without predicting which team or
approach is most likely to succeed
4. Reach beyond usual suspects to tap top talent
5. Stimulate private-sector investment many times greater than
the prize purse
6. Bring out-of-discipline perspectives to bear
7. Inspire risk taking by offering a level playing field
8. Establish clear target metrics and validation protocols
Over the past decade, the total federal and private funds earmarked for large
prizes have more than tripled and now surpass $375 million.22 This is great,
but it’s just a tiny fraction of overall government spending on research. There
remains great scope for increasing the volume and variety of innovation
competitions.

5. Upgrade Infrastructure
It’s almost universally agreed among economists that the government should
be involved in building and maintaining infrastructure—streets and

highways, bridges, ports, dams, airports and air traffic control systems, and
so on. This is because, like education and research, infrastructure is subject to
positive externalities.
Excellent infrastructure makes a country a more pleasant place to live, and
also a more productive place in which to do business. Ours, however, is not
in good shape. The American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) gave the
United States an overall infrastructure grade of D+ in 2013, and estimated
that the country has a backlog of over $3.6 trillion in infrastructure
investment.23 However, only a bit more than $2 trillion has been budgeted to
be spent by 2020, leaving a large gap. You might think that the ASCE has an
obvious bias on the question of infrastructure spending, but the data bear
them out. Between 2009 and 2013, public investment in infrastructure fell by
over $120 billion in real terms, to its lowest level since 2001.24
Bringing U.S. infrastructure up to an acceptable grade would be one of the
best investments the country could make in its own future. As we write in
2013, energy prices are dropping, thanks in large part to the domestic shale
oil boom, and wages in countries like China are rising. Because of these and
other factors, we often hear from business leaders something very close to
what Eric Spiegel, the CEO of Siemens USA, said in an interview: “The U.S.
is a great place for manufacturing these days. We’re making things here in
the U.S. that we’re shipping over to China. . . . We just need to make sure
that we’ve . . . got the infrastructure in place to be able to handle the
increased work.”25
There’s an interesting historical wrinkle in discussions about infrastructure
investment. The legendary economist John Maynard Keynes, whose name is
attached to a school of thought that advocates stimulus spending, famously
suggested in 1936 that during recessions the government should put money in
bottles, bury the bottles deep in old coal mines, then sell the rights to dig
them up.26 Doing so, he argued only partly in jest, would “be better than
nothing” because it would create demand during periods when labor and
capital would otherwise go unused. Economists fiercely debate whether or
not this could actually work, but they rarely debate the merits of good roads
and bridges, or of government involvement with them because of positive
externalities. We’re making our argument for infrastructure investment
because of these externalities, independent of any Keynesian stimulus it

might provide, and we’re squarely in the economic mainstream when we do
so.
WELCOME THE WORLD’S TALENT
Any policy shift advocated by both the libertarian Cato Institute and the
progressive Center for American Progress can truly be said to have diverse
support.27 Such is the case for immigration reform, a range of proposed
changes with the broad goal of increasing the numbers of legal foreign-born
workers and citizens in the United States. Generous immigration policies
really are part of the Econ 101 playbook; there is wide agreement among
economists that they benefit not only the immigrants themselves but also the
economy of the country they move to.
Some studies have found that certain workers in the host country,
particularly less skilled ones, are made worse off by immigration because
their wages fall but other research has reached different conclusions.
Economist David Card, for example, evaluated the impact of Cuba’s 1980
Mariel boatlift (a mass emigration of Cubans to the United States approved
by Fidel Castro) on the Miami labor market. Mariel brought over one
hundred thousand people to the city in less than a year and increased its labor
force by 7 percent, yet Card found “virtually no effect on the wages or
unemployment rates of less-skilled workers, even among Cubans who had
immigrated earlier.”28 Economist Rachel Friedberg reached virtually the
same conclusion about mass migration from Russia and the rest of the former
Soviet Union into Israel.29 Despite increasing the country’s population by 12
percent between 1990 and 1994, this immigration had no discernible adverse
effect on Israeli workers.
Despite this and other evidence, concerns persist in America that largescale immigration of unskilled workers, particularly from Mexico and other
Latin American countries and particularly by illegal means, will harm the
economic prospects of the native-born labor force. Since 2007, it appears that
net illegal immigration to the United States is approximately zero, or actually
negative.30 And a study by the Brookings Institution found that highly
educated immigrants now outnumber less educated ones; in 2010, 30 percent
had at least a college education, while only 28 percent lacked the equivalent

of a high school degree.31
Entrepreneurship in America, particularly in technology-intensive sectors
of the economy, is fueled by immigration to an extraordinary degree.
Foreign-born people make up less than 13 percent of the country’s population
in recent years, but between 1995 and 2005 more than 25 percent of all new
engineering and technology companies had at least one immigrant cofounder,
according to research by Wadhwa, Saxenian, and their colleagues.32 These
companies in total had more than $52 billion in 2005 sales, and employed
almost 450,000 people. According to immigration reform advocacy group
Partnership for a New American Economy, between 1990 and 2005, 25
percent of America’s highest-growth companies were founded by foreignborn entrepreneurs.33 As economist Michael Kremer demonstrated in a now
classic paper, increasing the number of immigrant engineers actually leads to
higher, not lower, wages for native-born engineers because immigrants help
creative ecosystems flourish.34 It’s no wonder that wages are higher for good
software designers in Silicon Valley, where they are surrounded by others
with similar and generally complementary skills, rather than in more isolated
parts of the world.
Today, immigrants are having this large and beneficial effect on the
country not because of America’s processes and policies but often despite
them. Immigration to the United States is often described as slow, complex,
inefficient, and highly bureaucratic. Darrell West, a vice president at the
Brookings Institution, wrote a book in 2011 called Brain Gain: Rethinking
U.S. Immigration Policy. But his research didn’t prepare him for his own
Kafkaesque experiences after he married a German woman who then sought
American citizenship. He wrote, “For many immigrants, it is virtually
impossible for them to afford the fees, handle the paperwork, and navigate a
complex bureaucratic process. Even with a Ph.D. in political science, I was
overwhelmed with the complexity of the multiple applications, fees,
documentation, interviews, and trips to the immigration office. . . . American
immigration is a 19th century process in a 21st century world.”35
In addition to broken processes, the United States also has
counterproductive immigration policies. Among technologists, the clearest
example of this is probably the annual cap on the number of H1-B visas
issued. These allow U.S. employers to hire foreign workers in specialty

occupations, usually technical, for up to six years. In the early years of the
twenty-first century as many as 195,000 were issued annually, but the quota
was reduced to 65,000 in 2004 (in 2006 the program was expanded to include
20,000 graduates of American universities).
The H1-B visa program should be further expanded. We like the imagery
of stapling a green card to every advanced diploma awarded to an immigrant.
We also support the creation of a separate ‘startup visa’ category aimed at
making it easier for entrepreneurs, especially those who have already
attracted funding, to launch their ventures in the United States. This idea has
been championed most prominently by American venture capitalists and
business groups, but other countries have taken the lead. Australia, the UK,
and Chile have all launched programs to attract early-stage entrepreneur
immigrants, and in January 2013 Canada announced a full-fledged startup
visa program, the first of its kind in the world.36 Meanwhile, comprehensive
immigration reform stalled in the U.S. Congress in the summer of that same
year.

6. Since We Must Tax, Tax Wisely
In general, taxing something discourages its production. That’s usually
considered a bad thing, but it doesn’t have to be since we can tax things we
want less of. There are also some goods and services that are exceptions to
the rule; taxation doesn’t lead to decreases in the amount of them available.
Economists say that these offerings are provided inelastically with respect to
taxation. We can and should take advantage of this fact.
PIGOVIAN TAXES
A factory might find it really cheap and convenient to dump all of its waste
into the river that flows past it, but the resulting toxic water, dead fish, and
nasty smell are clearly unwanted. Economists call this type of unwanted
effect a negative externality. Many types of pollution are prohibited outright
as a result, but it’s not possible or smart to forbid every type. Utilities have to
generate some pollution when they generate electricity, for example, and
while cars today run much more cleanly than they used to, they still give off

greenhouse gases. It is an unfortunate fact of human life that some types of
production generate ‘bads’ alongside goods.
In cases like these, most economists advocate taxing the pollution. Such
taxes are called “Pigovian” after Arthur Pigou, a British economist of the
early twentieth century who was one of their early champions. The taxes have
two important benefits. First, they reduce the amount of undesirable activity;
if a utility gets taxed based on the amount of sulfur dioxide it releases into the
atmosphere, it has strong incentives to invest in scrubber technology that
leaves the air cleaner. Second, Pigovian taxes raise revenue for the
government, which could be used to compensate those harmed by the
pollution (or for any other purpose). They’re a win-win. Taxes of this type
are popular across the political spectrum and among people in many fields;
members of the “Pigou Club,” a group of advocates identified by economist
Gregory Mankiw, include both Alan Greenspan and Ralph Nader.37
By improving measurement and metering, the technologies of the second
machine age make Pigovian taxes more feasible. Consider traffic congestion.
Each of us imposes a cost on all other drivers when we join an already
overcrowded highway and further slow traffic. At peak hours, traffic on
Interstate 405 in Los Angeles crawls at fourteen miles per hour, more than
quadrupling what should be an eight-minute drive. Congestion pricing, aided
by electronic passes or digital cameras, can dynamically adjust the cost of the
roadway so that drivers would only choose to drive when the total cost
created, including the additional congestion, was less than the value of their
trip.
Congestion-reducing activities like carpooling, off-peak commuting,
bicycling, telecommuting, and mass transit would all increase with
congestion pricing in effect. Already Pigovian principles have been applied to
revenue-generating segments of infrastructure like toll roads and London’s
congestion zone, which reduces traffic and takes in money by charging
motorists to drive into the city center during peak times. Meanwhile,
Singapore has implemented an Electronic Road Pricing System that has
virtually eliminated congestion.
Americans collectively spend over one hundred billion hours stuck in
traffic jams, a testament to the fact that road pricing is not yet widely
adopted. By some estimates, the revenues from optimal congestion pricing

would be enough to eliminate all state taxes in California. In the past, it was
impossible to meter road usage in a cost-effective way, so we settled for
leaving it unpriced and putting up with what resulted: the kinds of long lines
and waiting we rarely saw outside the former Soviet Union for other goods
and services. Digital road pricing systems could help us recapture that lost
time while replacing revenues from other sources.
TAXES ON ECONOMIC RENTS
The supply of some goods, like land, is completely inelastic—there’s the
same amount of land, no matter how heavily it’s taxed. That means that a tax
on the revenues from that good (in other words the ‘economic rents’ from it)
will not reduce its supply. As a result, such taxes are relatively efficient—
they don’t distort incentives or activities. The nineteenth-century economist
Henry George took this insight and argued that we should have just a single
tax, a land tax. While an enticing idea, the reality is that revenues from land
rents aren’t high enough to pay for all government services. Still, they could
pay for more than they currently do, and there are other rents in the economy,
including those from natural resources like government-owned oil and gas
leases, that could be significantly increased.
There’s also an argument that a big part of the very high earnings of many
‘superstars’ are also rents. These questions turn on whether most professional
athletes, CEOs, media personalities, or rock stars are genuinely motivated by
the absolute level of their compensation versus the relative compensation,
their fame, or their intrinsic love of their work. In all likelihood, we could
raise more revenue by increasing marginal tax rates on the highest income
earners, for instance by introducing new tax brackets at the one-million- and
ten-million-dollar levels of annual income. We do not find much evidence
supporting the counter-argument that higher taxes on this population will
harm economic growth by eroding high earners’ initiative. In fact, research
by our MIT colleague and Nobel Prize–winning economist Peter Diamond, in
partnership with Clark Medal winner Emmanuel Saez, suggests that optimal
tax rates at the very top of the income distribution might be as high as 76
percent.38 While we don’t see the need for that level of taxation, we do take
comfort from the fact that the last time income taxes were substantially raised

under Bill Clinton, the economy grew rapidly in the years that followed.
Indeed, as noted by economist Menzie Chinn, there is no visible relationship
between top tax rates and overall economic growth, at least in the ranges the
U.S. experienced.39
We don’t pretend that the policies we advocate here will be easy to adopt
in the current political climate, or that if they somehow were all adopted they
would immediately bring back full employment and rising average wages.
We know that these are challenging times; many people have seen their
fortunes suffer during the Great Recession and subsequent slow recovery and
are being left behind by the twin forces of technology and globalization.
Inequality and other forms of spread are increasing, and everyone is not
sharing in all the types of bounty the economy is generating.
The policy recommendations we outline above share one simple and
modest goal: bringing about higher rates of overall economic growth. If this
happens, the prospects of workers and job seekers alike will improve.

* The same is true for textbooks by Krugman and Wells, Cowen and Tabarrok, Nordhaus, and
on and on.
* This was from a posting he put on his Facebook wall—sometimes the medium is part of the
message.
* Prizes have a long history going back to the Longitude Prize offered by act of the British
Parliament in 1714. While latitude was relatively easy to calculate, longitude was a bigger
problem, especially during long ocean voyages. A series of prizes totaling over one hundred
thousand British pounds motivated major advances throughout the 1700s in the measurement
of longitude. In 1919, the twenty-five-thousand-dollar Orteig Prize for a nonstop transatlantic
flight motivated a series of aviation innovations, culminating in Charles Lindbergh’s successful
flight in 1927.

“Work saves a man from three great evils: boredom, vice, and need.”
—Voltaire

THE RECOMMENDATIONS WE MADE in the previous chapter will help boost the
bounty and reduce or reverse the spread. But as we move deeper into the
second machine age and the second half of the chessboard, will the Econ 101
playbook be enough to maintain healthy wage and job prospects?
As we look further ahead—into the 2020s and beyond—we see androids.
They don’t look like the machines in the Matrix or Terminator movies—
some don’t even have physical bodies; they’re not going to declare war on us,
and they’re not going to replace all human workers, or even most of them, in
the next few years. But as we’ve seen in earlier chapters, technology is
steadily encroaching on humans’ skills and abilities. So what should we do
about the fact that the androids are coming? What are the right policies and
interventions going forward?

Please, No Politburos
Let’s start by being humble. History is littered with unintended and
sometimes tragic side effects of well-intentioned social and economic
policies. It’s difficult to know in advance exactly which changes will be most
disruptive, which will be implemented with unexpected ease, and how people
will react in an environment that has never before been observed.
Caveats aside, we do have some ideas about how to proceed, and how not
to. We do not think the right policy would be to try to halt the march of
technology, or to somehow disable the mix of exponential, digital,
combinatorial innovation taking place at present. Doing so would be about as
bad an idea as locking all the schools and burning all the scientific journals.
At best, such moves would ensure the status quo at the expense of betterment
or progress. As the technologist Tim O’Reilly puts it, they’d be efforts to
protect the past against the future.1 So would attempts to protect today’s jobs
by short-circuiting tomorrow’s technologies. We need to let the technologies
of the second machine age do their work and find ways to deal with the
challenges they will bring with them.
We are also skeptical of efforts to come up with fundamental alternatives

to capitalism. By ‘capitalism’ here, we mean a decentralized economic
system of production and exchange in which most of the means of production
are in private hands (as opposed to belonging to the government), where most
exchange is voluntary (no one can force you to sign a contract against your
will), and where most goods have prices that vary based on relative supply
and demand instead of being fixed by a central authority. All of these features
exist in most economies around the world today. Many are even in place in
today’s China, which is still officially communist.
These features are so widespread because they work so well. Capitalism
allocates resources, generates innovation, rewards effort, and builds affluence
with high efficiency, and these are extraordinarily important things to do well
in a society. As a system capitalism is not perfect, but it’s far better than the
alternatives. Winston Churchill said that, “Democracy is the worst form of
government except for all those others that have been tried.”2 We believe the
same about capitalism.
The element that’s most likely to change, and to present challenges, is one
that we have not mentioned yet: in today’s capitalist economies, most people
acquire money to buy things by offering their labor to the economy. Most of
us are laborers, not owners of capital. If our android thought experiment is
correct, though, this long-standing exchange will become less feasible over
time. As digital labor becomes more pervasive, capable, and powerful,
companies will be increasingly unwilling to pay people wages that they’ll
accept and that will allow them to maintain the standard of living to which
they’ve been accustomed. When this happens, they remain unemployed. This
is bad news for the economy, since unemployed people don’t create much
demand for goods and overall growth slows down. Weak demand can lead to
further deterioration in wages and unemployment as well as less investment
in human capital and in equipment, and a vicious cycle can take hold.

Revisiting the Basic Income
A number of economists have been concerned about this possible failure
mode of capitalism. Many of them have proposed the same simple solution:
give people money. The easiest way to do this would have the government
distribute an equal amount of money to everyone in the country each year,

without doing any means of testing or other evaluation of who needs the
money or who should get more or less. This ‘basic income’ scheme, its
proponents argue, is comparatively straightforward to administer, and it
preserves the elements of capitalism that work well while addressing the
problem that some people can’t make a living by offering their labor. The
basic income assures that everyone has a minimum standard of living. If
people want to improve on it by working, investing, starting a company, or
doing any of the other activities of the capitalist engine they certainly can, but
even if they don’t they will still be able to act as consumers, since they will
still receive money.
Basic income is not part of mainstream policy discussions today, but it has
a surprisingly long history and came remarkably close to reality in twentiethcentury America. One of its early proponents was the English-American
political activist Thomas Paine, who advocated in his 1797 pamphlet
Agrarian Justice that everyone should be given a lump sum of money upon
reaching adulthood to compensate for the unjust fact that some people were
born into landowning families while others were not. Later advocates
included philosopher Bertrand Russell and civil rights leader Martin Luther
King, Jr., who wrote in 1967, “I am now convinced that the simplest
approach will prove to be the most effective—the solution to poverty is to
abolish it directly by a now widely discussed measure: the guaranteed
income.”3
Many economists on both the left and the right have agreed with King.
Liberals including James Tobin, Paul Samuelson, and John Kenneth
Galbraith and conservatives like Milton Friedman and Friedrich Hayek have
all advocated income guarantees in one form or another, and in 1968 more
than 1,200 economists signed a letter in support of the concept addressed to
the U.S. Congress.4
The president elected that year, Republican Richard Nixon, tried
throughout his first term in office to enact it into law. In a 1969 speech he
proposed a Family Assistance Plan that had many features of a basic income
program. The plan had support across the ideological spectrum, but it also
faced a large and diverse group of opponents.5 Caseworkers and other
administrators of existing welfare programs feared that their jobs would be
eliminated under the new regime; some labor leaders thought that it would

erode support for minimum wage legislation; and many working Americans
didn’t like the idea of their tax dollars going to people who could work, but
chose not to. By the time of his 1972 reelection campaign, Nixon had
abandoned the Family Assistance Plan, and universal income guarantee
programs have not been seriously discussed by federal elected officials and
policymakers since then.*

Avoiding the Three Great Evils
Will we need to revisit the idea of a basic income in the decades to come?
Maybe, but it’s not our first choice. Voltaire beautifully summarized why not
when he made the observation quoted at the start of this chapter: “Work saves
a man from three great evils: boredom, vice, and need.”6 A guaranteed
universal income takes care of need, but not the other two. And just about all
the research and evidence we’ve looked at has convinced us that Voltaire was
right. It’s tremendously important for people to work not just because that’s
how they get their money, but also because it’s one of the principal ways they
get many other important things: self-worth, community, engagement,
healthy values, structure, and dignity, to name just a few.
Whether the focus is on the individual or the community, the conclusion is
the same: work is beneficial. At the individual level there has been a great
deal of research into what makes people feel fulfilled, content, and happy. In
his book Drive, Daniel Pink summarizes the three key motivations from the
research literature: mastery, autonomy, and purpose.7 The last of these was
emphasized by an older worker quoted in a February 2013 story about the
pros and cons of the warehouse jobs online retail giant Amazon was creating
in the UK: “It gives you your pride back. That’s what it gives you. Your pride
back.”8 His view is strongly supported by the work of economist Andrew
Oswald, who found that joblessness lasting six months or longer harms
feelings of well-being and other measures of mental health about as much as
the death of a spouse, and that little of this decline is due to the loss of
income; instead, it arises from a loss of self-worth.9
A survey of people in many countries conducted by the Gallup polling
organization confirmed the fundamental desire for work. As Gallup CEO Jim
Clifton puts it in his book The Coming Jobs War, “The primary will of the

world is no longer about peace or freedom or even democracy; it is not about
having a family, and it is neither about God nor about owning a home or land.
The will of the world is first and foremost to have a good job. Everything else
comes after that.”10 It seems that all around the world, people want to escape
the evils of boredom, vice, and need and instead find mastery, autonomy, and
purpose by working.
A lack of work harms not just individuals but entire communities.
Sociologist William Julius Wilson summarized a long career’s worth of
findings in his 1996 book When Work Disappears. His conclusions are
unequivocal:
The consequences of high neighborhood joblessness are more devastating than those
of high neighborhood poverty. A neighborhood in which people are poor but employed is
different from a neighborhood in which many people are poor and jobless. Many of
today’s problems in the inner-city ghetto neighborhoods—crime, family dissolution,
welfare, low levels of social organization, and so on—are fundamentally a consequence
of the disappearance of work.11

In his 2012 book Coming Apart, social researcher Charles Murray put
numbers to the problems Wilson described and also showed that they weren’t
confined to inner cities or largely minority neighborhoods. Instead, they were
squarely part of mainstream white America. Murray identified two groups.
The first comprises Americans with at least a college education and a
professional or managerial job; these are dubbed residents of the hypothetical
town ‘Belmont,’ named after a prosperous suburb of Boston. The second
group consists of those with no more than a high school education and a bluecollar or clerical job; these are residents of ‘Fishtown,’ named after a
working-class suburb of Philadelphia. In 2010 approximately 30 percent of
the American workforce lived in Belmont, 20 percent in Fishtown.12
Using a variety of data sources, Murray tracked what happened in
Belmont and Fishtown from 1960 to 2010. At the start of that time span the
two towns were not that far apart in most measures that track the health of a
community—marriage, divorce, crime, etc.—and they were also both full of
people that worked. In 1960, 90 percent of Belmont households had at least
one adult working forty or more hours a week, as did 81 percent of Fishtown
households. By 2010 the situation had changed drastically for one of the
communities. While 87 percent of Belmont households still had at least one
person working that much, only 53 percent of Fishtown households did.

What else changed in Fishtown? Many things, none of them good.
Marriages became less happy, and less common. In 1960, only about 5
percent of Fishtowners between the ages of thirty and forty-nine were
divorced or separated; by 2010, a third of them were. Over time, many fewer
children in Fishtown grew up in two-parent homes; by 2004, the figure had
dropped below 30 percent. And incarceration rates skyrocketed; in 1974, 213
out of every 100,000 Fishtowners were in prison. That number grew more
than fourfold, to 957, over the next thirty years. Belmont also saw negative
changes in some of these areas, but they were tiny in comparison. As late as
2004, for example, fully 90 percent of children in Belmont were still living
with both of their biological parents.
The disappearance of work was not the only force driving Belmont and
Fishtown apart—Murray himself focuses on other factors13—but we believe
it is a very important one. The evidence suggests that communities in which
people are working are much healthier than communities where work is
scarce, all other things being equal. So we support policies that encourage
work, even as the second machine age progresses.
And we see two pieces of good news here. The first is that economists
have developed interventions that encourage and reward work in ways that a
basic income guarantee alone does not. The second is that innovators and
entrepreneurs have developed technologies not only to substitute for human
labor but also to complement it. In other words, digital tools are not just
taking work out of the economy; they’re also providing new opportunities for
people to contribute work to it. As technology keeps racing ahead the best
approach is to combine these two pieces of good news and try to maintain an
economy of workers. Doing so will address all three of Voltaire’s evils and
give us a much better chance of maintaining not only a bounteous economy,
but also a healthy society.

Better Than Basic: The Negative Income Tax
The Nobel Prize–winning conservative economist Milton Friedman did not
advocate many government interventions, but he was in favor of what he
termed a ‘negative income tax’ to help the poor. As he explained it in a 1968
television appearance:

Under present law we have a positive Income Tax that everybody knows about. . . .
[U]nder the Positive Income Tax if you happen to be the head of a family of four, for
example, and you have $3,000 of income, you neither pay a tax nor receive any benefit
from it. You’re just on the break-even point. Suppose you have an income of $4,000.
Then you have $1,000 of positive taxable income, on which at current rates (14%) you
pay $140.00 in tax. Suppose today you had an income of $2,000. Well then you’re
entitled to deductions and exemptions of $3,000, you have an income of $2,000. You
have a negative . . . taxable income of $1,000. But currently under present law you get
no benefit of those unused deductions. The idea of a Negative Income Tax is that, when
your income is below the break-even point, you would get a fraction of it as a payment
“from” the government. You would receive the funds instead of paying them.14

To finish his example, if the negative income tax rate were 50 percent, the
person making $2,000 would get $500 back from the government, which is
$1,000 (the negative taxable income) times .50 (the 50-percent negative
income tax rate), and would thus have total income for that year of $2,500. A
person with zero income would get $1,500 from the government, since they
had $3,000 of negative taxable income.
The negative income tax combines a guaranteed minimum income with an
incentive to work. Below the cutoff point in the example (which was $3,000
in 1968 but would be about $20,000 in 2013 dollars), every dollar earned still
increases total income by $1.50. This encourages people to start working and
keep finding more work to do, even if the wages they receive for this work
are low. It also encourages them to file tax returns and so become part of the
visible mainstream workforce. In addition, it is relatively straightforward to
administer, making use of the existing infrastructure for filing taxes and
distributing refunds.
For all these reasons, we like the idea of a negative income tax. At present,
the American federal tax system includes a related idea called the Earned
Income Tax Credit, or EITC. Compared to Freidman’s forty-year-old
proposal, however, the EITC is small; in 2012 it maxed out at less than
$6,000 for families with three or more qualifying children and less than $500
for families with no children. In addition, it cannot be used by people who
have no income. Even though it’s small, though, the EITC is still powerful:
research by economists Raj Chetty and Nathaniel Hendren at Harvard, along
with Patrick Kline and Emmanuel Saez at Berkeley, suggests that states with
more generous EITC policies also have significantly greater intergenerational
mobility.15

We support turning the EITC into a full-fledged negative income tax by
making it larger and making it universal. We also think claiming the EITC
should be made easier and more obvious. Approximately 20 percent of
eligible taxpayers don’t take advantage of it, probably because they aren’t
aware of its existence or are put off by its complexity.16
The EITC is really a subsidy on labor, paying a bonus dollar of labor
income. It puts into practice some of the oldest economic advice of all: tax
things you want to see less of, and subsidize things you want to see more of.
We tax cigarettes and gas-guzzling cars, for example, and subsidize solar
panel installations.17 The idea, of course, is that the tax will decrease the
incidence of the undesirable activity (smoking cigarettes, driving a gasguzzler) by making it more expensive, while the subsidy will have exactly the
opposite effect. We agree with our MIT colleague Tom Kochan, who thinks
of unemployment as a kind of “market failure,” or externality. That means
that the benefits of increasing employment—reduced crime, greater
investment, and stronger communities—extend to people throughout society,
not just the employer or employee who are party to the employment contract.
If unemployment creates negative externalities, then we should reward
employment instead of taxing it.
It’s not always possible to follow this advice. The U.S. government taxes
labor not because it wants people to be idle but because it needs to raise
money somehow, and income and labor taxes have historically been the
preferred method. The income tax first appeared during the Civil War and
was made permanent in 1913 by the Sixteenth Amendment to the
Constitution.18 By 2010, over 80 percent of all revenue collected by the
federal government came from individual income taxes and payroll taxes. In
turn, payroll taxes fall into two categories. The first are payroll taxes withheld
by employers from their employees’ wages; the second are per-employee
taxes charged to the employers themselves. Payroll taxes, which fund
programs like Medicare, Social Security, and unemployment insurance,
accounted for only about 10 percent of federal tax revenue early in the 1950s
but now make up about 40 percent, an amount roughly equal to that raised by
the individual income tax.19
While income taxes are not meant to discourage work and employment,
they can still have this effect. Payroll taxes can lead to similar shifts, and by

design mainly affect people with low and middle incomes.20 They can cause
organizations to move away from hiring additional domestic employees, and
instead outsource work or make use of part-time contractors. As digital
technologies keep acquiring new skills and capabilities, these same
organizations will increasingly have another option: they’ll be able to make
use of digital laborers rather than humans. The more expensive human labor
is, the more readily employers will switch over to machines. And since
payroll taxes make human labor more expensive, they’ll very likely have the
effect of hastening this switch. Mandates like employer-provided health care
coverage have the same effect; they too appear as a tax on human labor and
so discourages it, all other things being equal.21
We bring up these points not because we dislike Social Security or health
care coverage. We like both of them a great deal and want them to continue.
We simply point out that these and other popular programs are financed, in
whole or in part, by taxes on labor. This might have been an appropriate idea
when there were no viable alternatives to humans for most jobs, but that is no
longer the case. The better machines become at substituting for human labor,
the bigger negative effect any tax or mandate will have on human
employment.
So in addition to subsidizing work via a negative income tax, we also
support not taxing work as much in the first place and reducing burdens and
mandates on employers. Like so much else at the intersection of economics
and policy, this is easy to say and extremely hard to enact. How else, if not by
taxes on labor, are expensive, popular, and important programs like Social
Security and Medicare to be funded? How is health care coverage to be
provided if not by employers?
We don’t claim to have all the answers to these critical questions, but we
do know that the economist’s toolkit contains other kinds of taxes besides
those on labor. As discussed in the last chapter, these include Pigovian taxes
on pollution and other negative externalities, consumption taxes, and the
value-added tax (VAT), which companies pay based on the difference
between their costs (labor, raw materials, and so on) and the prices they
charge customers. A VAT has several attractive properties—it’s relatively
straightforward to collect, adjustable, and lucrative—but is not currently used
in the United States. In fact, America is the only one of the thirty-four nations

in the OECD without one. Economist Bruce Bartlett, legal scholar Michael
Graetz, and others have put together alternatives to the current American tax
system that rely heavily on a VAT.22 We think these are valuable
contributions to the discussion about how to best pay for government services
in the second machine age, and deserve serious consideration.

The Peer Economy and Artificial Artificial Intelligence
Changing the subsidies and taxes on labor might seem like a short-term
solution. After all, isn’t the second machine age defined by relentless
automation that will lead to a largely or completely postwork economy?
We’ve argued here that in many domains it is. But, as we’ve also
hopefully shown, people have skills and abilities that are not yet automated.
They may become automatable at some point but this hasn’t started in any
serious way thus far, which leads us to believe that it will take a while. We
think we’ll have human data scientists, conference organizers, divisional
managers, nurses, and busboys for some time to come.
And as we discussed previously, people still have much to offer even in
heavily automated domains. Although no person now can beat the best chess
computer, for example, the right mix of human and digital labor easily beats
it. So it’s not the case that people cease to be valuable the instant computers
surpass them in a domain. They can be enormously useful once they’ve
paired up to race with machines, instead of against them.
We see this even in heavily automated fields like computer search. As
Steve Lohr explained in a March 2013 New York Times story,
[W]hen Mitt Romney talked of cutting government money for public broadcasting in a
presidential debate last fall and mentioned Big Bird, [Twitter] messages with that phrase
surged. Human judges recognized instantly that “Big Bird,” in that context and at that
moment, was mainly a political comment, not a reference to “Sesame Street,” and that
politics-related messages should pop up when someone searched for “Big Bird.” People
can understand such references more accurately and quickly than software can, and
their judgments are fed immediately into Twitter’s search algorithm. . . .
Other human helpers, known as evaluators or raters, help Google develop tweaks to
its search algorithm, a powerhouse of automation, fielding 100 billion queries a
month[.]23

So even though the algorithms are getting better, they can’t do it alone. This

insight has led to new, technology-based ways to organize and accomplish
work.
In the middle of the last decade, the online retail giant Amazon realized
that there were more than a few duplicates among its millions of pages
describing products for sale. Algorithms alone didn’t do a great job of finding
them all, so a team led by employee Peter Cohen built software that showed
possible duplicates to human beings and let them make the final
determination.24 Cohen and Amazon soon realized that this was a generally
useful innovation. It took a large problem (finding the duplicates among
millions of pages), broke it down into many small tasks (are these two pages
duplicates?), sent the tasks out to a large group of people, collected their
responses, and used them to make progress on the problem (eliminating the
duplicates).
The software was originally intended only for internal use, but in
November of 2005 Amazon released it to the public under the name
Mechanical Turk, in honor of a famous eighteenth-century chess-playing
‘robot’ that turned out to have a human inside it.25 The Mechanical Turk
software was similar to this automaton in that it too appeared to accomplish
tasks automatically, but in reality made use of human labor. It was an
example of what Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos called “artificial artificial
intelligence,” and another way for people to race with machines, although not
one with particularly high wages.26
Mechanical Turk, which quickly became popular, was an early instance of
what came to be called crowdsourcing, defined by communications scholar
Daren Brabham as “an online, distributed problem-solving and production
model.”27 This model is interesting because instead of using technology to
automate a process, crowdsourcing makes it deliberately labor intensive. The
labor is provided not by a preidentified group of employees, as is the case
with most industrial processes, but instead by one or more people (often
many more), not identified in advance, who choose to participate.
In less than a decade, crowdsourced production has become an important
phenomenon. In fact, it’s given rise to a large new crop of companies, often
grouped together as the ‘peer economy.’ Peer economy companies satisfy
their customers’ requests by crowdsourcing them. Some of the graphs you
see in this book, for example, were generated or improved by people we’d

never met before. We found them by posting a request for help with the task
to TaskRabbit, a company founded by software engineer Leah Busque in
2008. Busque got the idea for TaskRabbit after she ran out of dog food one
night and realized that there was no quick and easy way for her to use the
Internet to find (and pay) someone willing to pick some up for her.28
That same year, Joe Gebbia, Brian Chesky, and Nathan Blecharczyk also
launched a website that used the Internet and the crowd to better match
supply and demand. In their case, the demand was not for help with a task,
but instead for a place to stay. The site, Airbedand-breakfast.com, allowed
people to offer rooms in their homes to visitors; it grew out of an experience
that Gebbia and Chesky had offering space in their apartment to attendees of
a 2007 design conference in San Francisco, where affordable hotel rooms
were scarce.
The service they built, which was renamed Airbnb.com in 2009, quickly
became popular. On New Year’s Eve of 2012, for example, over 140,000
people around the world stayed in places booked via Airbnb; this is 50
percent more than could be accommodated in all the hotels on the Las Vegas
Strip.29 TaskRabbit also grew quickly; by January 2013 the company was
reporting “month-over-month transactional growth in the double digits.”30
TaskRabbit allows people to offer their labor to the crowd while Airbnb
lets them offer an asset. The peer economy now includes many examples of
both types of company. Crowdsourced labor markets exist in specific
domains like programming, design, and cleaning, as well as for general task
execution. And people now use websites and apps to rent out their cameras,
tools, bicycles, parking spaces, dog kennels, and almost anything else they
might own.
Some services bring these two models together and let people offer a
combination of labor and assets over the Internet. When Andy needed to have
his motorcycle towed to another state in 2010, he found the right person for
the job—someone with both time and a trailer on their hands—on uShip.
Lyft, founded in 2011, allows people to effectively turn their cars into taxis
whenever they want, giving crosstown rides to others. In an effort to avoid
opposition from taxi regulators and other authorities, Lyft does not set fees or
rates. It instead suggests to customers a ‘donation’ that they should offer to
the person who just gave them a lift.

As the story of Lyft highlights, there are many legal and regulatory issues
that will need to be resolved as the peer economy grows. While we certainly
acknowledge the need to ensure public safety, we hope that regulation in this
new area will not be stifling and that the peer economy will continue to grow.
We like the efficiency gains and price declines that crowdsourcing brings, but
we also like the work that it brings. Participation in services like TaskRabbit
and Airbnb gives people previously unavailable economic opportunities, and
it also gives them something to do. It therefore has the potential to address all
three of Voltaire’s “great evils,” and so should be encouraged by policy,
regulation, incentives like the ETIC, and other available levers.
The peer economy is still new and still small, both relative to GDP and in
absolute terms. In April 2013, for example, TaskRabbit was adding one
thousand new people each month to its network of approved task
completers.31 This is encouraging, but that same month there were nearly 4.5
million Americans who had been out of work for at least twenty-seven
weeks.32 Comparisons like this strongly suggest that crowdsourcing does not
yet play a significant role in reducing unemployment and bringing work to
the economy as a whole.
This fact does not mean that the peer economy should not be encouraged
and supported. Quite the opposite. The best solutions—probably, in fact, the
only real solutions—to the labor force challenges that will arise in the future
will come from markets and capitalism, and from the technology-enabled
creations of innovators and entrepreneurs. Peer economy companies are
examples of innovations that increase the value of human labor rather than
reducing it. Because we believe that work is so important, we believe that
policy makers should encourage such creations.

Wild Ideas Welcomed
We’ve discussed the future and how to shape it with a variety of
technologists and labor leaders, with economists and sociologists, with
entrepreneurs and retail clerks, and even with science-fiction authors, and
we’ve been impressed with the breadth of ideas offered. This brainstorming
is valuable because we are going to need more novel and radical ideas—more
‘out-of-the-box thinking’—to deal with the consequences of technological

progress. Here are a few of the ideas we’ve heard. We include them not
necessarily to endorse them, but instead to spur further thinking about what
kinds of interventions will be effective as machines continue to race ahead.
• Create a national mutual fund distributing the ownership of
capital widely and perhaps inalienably, providing a dividend
stream to all citizens and assuring the capital returns do not
become highly concentrated.
• Use taxes, regulation, contests, grand challenges, or other
incentives to try to direct technical change toward machines
that augment human ability rather than substitute for it, toward
new goods and services and away from labor savings.
• Pay people via nonprofits and other organizations to do ‘socially
beneficial’ tasks, as determined by a democratic process.
• Nurture or celebrate special categories of work to be done by
humans only. For instance, care for babies and young children,
or perhaps the dying, might fall into this category.
• Start a ‘made by humans’ labeling movement, similar to those
now in place for organic foods, or award credits for companies
that employ humans, similar to the carbon offsets that can be
purchased. If some consumers wanted to increase the demand
for human workers, such labels or credits would let them do so.
• Provide vouchers for basic necessities like food, clothing, and
housing, eliminating the extremes of poverty but letting the
market manage income above that level.
• Ramp up hiring by the government via programs like the
Depression-era Civilian Conservation Corps to clean up the
environment, build infrastructure, and address other public
goods. A variant is to increase the role of ‘workfare,’ i.e., direct
payments tied to a work requirement.
Each of these ideas has promising aspects as well as flaws. We don’t doubt
that there may be other ideas that would be even more effective.*
Of course, theorizing alone has its limits. Perhaps the best advice we can
give is to encourage policy experimentation and seek opportunities to

systematically test ideas and learn from both successes and failures. In fact,
there are individuals, industries, and even whole nations where some aspects
of second-machine-age economics are visible today. There are lessons to be
learned. For instance: How do lottery winners react to not having to work
anymore? (Hint: not always well.) What can we learn from industries with a
concentration of high-income superstars like professional sports, motion
pictures, and music? What challenges and opportunities do citizens of nations
like Norway and the United Arab Emirates face when they have access to
enormous wealth as a birthright via sovereign wealth funds? What were the
institutions and incentives that helped some children of wealthy landowners
in the seventeenth century go on to lead happy, inventive, and creative lives,
while others did not?
In the coming decade, we will have the good fortune to witness a wave of
astonishing technologies unleashed. They will require changes in our
economic institutions and intuitions. By maximizing the flexibility of our
systems and mental models, we will be in the best position to identify and
implement these changes. A willingness to learn from others’ ideas and adapt
our own practices—to have open minds and open systems—will be the
hallmarks of success.

* The state of Alaska, however, set up a form of guaranteed income for its residents in 1980,
when it passed legislation establishing universal dividends from its Permanent Fund. The
Fund was set up in 1976 to manage the state’s share of its abundant oil wealth; four years
later, Alaskans decided that a portion of this wealth should be distributed each year in the
form of dividend checks.
* We’re interested in hearing which ideas you like best, and others you would like to suggest.
Contact us at www.SecondMachineAge.com to share your insights.

“The machine does not isolate man from the great problems of nature but plunges
him more deeply into them.”
—Antoine de Saint-Exupery

IT’S ONE OF HUMANITY’S most ancient fantasies: that someday we can all have
our material needs fulfilled without drudgery, freeing us to pursue our true
interests, amusements, or passions. And that someday, no one will have to
toil at an unpleasant task because food, clothing, shelter, and all the other
basics for living will be provided by automated servants that do all our
bidding. It makes for some great stories. But for most of history, they’ve been
just that: legends and myths populated by fantastical automatons made of
clay (like the Jewish golem or Norse giant Mokkerkalfe, built to battle Thor),
gold (in the Iliad, Homer describes the servants and self-driving tripods built
from the precious metal by the god Hephaestus), or leather and wood (the
flesh and bone of the artificial man made by craftsman Yanshi in the ancient
Chinese Liezi text). The materials change, but the dream remains the same.
To at last make real the dream of human freedom via machine labor, we’re
using silicon, metal, and plastic. These are the key physical ingredients of the
second machine age, at the heart of the digital computers, cables, and sensors
being built and deployed with such speed all around the world.
What they’re enabling is something without precedent. For all previous
generations, when people thought of the best minds of their time working
with available materials to make artificial helpers, all they could come up
with were stories.
Our generation is different.
Now when we imagine a machine doing a human task, we can be
confident that if the automaton doesn’t already exist there’s at least a good
chance that someone in a lab or garage somewhere is tinkering with version
0.1. Over the past three years, the two of us have visited a lot of these
innovators and their workshops, and we’ve been astonished by the brilliant
technologies of the second machine age.
After surveying the landscape, we are convinced that we are at an
inflection point—the early stages of a shift as profound as that brought on by
the Industrial Revolution. Not only are the new technologies exponential,
digital, and combinatorial, but most of the gains are still ahead of us. In the
next twenty-four months, the planet will add more computer power than it did

in all previous history. Over the next twenty-four years, the increase will
likely be over a thousand-fold. We’ve already digitized exabytes of
information, but the amount of data that’s being digitized is growing even
faster than Moore’s Law.
Our generation will likely have the good fortune to experience two of the
most amazing events in history: the creation of true machine intelligence and
the connection of all humans via a common digital network, transforming the
planet’s economics. Innovators, entrepreneurs, scientists, tinkerers, and many
other types of geeks will take advantage of this cornucopia to build
technologies that astonish us, delight us, and work for us. Over and over
again, they’ll show how right Arthur C. Clarke was when he observed that a
sufficiently advanced technology can be indistinguishable from magic.

The Risks We’ll Run
As we’ve seen, however, not all the news is good. The middle chapters of this
book have shown that while the bounty brought by technology is increasing,
so is the spread. And greater spread is not the only possible negative
consequence of the coming era of brilliant technology. Our era will face other
challenges, ones that are not rooted in economics.
As we move deeper into the second machine age these perils, from both
accident and malice, will become greater while material wants and needs are
likely to be relatively less important. We will be increasingly concerned with
questions about catastrophic events, genuine existential risks, freedom versus
tyranny, and other ways that technology can have unintended or unexpected
side effects.
The sheer density and complexity of our digital world brings risk with it.
Our technological infrastructure is becoming ever more complicated and
interlinked. The Internet and intranets, for example, now connect not just
people and computers but also televisions, thermostats, burglar alarms,
industrial sensors and controls, locomotives, automobiles, and an uncountable
multitude of other devices. Many of these provide feedback to one another,
and most rely on a few common subsystems like the routers that direct
Internet traffic.
Any system this complex and tightly coupled has two related weaknesses.

First, it’s subject to seeing minor initial flaws cascade via an unpredictable
sequence into something much larger and more damaging. Such a cascade,
which sociologist Charles Perrow labeled a ‘system accident’ or ‘normal
accident,’ characterized the 1979 meltdown of the Three Mile Island nuclear
plant, the August 2003 electrical blackout that affected forty-five million
people throughout the U.S. Northeast, and many other incidents.1
Second, complex, tightly coupled systems make tempting targets for spies,
criminals, and those who seek to wreak havoc. A recent example here is the
Stuxnet computer worm, which may have been incubated in government labs.
In 2010 Stuxnet hobbled at least one Iranian nuclear facility by perverting the
control systems of its Siemens industrial equipment. The worm entered its
target sites and spread through them by jumping harmlessly from PC to PC;
when it spotted an opportunity, it crossed over to the Siemens machines and
did its damage there.2
Until recently, our species did not have the ability to destroy itself. Today
it does. What’s more, that power will reach the hands of more and more
individuals as technologies become both more powerful and cheaper—and
thus more ubiquitous. Not all of those individuals will be both sane and well
intentioned. As Bill Joy and others have noted, genetic engineering and
artificial intelligence can create self-replicating entities.3 That means that
someone working in a basement laboratory might someday use one of these
technologies to unleash destructive forces that affect the entire planet. The
same scientific breakthroughs in genome sequencing that can be used to cure
disease can also be used to create a weaponized version of the smallpox
virus.4 Computer programs can also self-replicate, becoming digital viruses,
so the same global network that spreads ideas and innovations can also
spread destruction. The physical limits on how much damage any individual
or small group could do are becoming less and less constrained. Will our
ability to detect and counteract destructive uses of technology advance
rapidly enough to keep us safe? That will be an increasingly important
question to answer.
George Orwell, William Gibson, and others have described dystopian
scenarios involving the loss of freedom and the use of technology to
empower despotic rulers and control information flows. Eric Schmidt and
Jared Cohen describe some of these technologies, as well as

countermeasures, in their book, The New Digital Age. The same tools that
make it possible to monitor the world in greater detail also give governments
and their adversaries the ability to monitor what people are doing and who
they are communicating with. There’s a genuine tension between our ability
to know more and our ability to prevent others from knowing about us. When
information was mostly analog and local, the laws of physics created an
automatic zone of privacy. In a digital world, privacy requires explicitly
designed institutions, incentives, laws, technologies, or norms about which
information flows are permitted or prevented and which are encouraged or
discouraged.
There are myriad other ways that technology can have unexpected side
effects, from addictive gaming and digital distractions to the
cyberbalkanization of interest groups, from social isolation to environmental
degradation.5 Even seemingly benevolent inventions, like a technology that
dramatically increased longevity, would create enormous social upheaval.*

Is the Singularity Near?
The final, and most far-out, possibility is another sci-fi staple: the
development of fully conscious machines. There are two main strands of
thinking—one dystopian, one utopian—about what will happen when
computers and robots get ‘real’ minds. The dystopian one finds expression in
the Terminator and Matrix movies and countless other pieces of science
fiction. It makes for compelling entertainment, and it seems more and more
plausible as technology continues to advance and demonstrate human-like
capabilities. Teamwork, after all, is another of these capabilities, so why
wouldn’t future versions of Watson, the Google autonomous car, the BigDog
robot from Boston Dynamics, drone aircraft, and lots of other smart machines
decide to work together? And if they did, wouldn’t they soon realize that we
humans treat our technologies pretty poorly, scrapping them without a second
thought? Self-preservation alone would plausibly motivate this digital army
to fight against us (perhaps using Siri as an interpreter for the enemy).
In utopian versions of digital consciousness, we humans don’t fight with
machines; we join with them, uploading our brains into the cloud and
otherwise becoming part of a “technological singularity.” This is a term

coined in 1983 by science-fiction author Vernor Vinge, who predicted that,
“We will soon create intelligences greater than our own. . . . When this
happens, human history will have reached a kind of singularity, an
intellectual transition as impenetrable as the knotted space-time at the center
of a black hole, and the world will pass far beyond our understanding.”6
Progress toward such a singularity, Vinge and others have argued, is
driven by Moore’s Law. Its accumulated doubling will eventually yield a
computer with more processing and storage capacity than the human brain.
Once this happens, things become highly unpredictable. Machines could
become self-aware, humans and computers could merge seamlessly, or other
fundamental transitions could occur. Ray Kurzweil, who has done more than
anyone else to explain the power of exponential improvement, wrote in his
2005 book The Singularity Is Near that at current rates of progress these
transitions will occur by about 2045.7 How plausible is singularity or the
Terminator? We honestly don’t know. As with all things digital it’s wise
never to say never, but we still have a long way to go.
The science-fiction capabilities of Jeopardy!-champion supercomputers
and autonomous cars can be misleading. Because they’re examples of digital
technologies doing human-like things, they can lead us to conclude that the
technologies themselves are becoming human-like. But they’re not—yet. We
humans build machines to do things that we see being done in the world by
animals and people, but we typically don’t build them the same way that
nature built us. As AI trailblazer Frederick Jelinek put it beautifully,
“Airplanes don’t flap their wings.”8
It’s true that scientists, engineers, and other innovators often take cues
from biology as they’re working, but it would be a mistake to think that this
is always the case, or that major recent AI advances have come about because
we’re getting better at mimicking human thought. Journalist Stephen Baker
spent a year with the Watson team to research his book Final Jeopardy!. He
found that, “The IBM team paid little attention to the human brain while
programming Watson. Any parallels to the brain are superficial, and only the
result of chance.”9
As we were researching this book we heard similar sentiments from most
of the innovators we talked to. Most of them weren’t trying to unravel the
mysteries of human consciousness or understand exactly how we think; they

were trying to solve problems and seize opportunities. As they did so, they
sometimes came up with technologies that had human-like skills and abilities.
But these tools themselves were not like humans at all. Current AI, in short,
looks intelligent, but it’s an artificial resemblance. That might change in the
future. We might start to build digital tools that more closely mimic our
minds, perhaps even drawing on our rapidly improving capabilities for
scanning and mapping brains. And if we do, those digital minds will certainly
augment ours and might even eventually merge with them, or become selfaware on their own.

Destined For . . . ?
Even in the face of all these challenges—economic, infrastructural,
biological, societal, and existential—we’re still optimistic. To paraphrase
Martin Luther King, Jr., the arc of history is long but it bends towards
justice.10 We think the data support this. We’ve seen not just vast increases in
wealth but also, on the whole, more freedom, more social justice, less
violence, and less harsh conditions for the least fortunate and greater
opportunities for more and more people.
In Charles Dickens’s A Christmas Carol, when the Ghost of Christmas
Future pointed at Scrooge’s tombstone Scrooge asked, “Is this what must be,
or what might be?” For questions of technology and the future state of the
world, it’s the latter. Technology creates possibilities and potential, but
ultimately, the future we get will depend on the choices we make. We can
reap unprecedented bounty and freedom, or greater disaster than humanity
has ever seen before.
The technologies we are creating provide vastly more power to change the
world, but with that power comes greater responsibility. That’s why we aren’t
technological determinists, and that’s why we devoted three chapters in this
book to a set of recommendations that we think will improve the odds of
achieving a society with shared prosperity.
But in the long run, the real questions will go beyond economic growth.
As more and more work is done by machines, people can spend more time on
other activities. Not just leisure and amusements, but also the deeper
satisfactions that come from invention and exploration, from creativity and

building, and from love, friendship, and community. We don’t have a lot of
formal metrics for those kinds of value, and perhaps we never will, but they
will nonetheless grow in importance as we satisfy our more basic economic
needs. If the first machine age helped unlock the forces of energy trapped in
chemical bonds to reshape the physical world, the real promise of the second
machine age is to help unleash the power of human ingenuity.
Our success will depend not just on our technological choices, or even on
the coinvention of new organizations and institutions. As we have fewer
constraints on what we can do, it is then inevitable that our values will matter
more than ever. Will we choose to have information widely disseminated or
tightly controlled? Will our prosperity be broadly shared? What will be the
nature and magnitude of rewards we give to our innovators? Will we build
vibrant relationships and communities? Will everyone have the opportunities
to discover, create, and enjoy the best of life?
In the second machine age, we need to think much more deeply about
what it is we really want and what we value, both as individuals and as a
society. Our generation has inherited more opportunities to transform the
world than any other. That’s a cause for optimism, but only if we’re mindful
of our choices.
Technology is not destiny. We shape our destiny.

* Greg Mankiw ponders a thought experiment where a pill is discovered that adds one year of
life to anyone who takes it, but costs $100,000 per pill to produce—more than most people
could afford. Would we ban it, ration it, or regulate it in some way?
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More Praise for The Second Machine Age

“Brynjolfsson and McAfee are right: we are on the cusp of a dramatically
different world brought on by technology. The Second Machine Age is the
book for anyone who wants to thrive in it. I’ll encourage all of our
entrepreneurs to read it, and hope their competitors don’t.”
—Marc Andreessen, cofounder of
Netscape and Andreessen Horowitz
“What globalization was to the economic debates of the late 20th century,
technological change is to the early 21st century. Long after the financial
crisis and great recession have receded, the issues raised in this important
book will be central to our lives and our politics.”
—Lawrence H. Summers, Charles W. Eliot
University Professor at Harvard University
“Technology is overturning the world’s economies, and The Second Machine
Age is the best explanation of this revolution yet written.”
—Kevin Kelly, senior maverick for Wired
and author of What Technology Wants
“Brynjolfsson and McAfee take us on a whirlwind tour of innovators and
innovations around the world. But this isn’t just casual sightseeing. Along the
way, they describe how these technological wonders came to be, why they
are important, and where they are headed.”
—Hal Varian, chief economist at Google
“In this optimistic book Brynjolfsson and McAfee clearly explain the bounty
that awaits us from intelligent machines. But they argue that creating the
bounty depends on finding ways to race with the machine rather than racing
against the machine. That means people like me need to build machines that

are easy to master and use. Ultimately, those who embrace the new
technologies will be the ones who benefit most.”
—Rodney Brooks, chairman and
CTO of Rethink Robotics, Inc
“New technologies may bring about our economic salvation or they may
threaten our very livelihoods . . . or they may do both. Brynjolfsson and
McAfee have written an important book on the technology-driven
opportunities and challenges we all face in the next decade. Anyone who
wants to understand how amazing new technologies are transforming our
economy should start here.”
—Austan Goolsbee, professor of economics at the University
of Chicago Booth School of Business and former
chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers
“After reading this book, your world view will be flipped: you’ll see that
collective intelligence will come not only from networked brains but also
from massively connected and intelligent machines. In the near future, the
best job to have will be the one you would do for free.”
—Nicholas Negroponte, cofounder of the
MIT Media Lab, founder of One Laptop
per Child, and author of Being Digital
“The Second Machine Age helps us all better understand the new age we are
entering, an age in which by working with the machine we can unleash the
full power of human ingenuity. This provocative book is both grounded and
visionary, with highly approachable economic analyses that add depth to their
vision. A must-read.”
—John Seely Brown, coauthor of
The Power of Pull and A New Culture of Learning
“Brynjolfsson and McAfee do an amazing job of explaining the progression
of technology, giving us a glimpse of the future, and explaining the
economics of these advances. And they provide sound policy prescriptions.
Their book could also have been titled Exponential Economics 101—it is a

must-read.”
—Vivek Wadhwa, director of research at Duke
University’s Pratt School of Engineering
and author of The Immigrant Exodus
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